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Abstract 
“There is hardly a section of the community that doesn’t in one breath protest undying 
hostility to the Government Interference and, the next, pray for it”  
Sir Robert Menzies 
With unprecedented urban growth, rising urban population and socio economic shifts, 
the importance of government owned property asset is becoming fundamental to the 
delivery of basic urban services to the citizenry. This tangible public asset is an integral 
part of social capital, investment and social good. There is a growing apprehension that 
developed and developing countries are fast divesting their government property assets 
to fund infrastructure, hence compromising on delivery of basic urban services. The 
governments throughout the world are the largest owners of real property assets. 
Governments at all levels own, manage and control more property assets than many 
multinationals, landowners and large corporations put together. These real properties 
form major part of asset portfolios for the governments at all levels but quite often these 
public assets are seen as ‘liabilities’ due to lack of good governance, transparency and 
absence of long term property asset management plans. The lack of governance and 
inadequate management frameworks of government property assets inversely relates to 
public accountability and administrative risks, including public services degradation, 
fiscal, economic, environmental, legislative and social losses. These outcomes 
conversely effect the perceived notion of social good, hence challenges the investment 
of social capital in the property assets. The growing trend towards outsourcing or selling 
of government property assets has caused more administrative complexities, lowering of 
basic urban services and lack of accountabilities due to substantial gaps between 
governance and management of these property assets. 
 
This research analyses trends, policies and practices linking governance of government 
owned property assets and asset management frameworks. It critically evaluates the 
essential public policy frameworks and drivers of urban services which are reliant on 
government ownership of property assets. The research focuses on testing the assertion 
‘The better the governance – the better the management’ in government owned property 
assets through international practices and applied reforms. The assertion leads to 
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efficient and sustainable management of public assets, thus creating greater value of 
‘social return’ by way of investing public funds as ‘social capital’. The history of 
government property assets, major public property reforms, property asset policies, 
recent learnings from private sector experiences and international case studies from 
local government property assets are analysed to develop a conceptual governance 
framework. Using ‘circles methodology’ for evaluations and benchmarking of 
government property assets, the research develops key governance, social good, 
management and exchange indicators for local government property assets in 
commonwealth countries. The ‘circles methodology’ further assists in developing 
‘comparative evaluations’ between selected cities from Australia and India, identifying 
key policy gaps, public participation, delivery management of basic urban services, 
strengths and weaknesses of public administrations. This leads to a conceptual city to 
city learning frameworks that can be established to address the immediate and important 
need of managing government property assets to deliver better urban services to 
citizenry in commonwealth countries. The research applies the lenses of ‘clouds of 
trust’ to further validate that ‘city to city’ learning enables the most effective and 
advanced environments for learning public management of government property assets 
at local government levels. It further concludes that substantial lack of open data, 
absence of property management plans, transparencies and unregulated reforms are 
adversely affecting the ownerships of government property assets at local government 
levels, thus requires further research in strengthening the empirical knowledge about 
government ownerships, their usage to the citizenry and effective returns to the urban 
societies. 
 
In conclusion, this thesis uses the international practices, available public data, case 
studies and conceptual learning frameworks to endeavour to bring effective public 
ownership, transparency, long term social good and longevity to the most desirable 
asset owned by the public – government property assets. 
 ‘Honest disagreement is often a good sign of progress’ Mahatma Gandhi  
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- 
Genesis  
Simple things can have a profound effect on our lives. 
I was born in an urban setting in Delhi, India. It was not a rich suburb but an ordinary middle class 
‘colony’ in East Delhi. The streets were clean and safe. The open drainage was cleaned every day and 
it worked hard during the monsoon season. I recall every night a watchman wondering the streets with 
a stick and whistle. To this date, I can’t work out the exact words he uttered! Every month the cleaning 
lady and the watchman came to our house and collected their monthly fee. These were simple 
examples of urban management and basic services to the community. Later on, I noticed the 
implementation of the exchange of paper receipts begin to occur, but the urban services continued. 
During numerous Indian festivals, they were presented with gifts and sweets. They provided ‘civic 
services’ and households would pay - the system worked with reliability and trust. 
During my childhood, there lived in our street a well-dressed and polite man. He lived with his large 
family and commanded a sense of respect in the neighbourhood.  He often interacted with everyone 
and spoke with them about street matters, their health and their families. He was a good listener but a 
firm and disciplined person. Often, we would see many people visiting him at all hours of the day. If 
he was at home, he always made time to meet with them. As I grew older I noticed more people came 
to see him and on a few occasions I noticed police and some “important” people arrive in 
‘Ambassador’ cars (the Indian Government choice of vehicle). My curiosity about this man was 
tweaked and I finally asked my father about him. “He is a Municipal Councillor” was the response. 
“But what does he do? He doesn’t go to work every day like you and lots of people come to see him.” 
My father responded, “well, he is responsible for our streets, drains, electricity and playgrounds. So 
many people come to see him about these issues”. My questions went on and my father responded in a 
most calculated way as any good bank officer of that time would have done.  
Shri Mukund Lal Bindra was a Municipal Councillor and was my introduction to the world of 
Municipality and public assets. In those days, governance was responsive to the communities’ need. 
People respected it but never felt fearful about it. I never heard Shri Mukund Lal Bindra using the 
word ‘governance’ but he always referred to ‘public service’. People also took pride in their urban 
communities and had a sense of ownership in keeping the colony safe and clean. Urban management 
wasn’t entirely the Government’s job but a shared responsibility with its citizens. There was a respect 
of Governance and shared responsibility for urban management. It all worked, or at least as a child it 
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all seemed to work well: cleanliness, safety and access to parks and playgrounds. The effect of 
Governance was reflected in tangible outcomes - simple but effective.  The time was 1980.  
The population of Delhi in 1980 was about 4.5 million people, which is nearly equal to Greater 
Sydney’s population in 2014. The United Nations (UN) estimated the population of Delhi in July 2014 
as the second largest city in the world with 25 million people. Delhi has changed - and so has its 
Governance.   
Governance in democracy is a tangible link between government and people. It tests the very essence 
of democracy – government of the people, by the people, for the people. With rapid urbanisation and 
our cities ‘bursting at the seams’, governance is on display in our cities on an everyday basis. Indian 
cities, where democracy is overtly displayed and even animals enjoy freedom on modern expressways, 
will test the very basis of governance. The UN projects that over 800 million people will live in Indian 
Cities by 2030. This represents almost ten percent of the entire human population projected for 2030. 
Can Democracy and Governance survive in our cities?    
I commenced this research with a simple enquiry regarding how people are affected by the governance 
of government owned property assets. As an urban inhabitant, I wanted to understand how governance 
effects so many people within thriving environments, particularly our cities. Assets without 
management or good management have little value. In fact, these are more of liabilities on public 
purse. Its economic and social value is measured by its appropriateness, performance and efficiency. 
In this research, it is argued that government property assets without good governance, will not fulfil 
the objective of social good on a long-term basis.  
During this research, I was led to explore the relationship between Governance and Management. 
Public asset management is an enabler for the provision of community services, but not the sole reason 
for the success of government property assets. There were many policy papers, government reports 
and financial data to review, collate and develop interesting regression models to prove my research 
hypothesis. There was evidence of the relationship between governance and management of 
government property assets. Cities have results and data to prove this. One of the most pressing 
arguments is that cities assist in bringing hundreds of millions of people out of abject poverty. Of 
course, the model has worked for centuries.  
 
 
Remember, simple things have a profound effect on our lives! 
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It was asked by Professor Armstrong, “where is the public good?”   
It’s the balance sheet and the rising contributions towards the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the 
cities, it’s shown in the results, confirmed by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World 
Bank as well as other government reports.  
During one research interview with Mr Kumar, a city administrative officer in India, he stated “This is 
excellent research but how will this help me to manage my city better? We need real management 
tools to tackle this unprecedented urbanisation. I need to provide shelter for humans and animals both, 
not tomorrow but today.  There is ‘tsunami coming’ and you want us to read your research paper? 
Help us to ‘build our capacity to manage our cities through learning and applied research’. This 
will be more helpful.” My interview with Mr Kumar was over.  
In fact, I had no answers for the questions posed by Professor Armstrong or Mr Kumar, but they gave 
me an intellectual and academic challenge to reflect on government property, social good and city to 
city exchange practises. This contributed to new knowledge in areas of government property assets 
and exchange of Australian best practice for the benefit of cities in India. 
To make the research relevant I explored the workings of governance and management of government 
property assets at local government level. In fact, I went back to the childhood street to enquire about 
the governance and management of assets which meant so much to us on a daily basis.  
This research is an effort to reflect on simple learnings from our cities. It touches on the most basic 
reflection between the government and its people – buildings. Government property assets are highly 
political and economic necessity but yet so profound for future. They reflect so much about 
governments and their legacies. They are a reflection of our time and society. What can be a better test 
for governance than leaving a physical legacy for future generation – their buildings their property 
assets! Will we be successful to retain it or will we part with it due to ‘economic necessity’ to fund 
infrastructure? This is not a simple question and there are no simple answers!  
 
“Earth provides enough to satisfy every man's needs, but not every man's greed.”   
Gandhi 
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Chapter One  
People, Government and Property - Introduction and research context  
This chapter outlines the importance of government property assets and their historical 
context in owning, acquiring, controlling, delivering and managing urban or public services. It 
provides an appreciation of the social context and relationship with the retention of 
government property assets on a long-term social good. The aim of the chapter is to provide 
the background, literature review and context of government property assets in the urban 
world, their social importance and the role of city to city learning to improve the management 
of government property assets through applied learning in cities. 
1.1 Research background  
Worldwide, rising urban populations are placing enormous pressure on governments 
(Brockerhoff, 1999) at all levels to deliver public services in more efficient and effective 
ways. The United Nations (UN) Habitat in its Cities report (United Nations Centre for 
Human, 2001), states the level of public services infrastructure is reaching its critical point in 
a number of developing cities ("Planning Sustainable Cities: Global Report on Human 
Settlements 2009  - UN HABITAT and Earthscan," 2011). Growing technological changes 
and access to public information in cities and urban regions (Bock, 2006), citizens are voicing 
their concerns more frequently about the quality and efficient delivery of public services 
(Lukensmeyer, 2012). In some developing countries, citizen satisfaction with local 
government or municipal services is lower than 40 per cent (Montalvo, 2009), making 
governance at local government levels extremely challenging (Frumkin, 2004). The delivery 
of infrastructure, physical and built infrastructure in particular, is either very basic or fast 
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deteriorating due to the lack of public management and lack of appropriate human and 
capacity resources, including innovation, technology and applied learnings.  Dissatisfaction 
with public services and perceived citizen expectations is placing pressure on governments at 
all levels to adopt new governance, policies and management styles to address this challenge 
(Chakrabarty, 2001; Denison, 2008; Vermiglio, 2011). Public assets are at the centre of this 
debate since early urbanisation during 19th and 20th centuries, which has become more 
prominent after the financial crisis of 2007-08  (Detter & Folster, 2015).  
  For centuries, public buildings have represented a social fabric and its fundamental belief in 
the system of government and citizen participation. Countries with strong democratic beliefs 
and public engagement often develop architecture and buildings that reflect this belief and 
public engagements. On the other hand, nations with dictatorial and other forms of 
government often create architecture as a power symbol (Gibson, 2012), described by Gibson 
of The Wall Street Journal as “the subservience of the citizen to the state and display the 
ghastly aesthetic imperatives of totalitarian art”.  Public buildings are a representation of 
wealth, expectation, perception and peoples’ aspirations; hence government property assets 
are fundamental to citizens.  The majority of government property assets are used for 
delivering social, urban or public services. Kaganova presents a basic classification of 
government property assets as shown in Figure 1.1.   
Figure 1.1 Government property – classification  
Adapted: Utter (1989) and (Kaganova & McKellar, 2006)  
 
 
Source: (Hanis, 2012) 
Category Types Goals 
Core properties – mandatory 
functions 
City hall, water supply etc Maximum efficiency minimum 
cost 
Additional properties – 
discretional functions  
Parks, cultural facilities, office 
spaces 
Quantify and minimize the 
property related subsidies 
Surplus properties Investments properties and 
remnants from various sources 
Maximise financial returns 
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Governments throughout the world are the largest owners of real estate property assets and 
built infrastructure (Detter & Folster, 2015). Governments at all levels collectively control 
more property assets than many multinationals, landowners and large corporations put 
together (Kaganova & Nayyar-Stone, 2000; Ritu & Olga, 2000). Government property assets 
are the most basic form of tangible public assets through which citizens connect with the 
government on a day to day basis. These property assets, described as nonfinancial assets as 
per IMF definitions, may include housing, schools, public libraries, airports, police stations, 
local council offices, sports stadiums, office buildings, crematoriums, wharfs, universities etc. 
The profile of government property assets, their ownership structures, procurement methods 
and management criteria differ from country to country and in some cases, differ within the 
country itself.  
Despite the many distinctions of governance and management of government property assets, 
they have a commonality – to delivery thepublic services to citizens in the most efficient way 
with minimum resources. Some countries and regions have an advanced level of knowledge 
in managing the fine balance of government property assets and the delivery of public 
services, while others are still learning and experiencing the difficult lessons from divestment 
and outsourcing. The potential for transferable applied knowledge and good practices in 
managing government property assets (Kaganova & McKellar, 2006) becomes fundamental 
to governments at all levels, particularly in developing countries where rapid urbanisation is 
bursting the seams (Sachs, 2007) and the delivery of public services is crucial for social, 
economic and environmental sustainability.   
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1.2 Purpose of research  
Various governance institutions and multilateral agencies highlighted the importance of 
retention of public assets, particularly government land assets, properties and built assets, on 
long term basis. Equally there is greater body of literature and policy recommendations 
highlighting the need for divestment for short term cash incentives. The notion of government 
property divestments and pursuance of long term social good presents conflicting arguments 
when governments at all levels are required to rely on external organisations for fulfilment of  
basic urban services. The analysis of relationship  between long term social good and 
governance of government property assets is the fundamental purpose of this research.  This 
aims to address the following through the review of existing literature, government policy 
documents, historical contexts, workshops with key urban stakeholders, interviews and 
analysis of existing financial data from different levels of governments in Australia and India. 
1) In times when sell off and divestment of government property assets are seen as an 
essential part of economic management, this research addresses the essentiality of governance 
and management as important tools to retain property assets in public ownership for social 
good; 
2) The research evaluates governance and management principles of government property 
assets in Australia and India. With the appreciation of gap analysis in governance and 
management, it develops a conceptual management framework to retain high levels of 
ownership of government property assets for social good; 
3) City to city learning has been identified as one of the most successful practices and applied 
learning tool to improve the urban management of rapid growing cities in developing 
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countries. This research reviews literature and methods in developing the conceptual model 
for city to city learning for cities in developing countries.  
Government property assets fulfil public, administrative and social needs as well as economic 
responsibilities to the general public (Abdullah, Razak, Hanafi, & Salleh, 2011).  Although 
governments are the largest owners of property assets, quite often these assets are seen as 
‘liabilities’ due to lack of good governance, transparency (Shah, 2006) and the absence of 
long term property asset management plans (Hanis, Trigunarsyah, & Susilawati, 2011).  The 
lack of governance and inadequate management frameworks inversely relate to public 
accountability, including public services degradation, fiscal, economic, environmental, 
legislative and social erosion (Kaganova & McKellar, 2006; Muhammad Hasbi, 
Trigunarsyah, & Susilawati, 2011;). These outcomes adversely affect the perceived level of 
social good, hence challenge the investment of social capital in government property assets.  
Since 1990 there has been greater curiosity and awareness about government owned property 
assets (Detter & Folster, 2015) and the manner in which these public investments are 
fulfilling the larger needs of the citizens and delivering social good or returns, especially 
during times of crisis (Plumer, 2013).  Dan Detter and Stefan Folster has summarised in their 
book ‘The Public Wealth of Nations’ as:   
“The idea that the government’s own a larger stock of assets than all very wealthy individuals 
put together, and even more than all pension funds, or all private equity funds. Most 
governments have more wealth than they are aware of, including the many nations caught in 
the grip of debt crises. Many of these troubled countries own thousands of firms, land titles, 
and other assets, which they have not bothered to value, let alone manage for the common 
good. Public wealth is like an iceberg, with only the tip visible above the surface.” (Detter & 
Folster, 2015) 
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Among developed world countries, there are a number of governments i.e., Greece, Spain, 
Italy, Ireland and the United States, who have suffered severe financial crisis of 2007-08 and 
the sale of government property assets was seen as the first part of the solution. Numerous 
experiences from the US and European countries showed that selling or divesting government 
property assets was not always as financial lucrative as was once thought (Williams & 
Cervantes, 2006). This divestment of government property assets to fund treasury chests and 
overcome immediate financial crisis at national level and/or to invest in infrastructure has 
become highly controversial, because of falling levels of public services (Andrew, 2014; 
Dollery, Byrnes, & Crase, 2007;) and declining social integration and long term social 
returns.  
Since the financial crisis of 2007-08 there has been much discussion and literature produced 
on managing public debt, especially around using government owned property assets as 
collateral to sell off (Adrian Wooldridge 2015).  But this literature has largely ignored the 
question of rationalising public wealth. In most cases, public wealth is larger than public debt.  
Hence, it raises an important question about the critical review of governance and 
management of public assets for future economic stability and its impact on long term social 
good. Government asset divestment, particularly real estate properties and buildings, is seen 
as an immediate reaction to manage public debt issues. Although divestment of government 
property assets is an integral part of governments’ business, these transactions play an 
important role in the pubic balance sheet.  
During the last two decades, the practice of divestment of government property assets has 
increased exponentially in the developed world and is particularly evident at national 
government levels. With the exception of Nordic countries and Germany, public consultation 
or community engagement on such matters of divestment has substantially reduced. This 
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research reviewed various papers by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), World Bank and 
other NGO’s referring to the process of divestment as a recommended process for austerity 
measures and advises that the process be expert led, rather than community led. United 
Nations agencies, on the other hand, strongly recommend the process of local community 
engagement before divestment strategies are placed on the market  (Habitat, 2013; Turok & 
Parnell, 2009; Un-Habitat, 2008).  
 
Most of the constitutional papers and fiscal and management policies suggest maximising the 
return on government property assets should always be the focus of the government. The IMF 
data suggests that government property assets are, by and large, the second biggest asset base 
for majority of countries. The IMF financial guidelines recommend listing buildings and 
property assets under nonfinancial asset criteria, which is currently followed by majority of 
OECD countries. This research notes that a number of countries have included items like 
military equipment and military assets under the same non-financial category as government 
property assets retained for social good at regional and national levels.   
The public management shift towards outsourcing or selling of public property assets has 
caused more administrative complexities, lowering of basic urban services and lack of 
accountabilities due to substantial gaps between governance and management. The research 
validates this is more evident in the developing world cities. Available literature and data 
from developing countries suggest there is a crucial need to address the importance of 
governance relating to government property assets to deliver the rising needs of basic urban 
services in developing countries (C. Aulich, 1996; Vermiglio, 2011).  
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Learning between national and international cities has been identified as a key political and 
management tool to address rapid urbanisation, especially in fast populating developing cities 
(Taylor, 2001, 2004). Nation states like Singapore have effectively shown the value of 
building a robust urban development and management platform through learning from other 
cities and regions. Within a span of four decades, Singapore has pulled itself from a 
developing city to being world class and one of the most competitive commercial cities in the 
world (Friedmann, 1995; Seetharam & Yuen, 2010). In rapid urbanisation, it is critical to 
identify areas where city management needs to address learning and capacity building gaps 
and ways to achieve this in the most effective time. Developing a framework of this applied 
learning and capacity gap analysis is an essential part of city to city learning (Alderson & 
Beckfield, 2004; Campbell, 2013a). This research focuses on developing a conceptual 
framework of this capacity gap in cities by using the Circles method of evaluations and 
assessment (Dollery & Johnson, 2005; P James & Scerri, 2011). The research adopts 
principles of ‘clouds of trust’ between cities, as noted by Campbell in his recent publication, 
‘Beyond Smart Cities’ where he provides empirical evidence and success factor through such 
learning platforms (Campbell, 2013b) and measure effects of such learning methods.   
With the limitation of some early literature on government property and social benefit or 
social good, a recurring, if rarely discussed problem is the literature which combines both 
governance and management with an objectivity of long term social good. Some of the 
literature treats governance as an ‘effect’ to demonstrate the success of government assets, 
whereas, (asset) management is often measured from financial reports or balance sheets. In 
very limited cases where literature supports both domains of government property assets, it 
doesn’t validate the longevity of such theories or expand the learnings to other cities or 
regions. In this regard, the research aims to integrate the three domains of i) governance – ii) 
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exchange and iii) management with the primary objective of social good for citizen. It treats 
these three domains as ‘causes’, and measures the social good as ‘effect’ through relations of 
government property assets at various levels of government.     
 
1.3 Organisation of the thesis  
The research thesis is divided into seven chapters. Each chapter describes the rationale of the 
topic with supporting literature, primarily from government sources, field data and public 
agencies. There is constructive critique about the policies with recommended literature to 
validate the commentary. The chapters also use numerous benchmarking or global indicators 
to present new ways to measure the effects of government property assets. Each chapter has a 
brief conclusion to summarise the importance of that knowledge domain in governance and 
management of government property assets.  Chapter summaries are provided as below:  
1) Chapter one sets the introduction and context of the research. It explains the reason to 
conduct this research at the point of time when over half of the global population is living in 
urban areas and cities. Along with hypothesis, research methods and literature review, the 
chapter describes the context of choosing Commonwealth Countries and giving particular 
focus on India. It concludes with constraints of the research and original contribution through 
the works.  
2) Chapter two establishes the link between urbanisation and the role of government in 
managing government property assets for social good. Its provides data from the United 
Nations and other international agencies in supporting the argument that cities are ‘bursting at 
the seams’ resulting in social, economic and environmental degradation. It refers to recent 
IMF studies on the appreciation of financial practices relating to government property assets, 
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the role of state owned enterprises (SOEs) and recommendations for effective international 
standards. This chapter places emphasis on urbanisation in India and the immediate need for 
strengthening local governments’ capacity to manage their government property assets with 
effective engagement of the local community and urban stakeholders.  
3) Chapter three is focused on Australia. It starts with an appreciation of the history and role 
of the first constitution for government property assets in Australia. It describes the three tiers 
of government - federal, state and local, and how they govern and manage their property 
portfolios. The extensive literature and applied policies from Sydney City Council is 
presented as applied practice guideline for other commonwealth cities in the world. 
4) Chapter four describes how governments in India manage their government property 
assets at various levels. It provides important aspects of historical background of the British 
Raj period and explains the reasons that heritage and history will always be an integral part of 
Indian cities’ urban management. The chapter describes selected recent reforms which have a 
direct impact on governance of public assets. The chapter concludes with a critique on the 
lack of accurate data policies and the implementation of better measurement practices 
resulting in social and environmental degradation in cities and urban regions. 
5) Chapter five focuses on local community evaluation and assessment using Circles 
methodology, which is used to present an analysis of workshops conducted with urban Indian 
stakeholders during 2011 – 2014. The author also includes content, literature, case studies and 
data from a published book chapter and co-authored paper submitted during Habitat Three 
(HIII) which focused on major real estate projects at metropolitan government levels. The 
chapter concludes with constructive arguments for adopting Circles Method as an open 
protocol tool for inclusive governance, management and transparency when dealing with 
government property assets or other public assets towards social good.  
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6) Chapter six summarises the significant points from the literature and various findings 
from Australian and Indian government property asset management policies and practices. 
The assessments and results from Circles method is used for development of gap analysis, 
which leads to an integrated conceptual learning exchange model for local governments in 
India. The chapter focuses on mapping governance, reforms and capacity challenges for local 
governments in India. It emphasises through literature, evidence and reference to international 
studies that retention of government property assets is not a ‘good to have’ proposition but an 
‘absolute necessity’ for India to address the challenge of providing basic urban services to 
over 800 million people in its cities by 2050.  
7) Chapter seven is the conclusion of the research which reflects on the objectives and 
analysis of findings. The chapter overviews the primary and secondary hypothesis with 
respect to literature, gap analysis and assessments. The chapter emphasises the need for fast 
growing cities in India and other developing countries to adopt open governance and 
participatory management model for government property assets. It supports the literature in 
policies for the retention of public assets to achieve long term social good in developing 
countries. The chapter concludes with a recommendation for future research involving city 
governments.  
 
1.4 Global context for the need of government property assets  
For the first time in human history, we are witnessing a shift towards a growing urban 
population. In 2007, the global urban population shifted to exceed the global rural population, 
and has remained predominantly urban thereafter. According to UN World Urbanization 
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Prospects, 2014 revision, 54 per cent of the world’s population resides in urban areas. Only a 
few decades ago, in 1950, 30 per cent of the world’s population lived in urban areas, however 
it is predicted that by 2050, 66 per cent of the world’s population will inhabit urban areas. 
Figure 1.1 shows urban agglomerations from 1975 to 2025 (projected) as provided by the UN 
Population division. 
This is roughly the reverse of the global rural to urban population distribution of the mid-
twentieth century.  Global regions are expected to urbanise further over the coming decades 
with Africa and Asia urbanizing faster than any other global regions. These regions are 
projected to become 56 and 64 per cent urban, respectively, by 2050. In the number of urban 
inhabitants, India, for instance, will have over 800 million people living in urban areas – 
cities, Metropolitan regions and peripheral cities (DESA, 2014; Nations, 2016).   
The unprecedented urban growth places enormous pressure on governments at all levels in 
managing cities and urban regions. Managing urban growth is one of the most challenging 
issues of the current century (Bengston, Fletcher, & Nelson, 2004). While urban populations 
continue to rise, the pressure on governments to cater for basic public services with increasing 
demands from its citizens, public owned assets have become an important issue of public 
governance and management.  Technological advancement and access to online information 
during the last two decades, has increased citizen’s awareness and interest in public owned 
assets. Citizens are demanding information about publicly owned assets and the way 
government proposes to utilise them for the best interest of the public in the delivery of 
efficient services to the public. This is especially evident in advanced countries.  This 
unprecedented urban growth puts enormous pressure on governments to manage cities and 
urban regions. Managing this growth is one of the most challenging issues of the current 
century (Bengston, Fletcher, & Nelson, 2004).    
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Figure 1.2 Urban Agglomerations 1975 - 2025  
Metropolis Commission Two – Managing Urban Growth  
Web resource: www.metropolis.org 
 
 
Primary source: United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division: World 
Urbanisation Prospects, the 2009 Revision. New York 2010 
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To provide the basic or essential citizen services, governments at all levels require enormous 
public management infrastructure including tangible and non-tangible assets.  The scale and 
level of this public infrastructure depends on various factors, including the form of 
government, socio economic conditions, urban culture and lifestyles, business environments 
and perceived expectations from government at levels. Government property assets are the 
most basic form of tangible public assets where citizens can connect with the government on 
a day to day basis. These government property assets also represent three major factors about 
governments and their perceived relationship with the citizenry:  
1)  Open governance and transparency demonstrates a level of informed citizenry who are 
willing to scrutinise the government policies and actions;  
2) Effective governance policies with direct public engagement shows higher levels of 
retention of governments property assets; 
3) A public proposition of long term social good by retaining large part of real property assets 
in public purse.  
A number of international institutions like UN Habitat have argued that long term direct 
investments in government property assets provide greater confidence to citizens about their 
governments, whereas government owned property divestments is seen as an easy way out for 
governments to fix immediate problems without consideration for the long term consequence 
on the public good (Odugbemi, Jacobson, & World Bank, 2008; Rajaram, 2014; Shah, 2006).  
Forums like the World Economic forum (WEF) and OECD advocate that rapid urban growth 
and growing demands for public services in cities will compel local governments to adopt 
property divestment strategies as an important function of their long-term strategies. 
Numerous government sponsored audits and international commissions argue that 
governments at all levels should only own core property assets and minimise their exposure to 
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the ownership of property assets (Armstrong, 2015; Audit Office of New South, 1997; A. 
Commission, 1988).   
With various avenues of current discussion regarding government assets and social good and 
the available literature on both sides of the argument i.e., should governments hold large 
public assets or only core public assets, is far from over. With various economic and financial 
cycles, the public purse will be tested at every step and government property assets will 
always be the first to witness the outcome during economic growth periods and recession. The 
difficulties this research poses are factors surrounding the capacity and ability of local 
governments in developing countries such as India to deal with such scenarios when 
government property assets are perceived to be at minimum levels and demand for basic 
urban services are increasing due to unprecedented urbanisation and growth. In the absence of 
strong policies and governance, such cities may not be able to meet the minimum 
requirements of their urban population (UCLG) and rising demands of rapid urbanisation.  
1.5 Context of the Commonwealth Countries - Australia and India  
With the rise of urbanisation and the economic power of cities, one of the most pressing 
challenges is the connection of global cities in order to work together to address problems like 
governance, management and environment degradation. Nations and states hold enormous 
political and economic power which restrict the cities from making effective and in some 
cases, urgent decisions. The ease of governance and public good gets lost in the vast 
complexities of political and administrative vocabulary, while ordinary citizens suffer at local 
levels (Armstrong, 2014). This research studied some of the underlying issues of governance 
and management in connection to government property assets.  It found the legal and 
administrative systems are the primary drivers of some of the fundamental issues concerning 
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government property assets. To address the legal and administrative parts, the research linked 
its relationship with historical and cultural aspects. By mapping some of the fundamental 
challenges in current urbanisation and applied practices or precedents to address governance 
and management at local government levels, Commonwealth Countries showed a lot of 
commonalities and learning opportunities due to common law practices and early evolution of 
public administrative systems.  
Figure 1.3 shows the members of the Commonwealth countries as of November, 2016. On 
mapping the trends of recent urbanisation patterns and projected growth in cities, this research 
identifies several levels of commonalities between the different member countries of the 
Commonwealth ie, governance, public administration, environment, human rights, greater 
powers for local democracy and trade. After the United Nations as a global voice, the fifty 
member countries of the Commonwealth probably represent the largest collective voice of 
people and cities. During 2012, the UN population data indicated that over 30 per cent of the 
world’s population live in Commonwealth countries and urbanisation in these countries are 
projected to be much faster than other regions and groups.  
 
To show the diversity in the Commonwealth countries, Figure 1.4 shows the gross national 
income (GNI) index of the Commonwealth countries from 2012 (Commonwealth, 2016). 
Further studies qualify that these diversities are also becoming a platform for greater 
exchange in urban practices, development aids to low income countries through the 
Commonwealth frameworks and greater economic collaboration between these countries.  
The Charter of the Commonwealth is presented in appendix 1 and sets out the core values and 
the principles including democracy, human rights, separation of powers, good governance and 
the role of civil societies. This sets out principles of ‘commonalities’ among Commonwealth 
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Countries and one of the main reasons for Commonwealth Cities to learn each other in 
governance domain.  
 
Figure 1.3 The Commonwealth and member countries (Nov 2016) 
(Permission: Commonwealth Secretariat web site – web format) 
 
 
Source: The Commonwealth Secretariat website (Accessed 21 Nov 2016)  
Screen image URL: http://thecommonwealth.org/member-countries (21 Nov 2016)  
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Figure 1.4 The Commonwealth countries – GNI per capita (2014) 
(Permission: Commonwealth Secretariat web site) 
 
Source: The Commonwealth of nations (Accessed 21 Nov 2016)  
Screen image URL: http://www.commonwealth-of-nations.org/web (21 Nov 2016)  
 
The research methods in this section defines the selection of three Commonwealth countries 
at the commencement this research – Australia, Singapore and India. The early research phase 
found that Singapore, as Nation State, has very different governance about ownership of 
government property assets. It sets compelling examples and applied learnings in asset 
management practices primarily driven on private sector initiatives. It was decided to reduce 
the selection to two Commonwealth countries - Australia and India and was broadly based on 
following comparative and relevant factors: 
1) Historical context of managing public property assets – Both countries showed some 
primary evidence of how government properties were administered and managed during 
colonial times; 
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2)  Political context and its effect on government property assets – Australia has 
successfully managed to implement a number of political and administrative reforms relating 
to government properties which set a learning framework for India;  
3)  Growth of urbanisation – Australia is a highly-urbanised country and the majority of 
its population lives in major cities. This sets a learning context for cities in India to address 
rapid urbanisation; 
4) Governance of government property assets at all levels of government in Australia 
have witnessed significant changes in the last three decades, and set a good precedent for 
governance reforms, both at government and public administrative levels, in India; 
5)  During the last three decades, Australia has reformed its public administration and 
adopted new practices for the delivery of urban services, including divestments, 
outsourcing and technology interventions in public accountability and transparencies. The 
learning from these reforms and service delivery options shows interesting propositions for 
analysis between the two countries;  
6) Due to the author’s personal heritage and professional work in India, it provided a 
greater opportunity to gather local level data from India while conducting this research; 
7) The basis of a democratic parliamentary and legal system in Australia and India 
have many similarities, which allow the ease of comparative studies of the governance and 
management of government property assets in the two countries; 
8)  Economic, Cultural and Political linkages between Australia and India have 
improved in recent times. Urbanisation in India is seen as one of the most important parts of 
economic relations between the two countries in the coming decades, both at technical and 
financial levels.   
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1.6 Research Hypothesis  
“There is no body of methods; no comprehensive methodology for study of the impact of 
public policy as an aid to future policy” James Coleman  
Rist argues that “the tendency in policy research and analysis has become more centrifugal, 
spinning off more methodologies and variations on methodologies, more conceptual 
frameworks, and more disarray among those who call themselves policy analyst or see 
themselves working in the area of policy studies” (Rist, 1982).  
In his essay on Indian democracy, author Pratap Bhanu Mehta describes the, ‘misplaced hope 
in democratic experiment can easily turn into self-delusion; on other hand the line between 
realism and outright cynicism is very thin. He further states that the ideological persistence of 
social inequality on one hand, and a mistaken views of the state’s proper function and 
organisation on the other, has modified and impeded the workings of democracy and its affect 
in all kinds of perverse ways {Mehta, 2003 #1274}. The proposition of government property 
assets and social good appropriately qualifies the Mehta’s notion of , ‘democratic realism’, 
where citizens feels ownership of government property assets in political terms. It sets the 
first principle of political economy in public ownership of property assets towards long term 
retention and social good.   
Post global financial crisis of 2007-08, many academic and practitioners have argued that 
social policy studies are more inclined towards short term economic benefits, particularly 
supported by methodological techniques and data, and limited emphasis on the end users, 
particularly the citizens. The domain of government owned public assets has been more 
focused on reinventing the economic policies leading towards inequalities (Austen-Smith, 
2008) and divestments rather than improving the transparencies and decisions making process 
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in governing and managing government property assets which serve the basic necessities for 
citizens i.e. community halls, schools, hospitals, police stations and art galleries.  
The governance and management of government property assets is not a new public 
administrative subject, but the interrelationship of governance and management and their 
combined influence on social good has rarely been discussed as a combined topic. There are a 
number of practice guidelines and research works on adopting corporate real estate practices 
for public asset management (K. Jones & White, 2008; Simons, 2009) with greater emphasis 
on procurement and outsourcing strategies (Bond & Dent, 1998; Luciani, 2005). However, 
with the exception of public housing and defence related property assets, there is limited 
research studies on public asset management (Seiler, Webb, & Myer, 1999) with a handful of 
research works and literature on government property assets (Hanis et al., 2011; Shah, 2006), 
most notably the works of Olga Kaganova and James McKellar (Kaganova & McKellar, 
2006). This raises an important enquiry about the fitness of purpose for government property 
assets (Amaratunga, Baldry, Sarshar, & Newton, 2002) and long term social good through 
effective and open governance and accountable management practices. Fitness of purpose for 
government property assets is to drive long term, tangible and measurable social good. The 
concept of social good and its impact in terms of value proposition to society and its long 
term political and social consequences remain area of greater enquiry for number of decades. 
The management and limits of open data about government property assets remains a larger 
question for the majority of countries in the world (Lyons, 2007). A major UK government 
commission enquiry, Sir Lyons Enquiry, highlighted most of the governance and 
accountability issues in its report and established a notion – Better the governance Better the 
management.   The research tests this hypothesis in two selected Commonwealth Countries – 
Australia and India and sets to establish some linkages between available qualitative and 
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quantitative data of government property assets.  It focuses on major governance policies in 
managing property assets at local government levels, and their relationship with long term 
social good. The local governments are often accountable for majority of day to day urban 
services in cities and yet they hold very limited or minimum property assets to serve the local 
communities. The research reflects on some of the primary policy issues leading to limitation 
of government property ownerships at local levels in rapidly rising urban world, particularly 
in developing countries.   
The primary hypothesis which frames this research is: 
There is an assumed relation between long term social good and retention of government 
property assets. The assumption of social good has not been empirically verified rather simply 
asserted through public policies and financial accounting methods. This research analyses the 
relationship between governance and the management of government property assets for long 
term social good in cities.  
 
The primary hypothesis is articulated in supporting the secondary hypotheses:  
1) The synthesis of global best practices in public asset management and open governance 
lightly qualifies the term ‘retention’ for long term social good. The research critically 
evaluates the global factors of applied urban policies in governance and empirically validated 
asset data from public management system for long term retention of government property 
assets; 
2) The ‘circle of blame’, between public administration (management) and politics 
(governance) is ever evolving and effects the public purse in variety of ways. This is more 
evident in developing countries, where the unprecedented urbanisation is putting the cities at 
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verse of collapse. The research compares the role of public asset management in supporting 
the governance of government property assets in Australia and India. It further develops a 
conceptual model of applied learning in urban domains 
3) The framework of city to city learning where good practices can be transferred from one 
city to another with commonalities like the underlying legal system.  
Further investigations of these factors within the context of Australia and India can be 
articulated with the following questions:   
i. What are the strategic factors influencing the governance of government property 
assets in Australia and India?  
ii. How do governance policies and asset management factors influence the delivery of 
long term social good at local government levels? 
iii. How can learnings gleaned about governance from major Australian cities assist 
Indian cities manage government property assets?  
iv. What forms of conceptual learning exchanges can be developed at city to city levels 
between Australia and India to improve governance and management? 
 
The hypothesis is supplemented with both normative and comparative analysis between 
Australia and India. The literature, current policy documents and case studies, support the 
research objectives in developing a gap analysis in governance and management. This gap 
analysis is further rationalised in conceptual framework to improve the capacity at local 
governments in India by using city to city learning models.  
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1.7 Research methods and design   
“It is the consistency of the information that matters for a good story, not its completeness. Indeed, 
you will often find that knowing little makes it easier to fit everything you know into a coherent 
pattern.”  Daniel Kahneman (Economist, Noble laureate)  
There are numerous international practices and guidelines, ie OECD guidelines for public 
financial accounting for reporting, audit and benchmarking. The primary basis for all public 
investments and ownership of assets relates to social good for its citizenry and security as a 
whole region or country. The direct relation between public investment and social good is 
basis of political economic in urban areas. Despite various efforts at all levels of governments 
and multilateral agencies like World Bank, OECD and IMF, we are unable to define or 
develop an internationally accepted standard or empirically validated measurable value of 
social good and government property assets. The notion of social good and government 
property is so interrelated yet so diverse that the relationship cannot be measured in single 
unit or factor. The gap in existing knowledge and literature about social good and retention of 
government property assets is the primary area of research. With help of gap analysis and 
public policy validation, it develops a conceptual framework linking the four domains of 
social good, governance, management and (knowledge) exchange.    
The impact of government policies on the wellbeing of citizens i.e., social good, is one of the 
most complex areas of research because of the constant changes in socio economic status, 
globalisation and impact of technology and innovation in urban societies. With the advent of 
online data, reports by independent commissions or tribunals and international benchmarking 
literature, the link between governance and public assets are at the forefront of public debate 
both in both developed and developing countries. Due to its proximity to citizens and direct 
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impact on day to day activities in cities, government owned property assets are one of the 
closest links between government and its people. During the last two decades, especially after 
the financial crisis of 2007-08, there has been a greater emphasis of collating the enormous 
amount of data relating to government property assets (Danckert, 2013; Ingraham, 2014; 
Lenaghan, 2015). The majority of this data has been used for the purposes of divestment, 
privatisation or outsourcing of government property assets with limited emphasis or dialogue 
on the relationship between social investment and social good.  
 
 
One of the underlying conditions of the scientific research is the firm belief in the causal 
inevitability of natural phenomena (Regopoulos, 1966), where the aim is to identify the 
causes of such phenomenon. It further leads to the interrelationships of cause and effect, the 
principle of causation. Among many other factors, the application of the principle of 
causation is based on observation, analysis, formation of hypothesis and formulation of 
theories and models (Merriam, 1943; Paul, Hall, & Oxford University, 2013; Regopoulos, 
1966). This research uses the principle of causation, where government policies (governance) 
of government owned assets are tested as causes and their impact on long term social good as 
‘Good governance is not an end in itself. The reason governance is important is that good 
governance helps an organisation achieve its objectives. On the other hand, poor 
governance can bring about the decline or even demise of an organisation.’ 
Primary source: CCH, 2004, Public Sector Governance—Australia, Sydney, p.10–101  
“The annual report is one of the key points of accountability between a council and its 
community. It is not a report to the Division of Local Government or the NSW 
Government; it is a report to the community.” 
Quote from annual report of Sydney City Council, Australia – 2015  
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effects. In this research, government reports and data are treated as the ‘cause’ factor in 
fulfilling the objectives of long term social good, effect.   
The research commenced with comparing three Commonwealth countries; 
1) Australia, 2) Singapore and 3) India.  
After two years of extensive work and numerous discussions with peers, supervisors and 
subject experts, it became quite evident that the governance of government property assets in 
Singapore have a very different political, economic and social objective. Although 
government property portfolios are highly successful in Singapore and very efficient in 
providing citizen services (B. H. Chua, 2014; Newell, Pham, & Ooi, 2015), they also 
dominant on the local and commercial landscape. After comparing some initial results using 
Circles methodology (Paul James, 2014) around the governance of public assets, the research 
pursued the focus on two Commonwealth countries only – Australia and India. There were 
three primary reasons for this: 
1) Both Australia and India have a similar basis of law - English law;   
2) Although there are vast population, geographical and political differences between both 
countries, they showed evidence of similar governance and property reforms at local 
government levels, and  
3) Because of their common Commonwealth heritage, there are public administrative and 
property related reforms from Australia which had the potential to have a positive impact on 
managing government property assets at local government levels in India.  
Government property is a tangible, people oriented asset used on a daily basis. Social good, 
on the other hand is a non-tangible, difficult to define and has limited framework to 
benchmark within a city, region, nation and even internationally. For example, Norway, 
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Finland and several other countries offer free higher or university education to their citizens. 
Property assets owned by most of these institutions are directly owned by their governments. 
This in turn, leads to good social return theory and qualifies as good usage of government 
property assets for long term social good. Yet, no recognised international benchmarking for 
higher education provides any relative weightage for such criteria.  Along with a number of 
other academic arguments on social sciences, Yin suggests that when society, politics, public 
policies and economics are the key focus, research should follow three conditions (Eisenhardt, 
1989; Yin, 2003): 
1) What are the perceived social expectations within public domain of property assets i.e., 
research question; 
2) What are the policy constraints or social limitations i.e., research limitations; 
3) What are the contexts of history, current status or future phenomenon i.e., research periods. 
The primary and secondary hypotheses defines the research questions and objectives. The 
research is limited to domain of built government property assets like schools, police stations 
and public libraries. It does not include large infrastructure assets like ports, roads, bridges 
etc. The research provides some historical context and appreciations from governance 
perspective but the focus and majority of literature works is conducted for the period between 
2000 – 2015.  The urban reforms are changing at very rapid pace and seeking the most recent 
reliable and valid policy instruments to form part of this research was not always an easy task. 
This research notes this as a limitation in including the most recent reforms specially in India. 
The research method is based on the following: 
By definition the public financial accounting puts a greater emphasis on ‘profit and loss’ 
analysis. The basis of managing government and public sector asset reporting is based on 
P&L and cash flow reporting. The matters related to social good and long term community 
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participation in relation to future of government property assets are often dealt as sub sets of 
public policies. On one hand majority of divestment and sell off decisions are made entirely 
on accounting books on other hand social and public policies are seldom make a strong case 
for their inclusions in governance with ability to override the accounting based decisions. This 
disparity between public policies and accounting standards are rarely reflected in readily 
available literature and policy papers which presents a challenge in literature review of this 
research. In order to overcome this gap in common literature, the research focused on various 
policy papers to drive the analytical framework of governance literature and compared 
various international and commonwealth public administrative management systems to drive 
a conceptual framework of efficient and accountable management practices. The post 
financial crisis, 2007-08, literature on social good reflects greater emphasis on retention of 
government property assets as long term social equity. These three domains of selected 
literature were then analysed and verified through external validation and discussions during 
Circles Workshop in India and Australia.    
1) Extensive literature review of existing Government Acts, laws and policies to establish the 
status and ownership of government property assets. Details of this literature review and 
outcomes are presented in chapters two, three and four. These chapters provide overview of 
ownerships at all levels of governments and empirical data of government property assets in 
Australia and India 
2)  Review of existing academic and practice papers to form the body of knowledge which 
connects social good with long term retention of government property assets. For this phase 
of the literature review both qualitative and quantitative review was conducted to establish a 
theoretical model to establish the basis of social good in purview of government property 
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assets at local government levels; Chapters two, five and six provide literature outcome from 
this phase and principles of theoretical model was established with aid of Circles 
Methodology;  
3) Conducting peer review workshops in India to establish the knowledge gap and where 
Australian cities’ experience can assist the local governments in India. These components led 
to the conceptual framework for city to city learning between Australia and India.  
The linear method of literature review and chapter synthesis as summarised as below: 
 
The latter part of the research was supplemented by pre-thesis reconnaissance studies and 
follows up on recent policy changes and management practices. A multiple literature 
approach was used with the primary emphasis on Circles method for cities assessment. The 
Circles methodology uses cross case research (Eisenhardt, 1989) to analyse the variable 
situations through assessment workshops where prompts are used with selected user groups. 
The Circles method (Paul James, 2014; P James & Scerri, 2011; Stoner, Wankel, & Malleck, 
2008), was used for the assessment of government property assets at regional and local 
government levels, using peer review and evidence based domain sets (Magee et al., 2013). 
Between 2012 -2015 the author had the opportunity in further developing this method to suit 
the assessment of physical built environment and assets.   
After an initial literature review and synthesis of draft conceptual framework, more than 30 
interviews and meetings were conducted across three cities in India and Sydney, Australia to 
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build a robust framework from a multi-stakeholder perspective. To validate some of the 
governance commentaries, the author attended and participated in numerous international 
seminars and conferences relating to major metropolises and local governments. The meetings 
and interviews included people from all levels of governments including Mayors and 
Councillors, city managers, city planners, asset management service providers, consultants, 
representatives from NGOs, citizens, academics and subject experts. As a working committee 
member and editorial member for publications by United Cities and Local Government and 
Metropolis workshops, the author was able to gain a greater insight and knowledge about 
validating some of the empirical data on governance and performance of public assets at local 
government levels.  
Although there was limited scope for field work during this research, the author took the 
opportunity to test some of the reporting data, from local government’s asset reports by 
visiting the physical assets and recording some observations to validate the reports. These 
observational studies provided an enormous research benefit in formulating the framework for 
city to city learning, based on a gap analysis of governance and management in the two 
countries. One of the key considerations for including the city to city exchange section in the 
research was driven by feedback from one of the city managers in India. This person (Kumar, 
2013)said “… you will collate an excellent set of data to test your hypothesis and develop a 
management framework for cities and governments. This will suffice your research but what 
we need in Indian cities is applied knowledge about better governance and management. We 
hold some of the most prestigious property assets in the city but the politics and management 
is ruining it to the ground. Please see if your research can help us find real solutions and assist 
in building our capacity.” 
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Connected research method – Developed by Leifer, Armstrong and Dubey (2012,2016 
 
The meeting with city manager in India was the turning point in the research where the 
contribution to knowledge was not limited to suffice the validation of data sets. It has now 
created a new link in connecting the research studies with development of theoretical models 
for city to city exchange in applied learning and economic cooperation at local government 
levels. After an initial review of the limited literature in this field (Derudder et al., 2010; 
Taylor, 2004),  the author reviewed over eight assessment and audit methods to develop an 
evidence based knowledge gap criteria which could assist in identifying ‘mentor and mentee’ 
cities. The Circles Method was found to be the most appropriate assessment tool to conduct 
such work.  
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1.8 Reported data, interpretation and public perception  
During the data collection and validation stage, one of the challenges was the reliability of 
reported data from state and local governments in India. There were different versions of 
reports and data sets which made it very difficult to compare and validate some of the 
findings, particularly when comparing with other cities and public data from Australian city, 
Sydney. But one of the most pressing outcomes came through interviews with different 
people and their interpretation and perception about the government property assets. In most 
cases, there were varying levels of perception about governance of assets among politicians, 
commissioners (city managers), academics and citizens. This raised a very interesting point 
about awareness and methods of government owned property assets in developing countries.  
The research findings bought some interesting points on public interpretation and perception 
of government property assets. In Australia, people generally found government owned assets 
to have good governance and they had limited reservations to divestments. Whereas in the 
Indian context, the perception of government ownership was somewhat undefined at local 
government levels and there were reservations on any ‘sell-offs’ or divestments of land and 
public assets. During meetings and workshops in India, the author presented an online portal, 
Open Data asset platforms, currently being used by some developed countries to present data 
on government owned assets. The open data includes age of asset, valuation, rates, lease 
terms, R&M budgets etc. The general public and academics were delighted to see this, 
whereas political representatives and city managers were less enthusiastic about such 
platforms. This portal provided with an important link to the use of innovation and technology 
as a fundamental tool for addressing the domains of data, interpretation and perception.   
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1.9 Literature review 
The literature review has generally followed a six-step process as suggested by McEvoy and 
Machi for conducting research in social, political and economy fields. This process allowed 
the research to be supported by the literature to interlink the social, political and management 
domains but not overpower the conceptual frameworks of the research (Machi & McEvoy, 
2012).  
Figure 1.5 Six steps in literature review - McEvoy and Machi  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: McEvoy, B. T. and L. A. Machi (2009). The literature review. Thousand Oaks, Calif, Corwin Press. 
Government property assets have been part of human civilisation since the establishment of 
the first urban settlement. It is hard to find out the exact historical time of its establishment 
but there is strong evidence that government property was an integral part of human 
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civilisation well over the first half of the third millennium before Christ (Stanislawski, 1946).  
Mohenjo-Daro, situated in the current day Sindh region of Pakistan, was built around 2500 
BC and was one of the largest settlements of the Indus Valley. Mohenjo-Daro was one of the 
world’s earliest urban settlements with strong evidence of urban patterns and management 
(Mackay, 1934; Pande, Project of History of Indian Science, Culture, & Centre for Studies in, 
1999; A. Rahman, 1999; Stanislawski, 1946; Wright, 2010). In his American Geographical 
Society’s 1946 article, the origin and spread of the grid-pattern town, Stanislawski describes 
the Mohenjo-Daro as;  
“The earliest record we have of this street pattern is that of Mohenjo- Daro, a city which flourished in 
the first half of the third millennium before Christ. This city was not casually built. The precision of its 
plan could not have been accidental. It was a well-rounded concept designed to fit the needs of a 
highly organized, highly urbanised people. The streets were straight and either parallel or at right 
angles to one another, as far as the inaccurate instruments of the time permitted. This was not a 
placing of buildings merely with the idea of the individual in mind. The concept was that of an organic 
city in which all parts were designed to function within the whole.” 
The concept of organising ‘highly urbanised’ people and catering for their daily needs 
illustrates the purpose and need for property that can cater for the collective needs of people 
in such a system. Mohenjo-Daro, thus becomes the first city with government, some form of 
organisational management and property assets in the commonwealth region (Kenoyer, 1991; 
Redfield & Singer, 1954). The status of government property assets in today’s world is 
slightly different and chaotic.    
Measuring the impact of social good through government property assets  is one of the most 
complex areas of  planning, urban management, politics and economics (Boix & Posner, 
1998; Warner, 2001). Except for real estate property asset management there have been 
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exceptional numbers of research and studies in urban planning, management and socio 
economic areas. These individual studies have contributed to the existing literature and 
influenced policies at various levels of governments. Other than the work of major 
multilaterals like the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank and limited works from 
United Nations agencies, no research has studied the relationship between government 
property assets, social good and learning frameworks in a collective way (T. Lee & Susan van 
de, 2012; Longworth, 2006). With unprecedented urban growth, particularly in developing 
countries like India, the learning framework to manage government property assets is 
fundamental for sustainable management of cities and urban communities (Muhammad Hasbi 
et al., 2011; Tanner, Mitchell, Polack, & Guenther, 2009; Vermiglio, 2011). This gap in 
research highlights that individual research studies can make limited impact at urban or local 
government levels unless complemented by a robust learning framework to develop and 
improve the capacity of governance and management (Campbell, 2012; Revi, 2008; Rober, 
2008).  
There is sufficient literature on the development of public private partnerships (PPP) for local 
government property assets and analysis of various service provisions like enterprise 
outsourcing models, for delivering basic urban services at local government levels (da Cruz, 
Simões, & Marques, 2013; O'Looney, 2000; Reeves, 2013; Zhang & Sun, 2012).  Since the 
global financial crisis of 2007-08 a new thinking is emerging about public ownership of 
government property assets and their key functions for the community during economic and 
financial crisis (Coe, 2008; Dewatripont, Rochet, & Tirole, 2015). Governments at all levels 
go through cycles of ‘buying and selling public assets’ (Charpe, 2011; Savage, 2014) with 
very little or no public debate about the long term social and economic consequences to the 
public (Steven, 2014).  
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Among divestment of public assets (Luqmani & Quraeshi, 2011), real estate and property gets 
the highest public attention (Lenaghan, 2015; Savage, 2014)  due to its proximity to public 
activities, the role of media (Williams & Cervantes, 2006) and public awareness through 
social media.  Although there is significant literature on public property, real estate and 
buildings from a divestment and public private partnerships perspective, there is limited 
literature on social good and how it is affected by government owned property assets 
(Hentschel & Kaganova, 2007; Kaganova, 2010; Ritu & Olga, 2000; Vermiglio, 2011).  
The data from low income countries, except for Brazil and South Africa, on pursuing social 
good through government property assets is limited. In the case of Brazil and South African 
countries, there has been much emphasis and research on empowering local governments and 
adopting principles of participatory budgeting for the future of government assets (Bassett, 
2016; Langa & Afeikhane, 2004; Lerner & Ebooks, 2014; Montambeault & Goirand, 2016; 
Souza, 2001). There is not enough empirical evidence to support the theory that participatory 
budgeting is the response for the longevity of public ownership of government property 
assets, but it does verify the idea of social ownership more aggressively than other models 
like public private partnerships or leveraging local urban infrastructure through financial or 
equity bonds through market mechanisms (Castillo, 2015; Pimentel Walker, 2015; Thompson, 
2012).   
As a broad outlook, the Nordic countries (Ingves & Lind, 2008) lead the ownership and 
management trends of government owned property assets followed by the UK, New Zealand 
and Australia (Kaganova & Nayyar-Stone, 2000; Muhammad Hasbi et al., 2011; A. Phelps, 
2010). This research finds there is substantial literature and government policy papers on land 
and title  ownerships in low income countries, including India (Kaur, 2005), but there is very 
limited literature evidence or empirical studies done in the context of arguing the case for 
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government ownership of property assets.  The limitation due to reliable literature on 
integrating governance and social good was a predicament, although the process of research, 
professional works with city networking organisations and conducting peer review workshops 
with key stakeholders at local government level made this research a more interesting 
proposition.  
The most challenging part of analysing the relationship between governance, management 
and social good is the area of government policies, where social good is fundamental to most 
public policies, yet the measure of social good is so diverse and variable (Abed, Gupta, & 
International Monetary, 2002).  Again, the literature in areas of government land ownership, 
land disputes and land reclamation is quite significant, but in areas of built government 
property assets i.e. office buildings, community centres and schools, is very limited. A 
number of limitations in the literature and lack of good empirical data at local government 
levels make this research very cumbersome yet interesting (R. Phelps, Fisher, & Ellis, 2007).  
It was further qualified when collecting, collating and validating data about government 
property assets in India. The request for surveys posed challenges, and seeking formal 
interviews with public officials at all levels of government provided a better understanding of 
local governance (Kothari, 2004). Despite such complexities and challenges from the 
institutions, urban policy experts and NGOs were more than happy to allocate time, resources 
and data to validate number of literature and policy documents.  
Overall the literature review phase of this research confirmed that the validation of policy and 
data in urban India needs to place greater emphasis on a systems approach of governance i.e., 
transparency through innovation and technology and less resources in qualifying the 
government’s official view on data and results from policy or urban reform implementations 
(Jaeger & Thompson, 2003; Odugbemi et al., 2008). The purpose behind exploring and taking 
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a deep dive approach with regards to literature, policy validations and reliable data from India 
was fairly simple. A superficial and desktop version of literature review about the core issues 
of government property assets in India will limit this research’s objective to selected domains 
of either governance or management or simply developing a city to city exchange conceptual 
framework. The critique of literature, in fact, brings out fundamental but key issues in 
government property assets in India and understanding the gap in knowledge and literature 
will help to strengthen the capacity at local government levels (Gaventa & Valderrama, 1999; 
Heller, Harilal, & Chaudhuri, 2007; Jain, 2003).  
 
The literature review is conducted in four parts and is limited to public domain government 
owned building property assets generally excluding government housing, defence and 
security related property assets and buildings. It excludes physical and built infrastructures 
like roads, ports, bridges and highways. The research focuses on government properties 
primarily used for delivering community services and delivering functions of the government 
It is important to note that the research refers to lots of data from the government from all levels, 
constitutional acts, laws, statutory rules, government gazettes, public policies, parliamentary papers, 
commission reports, ministerial recommendations and audit reports.  The primary sources of these 
documents are clearly noted within the chapters, endnotes or appendices. Most of this literature and 
data has been validated through subject experts, local institutions, supervisors or triangulated 
methodology. This research has reviewed the majority of government literature through peer 
reviewed publications, books or other methods of policy research areas. In case of literature from 
India, some government documents, budgets and asset data has been procured through visiting 
offices in India or requested through urban institutions or academic contacts. The validation of such 
data or report has been done through peer methodology with local or professional experts, where 
necessary.   
The government Acts, laws, rules, policies and parliamentary papers, when referred to in this 
research, have been presented in the exact words obtained from sources. The commentary or 
observations stipulated thereupon may have a slightly different connotation as a result of expert 
opinion, peer review with external sources and the author’s own research interpretation.  
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i.e., schools, police stations, community centres, town halls and office buildings. In some 
instances, the research refers to government property assets which are used for raising 
commercial revenue. The four parts of literature review is presented as follows:   
1) Literature review of key governance articles, practice notes and government 
recommendation papers which relate to public assets. Particular emphasis was given to 
governance in urban India and the role of people in contributing towards efficient governance 
in local governments in India;  
2) Literature review of major reforms internationally, in government owned property assets 
with emphasis on social good or engaged public interventions. Recent changes, policy 
interventions and government reforms related to government property assets were reviewed in 
detail with research groups in India;  
3) Literature review of government property assets at local levels of government in Australia 
and India. Emphasis was given to local government property assets in both countries;  
4) Literature review of assessment methods to develop relative evaluation criteria between 
national and international cities, mainly in the four domains of governance, public asset 
management, social good and exchanges practices with internal and external stakeholders. 
This literature assisted in developing the gap analysis at local government levels and the 
framework of a conceptual model for local government property assets in India.  
In addition to academic and government related literature and policy documents which form 
part of various chapters and data, this research also refers to literature and reports from public 
agencies, commercial and private sectors which provide value add propositions for the 
government property assets in Australia and India. Appendix 2 provides a list of this literature 
and the key contributions to this research.  
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1.10 Original contribution of the research  
Government owned property assets accounts for a significant amount of public wealth (Detter 
& Folster, 2015). Government at all levels collectively control more property than many of a 
nation’s largest organisations (Kaganova & McKellar, 2006; Ritu & Olga, 2000).  This 
ownership is historically passed from one form of Government to another in a seamless way, 
but governance and management of property assets have always been a topic of concern to 
governments, public agencies and the treasury.  The issue of governance and management of 
government properties have always focused on the fundamental provisions of public service, 
safety, sustainability & revenue (Zafarullah, 1986).  In the public sector context, property 
provision must use public capital or funds in the most appropriate manner in order to support 
the delivery of citizen services efficiently and economically (A. P. S. Commission, 1997).  
The long term strategic property asset plan is often linked to the overall direction of the 
government of the day.  This strategic plan is perceived to be prepared after consultation with 
the public and aims to replace reactive investment and divestment decisions.  Public asset 
management is essential in maintaining capital expenditure at optimum levels for efficient 
services to the citizenry.    
The research aims to critically evaluate the factors of governance and management in 
government property assets and its direct relationship with long term social good. Without 
much reference to this important aspect, these government property assets represent the 
largest capital holdings for ordinary citizens in the majority of countries (A. Phelps, 2010).   
Through the gap analysis and critical feedback through Circles Method, the underlying 
message of the research “The better the governance -the better the management’ leads to long 
term social good, is a fundamental contribution to knowledge. The exchange in applied 
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learning at city to city levels, implies to economic, social and environmental benefits to global 
communities. The underlying message will test the assertion that better governance in 
government property assets lead to efficient and sustainable management of public assets for 
long term social good. If this contention is supported through this research, it would lead to 
the identification of the developed theoretical framework of: 
1) relation between governance and social good, 2) city to city learning exchange in specific 
areas of governance and 3) governance, exchange and management (GEM) together leads to 
social good – GEM theoretical model. The model helps in creating a best practice guideline 
and sets a framework for the establishment of benchmarking for governance and management 
criteria leading to continual improvement of performance of government property assets 
among the Commonwealth countries.   
The research outcome would further lead to a conceptual platform for exchange and learning 
between cities. The research will provide the evidence based framework (Farina, Epstein, 
Heidt, & Newhart, 2014; Kraut et al., 2012) with particular focus on identifying key areas of 
governance and management in improving government property assets. Multilateral 
organisations, such as the World Bank and United Nations (UN) Habitat group have long 
been supportive of city to city initiatives which can assist in further developing the capacity of 
local government human resources in appropriately managing government assets (Knack, 
2002; Rajaram, 2014) and bringing efficiencies and transparencies into public sector 
management. This research assists in developing such platforms to address the capacity 
challenges at local government levels in India.    
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1.11  Principles of Governance, Exchange and Management (GEM) model  
Three primary domains of this research are Governance, Management and Exchange. These 
domains together form the basis for long term social good.  In the case of this research, the 
social good proposition is related through government providing property assets. There was 
evidence from literature, policy papers and selected benchmarking reports that there is limited 
empirical evidence on the role and efficiency of government property assets for local 
communities and long term social good. No literature evidence of an integrated model was 
found to demonstrate the collective outcome of governance, management and exchange 
leading to long term social good.  
a) Silos versions: 
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Politics 
Policies 
Law 
Influence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Services 
Credibility  
Accountability 
Compliance and Reporting   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Knowledge 
Training  
Capacity  
Economic influence  
Governance 
The domain of governance 
analyses politics and various 
policies around government 
property assets and its 
management, including reforms 
and divestment. The research 
focuses on Governance as the 
‘cause’ when comparing selected 
Commonwealth countries, 
Australia and India.  
 
 
 
Management 
The domain of management 
analyses various reports and 
evidence based data sets from 
various levels of government in 
managing government property 
assets. The Asset Management 
Plans (AMP) and annual reports 
form the majority of literature for 
this domain. The research tests the 
hypothesis of public asset 
management as credible and 
accountable in delivering social 
good and citizen services.  
Exchange 
The domain of exchange focuses 
on the theoretical framework of 
knowledge, training and capacity 
building between various levels of 
government.  It summarises a 
theoretical framework for 
international cities to learn from 
each other.  Exchange is also 
referred to for local stakeholders 
where the government can engage 
with citizens i.e., community 
engagement in developing the 
Sydney 2030 vision.  
Governance Management Exchange 
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b) In the context of this research: 
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There could be ‘n’ number of permutations and combinations between governance and 
management. Depending upon legal, political, cultural and public administrative systems the 
outcome of governance and management may reflect on long term retention of public assets and 
their usage propositions for the public.  The research hypothesis tests the relationship between 
governance and management of government property assets in selected commonwealth countries 
and their impact on long term social good and basic urban services. It further analyses the 
relationship between governance and management, from individual silos to overlapping 
functionalities, and their varying levels of impact on social good.  
 
iii) Governance and Management are  
over interacting– Political and 
Administration is too close for public 
comfort – long term loss to public purse.  
ii) Governance and Management are 
interrelated but not overpowering 
- this is the desired position – Value 
proposition to public purse.  
Governance Management 
Governance Management 
 
Governance Management 
i) Governance and Management are 
disconnected – Loss to public purse.  
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c) Exchange as a medium for internal and external urban stakeholders: 
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The research develops a gap analysis through ‘Circles methodology’ (P. James & Scerri, 2011) 
which helps in establishing a theoretical framework for capacity building and city to city learning 
between the two Commonwealth countries, Australia and India. This learning and capacity building 
framework is an impact based model which focuses on selected avenues of training and exchanges 
to develop capacity at local government levels. It treats ‘City to City Exchange’ as an enabler to 
measure both the short term and long term impact at city levels.  
For example, a local government wishes to reveal the full extent of its property assets and their 
values, in line with its aim to become a transparent local government (Danckert, 2013). Although it 
seems like a political vision, the essence of its delivery and performance lies in administrative 
management and engagement with the community i.e. exchange. This research analyses that 
governance and management, irrespective of their merits, do not function effectively as silos. The 
medium of exchange is essential to provide the most effective outcome for the public. 
 
Management 
Exchange 
Governance 
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d) Factors of influence on Governance, Exchange and Management (GEM) model: 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The research develops a set of broad principles which influence the governance and 
management of government property assets for long term social good. With exchange as a 
medium for government property assets, it conceptualises a model for city to city learning. 
With ‘Circles method’ as the basis for assessment, the GEM model assists cities in 
understanding the key gaps in governance and management of their government property 
assets and from which city they can seek the best capacity resources to fill this gap.  
Chapter seven provides conceptual models of GEM derived from the research findings and 
comparative analysis from other studies. 
 
Management Exchange 
Governance 
Impact of governance on 
management & vice versa 
Influence of knowledge 
exchange on governance  
Relationship between 
management and exchange   
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1.13 Chapter Conclusion 
Government property asset has been an integral part of urban fabric since the time when first 
city was established. With rise of urbanisation and economic power of cities the role of 
government property is becoming dominant in social, economic and environmental domain. 
Retention of government property assets is fundamental to the efficient and sustainable delivery 
of urban services in cities worldwide. But developing countries face bigger challenges in 
delivering basic urban services due to lack of good governance and efficient public 
management, especially at local government levels. The notion of government property asset 
as long term public asset is being challenged due to current political, social and economic 
uncertainties and the long-term effect of government property on social good remains an area 
of contentions. These uncertainties will rise much bigger in developing countries in coming 
decades.  
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Chapter Two   
Conundrum - Urbanisation, government property assets and social good  
This chapter provides an overview of urbanisation, role of government property assets and 
social good proposition in cities. With rise of globalisation property assets in cities are focal 
point.  The chapter provides an overview of government assets in recent times, especially in 
light of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of 2007-08. The chapter critically evaluates the latest 
trends in rising urbanisation of India and its impact on cities. The aim of the chapter is to set a 
background about urbanisation, government owned assets and its intrinsic value for delivering 
long term social good. 
2.1 Trends in Global Urbanisation  
It is hard to point a single date but in September 2007, first time in human history more people 
lived in urban regions than rural. The global population shifted towards the urban and that trend 
in urbanisation is increasing ever since 2007. The phenomenon of rapid urbanisation is not a 
very old in human history. In fact, it has taken only less than six decades to reach such a large 
urban population. Refer Tables 2.1 and 2.2 for urbanisation data from nineteenth century 
onwards.  Kinsley Davis in his famous article in 1955 ‘The Origin and Growth of Urbanisation 
in the World’ describes the (contemporary) urbanisation as: 
“Although there were a few cities as early as 4000 B.C., the cities of the ancient world were 
generally small and had to supported by much larger rural population. ‘Urbanised societies’ 
in which a high proportion of the population lives in cities, developed only in the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries. The process of urbanisation has moved rapidly in the entire world 
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since 1800, and the peak is not yet in sight. A diminution of the rate of urbanisation in the older 
industrial countries is being compensated for by an increase in the rate in the underdeveloped 
areas.” (Davis, 1955) 
Table 2.1: Percentage (%) of world’s population living in Cities – Historical  
 Cities of 20,000 or more Cities of 100,000 or more 
1800 ------ 2.4 1.7 
1850------ 4.3 2.3 
1900------ 9.2 5.5 
1950------ 20.9 13.1 
Source: (Davis, 1955) format modified: Dubey (2016) 
Table 2.2: Percentage (%) of world’s population living in Cities, by Regions 
 In Cities of 20,000 plus In Cities of 100,000 plus 
World 21 13 
Oceania 47 41 
North America (Canada & USA) 42 29 
Europe (Except U.S.S.R) 35 21 
U.S.S.R 31 18 
South America 26 18 
Middle America and Caribbean 21 12 
Asia (Except U.S.S.R) 13 8 
Africa 9 5 
Source: (Davis, 1955) format modified: Dubey (2016) 
In summarising his article Kinsley commented on new type of urbanisation – metropolitan 
expansion, where urban learnings from industrialised cities were fast travelling to developing 
cities of Africa and Asia. These learnings, without the availability of private automobiles to 
private masses in Africa and Asia, were impacting on the pattern of planning and type of 
development. The cities in Africa and Asia were beginning to show a rise in consumptions 
standards and usage of resources reflected in the development patterns (R. Jones, International 
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Geographical Union. Commission on, & Patterns of, 1975).  In concluding his article Kingsley 
Davis said, “Speculation concerning the future of urbanisation is as hazardous as that 
concerning any other aspect of human society. Following the direction of modern trends, 
however, one may conclude that with the industrial revolution, for the first time in history, 
urbanisation began to reach a stage from which there is no return.” (Davis, 1955) 
In 1950 more than seventy percent (70%) of the human population lived in rural setting 
compared to fifty-four percent (54%) living in urban setting by 2014.  With various population 
data and urban modellings, the United Nations population division predicts that the urban 
population will continue to grow to reach about sixty-six percent (66%) by 2050. From all 
population estimates and urban projections this will be reverse to the global rural-urban 
population distribution of the mid-twentieth century. Figure 2.1 shows the urban and rural 
population of the world from 1950 to 2050. UN population data1 predicts that the global 
population will be 9.7 billion people by 2050 where majority of the urbanisation will take place 
in Asia and Africa. The coming decades will bring further profound changes to the size and 
spatial distribution of the global population. The continuing urbanization and overall growth of 
the world’s population is projected to add 2.5 billion people to the urban population by 2050, 
with nearly 90 per cent of the increase concentrated in Asia and Africa. At the same time, the 
proportion of the world’s population living in urban areas is expected to increase, reaching 66 
per cent by 2050 (DESA, 2014). 
One of the key challenges in the considerable variation in urbanisation is building strong local 
and sustainable physical infrastructure to cater for basic urban services. The rapid rise in urban 
                                                            
1 United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2014). 
World Urbanization Prospects: The 2014 Revision, Highlights (ST/ESA/SER.A/352) 
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population, mainly driven from rural migration often comes with huge social and economic 
challenges for Local City Governments, where they have little or no control on state, national 
or international policies regarding the nature of migration, yet they are responsible for providing 
basis services in the cities (Anews, Boyne, O'Toole, Meier, & Walker, 2013). The new pattern 
of urbanisation is pushing for new governance, policies and control of physical assets by all 
levels of governments in most countries of the world. 
Figure 2.1: Urban and rural population of the world, 1950–2050 
Source: UN DESA population division, Accessed (Nov 2015)  
 
 
2.2 Urbanisation in Asia and the Pacific 
 The urbanisation rate in Asia and the Pacific is projected to reach fifty percent (50%) before 
2030. Currently the region is about forty-five per cent (45%) urbanised largely due to 
urbanisation rates in Australia and New Zealand, which is over eighty-five per cent (80%) 
urbanised (UN ESCAP 2013).  Figure 2.2 provides urbanisation in Asia and the Pacific region 
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from 1990 -2020. Due to its geographical location, Australia has a strategic advantage in being 
an urbanised country. The regional cities, particularly from China and South East Asia, rely 
heavily on Australian urban experiences in planning, design and managing their cities.  
Figure 2.2: Urbanization in Asia and the Pacific across subregions 1990-2020 
Source: UN Population data, Accessed (Nov 2015)  
 
 
The influence of Australian Urban Governance and Management is quite evident in number of 
cities around this region. This regional solidarity and professional comradery has bought 
economic advantage to Australian professionals and urban experts, particularly in the areas of 
local governance and management (Roberts & Addison, 2015).  Although there are not 
sufficient empirical evidence to prove, it is highly suggested that the professional urban experts 
were the first to create the Austrian energy market in China and South East Asia. As Cities and 
Urban Regions were engine of growth in Asia, Australian geographical advantage played in 
their favour and economic wellbeing (Lo, 1996; Wang, 2014).  Chapter six provides analysis 
and assessments of opportunities for Indian Cities in learning from Australian Cities experience 
particular at the local government levels.  
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2.3 Urbanisation in India  
UN World Urbanisation Prospect report, revision 2014 reported about 32.5% urbanisation in 
India. This equates to over 420 million people living in Indian cities or urban regions (DESA, 
2014). The Urbanisation in India is relatively slow and haphazard in many ways. According to 
Government of India, census data of 2011, the total urban population in India was more than 
377 million inhabitants, making 31.10% of the total population of India (Press Trust of India, 
2011). The pace of urbanisation accelerated since the commencement of economic reforms in 
1991.  
The economic reforms unleashed investment and growth opportunities in private sectors due to 
liberal economic policies and urban reforms. These reforms made cities a magnet for 
employment and economic opportunities.  The rapid urban rise in urban population and 
unprecedented growth bought a tremendous stress to the crumbling infrastructure in cities, 
especially at the local government levels. The cities are ‘bursting at the seams’ (Sachs, 2007).   
Without reforms in urban governance and huge investments in capacity building programs at 
Local Government Levels, basic urban services and social infrastructure in Indian cities will 
begin to crumble (Ahluwalia, 2016). According to UN data and population projections India is 
projected to reach 50% urbanisation by 2050 and stakes are very high when over 800 million 
people are living in Urban India who may not have access to basic urban services leading to 
social and environmental deterioration. The definition of urban area as per census of India is 
provided in table 2.3. It is important note of this research that definitions of urban areas and 
cities are very important aspect of budgetary and allocation of resources from national and state 
governments in India.  
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In analysing the rapid urbanisation and deteriorating urban environments urban thought leader 
Aromar Revi suggests that governments at all levels must form an integrated platform of 
governance, planning and management framework for mitigation and adaptive strategies to deal 
with rapid social and environmental issues. These integrated platforms to include citizens, civil 
society and private sector actors along with government agencies and public administrations 
(Revi & Dube, 1999; Revi et al., 2011). He further argues that capacity building at local 
government levels and adaptive technologies from global cities will play a greater role on 
defining the sustainable future of Indian cities where planning, development and environmental 
mitigation has to work in parallel (Revi, 2008; Revi et al., 2014).  
Table 2.3: Definition of Urban Area as per Census of India, 2011 
1. All places with a municipality, corporation, cantonment board or notified town area committee, etc. 
2. All other places which satisfied the following criteria: 
i) A minimum population of 5,000; 
ii) At least 75 per cent of the male main working population engaged in non -agricultural pursuits; and 
iii) A density of population of at least 400 persons per sq. km.  
The first category of urban units is known as Statutory Towns. These towns are notified under law by the concerned 
State/UT Government and have local bodies like municipal corporations, municipalities, municipal committees, etc., 
irrespective of their demographic characteristics as reckoned on 31st December 2009. Examples: Vadodara (M Corp.), 
Shimla (M Corp.) etc. 
The second category of Towns (as in item 2 above) is known as Census Town.  
These were identified on the basis of Census 2001 data. 
Source: Census division, Govt of India, accessed Oct 2016, format modified: Dubey (2016) 
 
 
2.4 International trends on government owned assets  
In recent times, there has been a lot of debate on Government owned assets since the global 
financial crisis of 2007-08. The traditional position of government assets has been about 
provision of services to its citizens and local communities. In recent times, since the Second 
World War, the government assets become to play a major role in international business and 
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economy. With the advent of globalisation the public assets became a real game changer for 
governments playing the business game at global level (Bakker, Klingen, & International 
Monetary Fund. European, 2012). Although this helped some governments to maximise their 
projections and economic outlook, in long run it became a real challenge for lower levels of 
governments to function and provide efficient urban services to people in absence ‘real’ 
ownership of governments on public assets. Nowhere this is more evident than, Government 
Property Assets termed as ‘Non-Financial’ assets for finance and accounting purposes. 
Although the focus of this research is on ‘Governance’ part of the Government Property Asset, 
it is important to review the global status of this ‘non-financial’ assets and develop and 
appreciation about its impact on the services and social good at local government levels.  
Governments throughout the world, particularly at national and state levels, own big enterprises 
called State Owned Enterprises (SOE). Posts the global financial crisis of 2007-08 SOE’s 
represented over 15% of market capitalisation of all listed companies in the world and always 
have the economic limelight (Luqmani & Quraeshi, 2011; Shackelford, 2014). But the vast 
stretches of the productive real estate which is by far the largest component in public wealth, 
often gets little mention (Detter & Folster, 2015). These government real estate and property 
assets are the fundamental to the service delivery infrastructure in cities and urban regions. In 
rapid decrease of these assets or diminishing levels of ownerships could put new levels of 
challenges in managing rapid urban growth in cities.   
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2.5 The global debate on nonfinancial assets and property  
During 2013 the International Monetary Fund (IMF) published a working paper on role of 
Nonfinancial Assets and provided a global perspective on the role of these assets in 
government’s balance sheets, or in simple terms ‘Public Purse’ (Bova, 2013).  For the purpose 
of this research, accounting definitions as prescribed by IMF and used in majority of 
international reporting and benchmarking papers on government assets, has been explained in 
table 2.4.    
Table 2.4  Financial and Nonfinancial Assets , as defined by IMF (Bova, 2013), pg 32. 
Financial Assets Financial assets are not generally tangible and consist of items for which a 
financial claim exists, that is, there is a counterpart liability. The financial 
claim usually arises from a contractual arrangement, for example, currency 
and deposits, bonds, loans, or Special Drawing Rights, upon which the 
value of the financial asset may be based. Also, ownership of corporations 
(in stocks or other forms of ownership) is considered a financial asset. 
Nonfinancial Assets Produced assets are generally tangible in nature and are created or 
constructed as a result of the economic production process. They include 
fixed assets (buildings, machinery and equipment), inventories, intellectual 
property products, and valuables (artwork, precious metals, and jewellery). 
 Nonproduced assets may be tangible or nontangible and include: natural 
resources (oil, natural gas, and minerals); contracts, leases, and licenses; 
and purchased goodwill and marketing assets (trademarks). 
Source: (Bova, 2013; Dippelsman, Rideout, & Bova, 2013) Format: Dubey (2016) 
 
For the purpose of clarity, IMF provides a note that Financial and Nonfinancial assets must be 
given an appropriate consideration when transaction involves contracts, leases and licences. It 
furthers advises that ‘privatisation’ should not be misperceived as disposition of Nonfinancial 
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assets (Bova, 2013).  Figure 2.3 shows the components of nonfinancial assets and the placement 
of building and property assets in the government balance sheets and financial reports. 
 
Figure 2.3: Components of nonfinancial assets  
Source: IMF Working paper (Dippelsman et al., 2013) -  Accessed  (Nov 2015)  
 
Primary source: German Federal Statistical Office, National Accounts, Fixed Assets by Sector; 
www.destatis.de/DE/Publikationen 
 
2.6 Appreciation of global data on nonfinancial assets – property and 
buildings  
The Government asset disposal in G20 countries, except China, is on increase since 2008 
(Bakker et al., 2012; Desai & Heller, 2009).  There are various forms of asset disposal and 
divestment strategies adopted mainly by the national and state governments. Most countries 
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have launched a major reform either under pressure from international agencies (Darvas, 2012; 
Roland, 2013) or simply to keep up with the economic competitiveness to avoid any crisis in 
near future (Visvizi, 2012).  Although the reforms are primarily targeted at streamlining the 
administrative process (Bova, 2013) to ease these disposal or divestment strategies, there is 
little thought or public consultation gone in analysing the long term public good.   
The trend of asset divestment became popular with rise of globalisation where numerous State 
Owned Enterprises begin to deal at international levels. The global financial markets assisted 
with this trend by exploiting the gap in valuation of public assets owned by governments at 
various levels. The book value of various assets could easily be traded either though SOEs or 
on stock markets and governments begin to understand the potential of these public assets to 
balance the budget. It served the political motives and fulfilled the short-term objectives, which 
were more lined with cycles of elections.  
The global financial crisis of 2007-08 in fact bought a new level of refinedness and thinking to 
further reform the process easing the asset disposal and divestment.  The new mantra to justify 
divestment included reasons of investment in infrastructure or to safeguard the local jobs for 
social stability ("Federal Real Property: Progress Made Toward Addressing Problems, but 
Underlying Obstacles Continue to Hamper Reform: GAO-07-349," 2007; Lenaghan, 2015; 
McIlroy, 2015; Media, 2014).  During 2013, IMF Fiscal Affairs department produced a report, 
“Another Look at Governments Balance Sheets: The Role of Nonfinancial Assets’, to provide 
clarity on G20 government’s asset position, particularly with nonfinancial assets. The 
Government Property Assets were major part of this Nonfinancial Assets.  Figure 2.4 shows 
components of nonfinancial assets from OECD countries in relation to % of GDP.  
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Figure 2.4: key components of (IMF) reported nonfinancial assets - % of GDP  
Source: IMF Working paper (Dippelsman et al., 2013)-  Accessed  (Nov 2015)  
 
 
2.7 Urbanisation and government property assets in India 
When it comes to government property assets and rapid urbanisation, India is at the crossroads. 
The challenges of basis urban services, keeping economic stability, weak governance at local 
levels and socio political diversity will make the debate of Government Property Assets even 
more rigorous in coming years (Bhagat, 2005, 2011). According to UN population data since 
1901, when Australia became federation, India has added over 400 million people in its cities 
and urban regions (Press Trust of India, 2011). This urbanisation pattern is increasing in recent 
years and UN population division projects it reaching about 50% by 2050 (DESA, 2014; 
Nations, 2011). Although there is no empirical data, either at national or international levels, 
but it will be fair to assume the government property assets at all levels of governments in India 
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has no proportionality with growth of urbanisation and the requirements to provide basic urban 
services. From international development standards of basic urban services (Times, 2014), 
governments at all levels in India need about 12 times more government property assets to cater 
for basic urban services by 2030 (Ahluwalia et al., 2011).  As per UN Human Development 
Report of 2015, India was ranked at 130 with weighted index of 0.609. To put this in 
perspective, Norway led the ranking with weighted index of 0.949, Australia number 2 with 
0.935, China number 90 with 0.728 and Nigeria number 152 with weighted index of 0.514. The 
UN Human Development Index doesn’t rely entirely on the government assets compare to 2007 
joldings but it has strong relationships with strong governance and management of government 
policies and resources at disposal including property assets for public good and prosperity.   
This research limited but important perspectives on the historical aspects of government assets 
but it is important to mention that the genesis of government property in India dates back to 
1858. This is the time when British Crown was formally established in India ending what some 
scholars has referred as ‘privatisation regime of East India Company’ (O'Sullivan, 2001; 
Roukis, 2004). It is important to note that large part Indian sub-continent during this period was 
still governed by independent principalities, where the Crown entered various treaties to work 
with these regions. In fact this is the first time when India began its formal documentation and 
accounting of government asset under one rule. At the time of independence in 1947, the 
government property assets were in unmanageable and unregulated state and to this date, for 
instance, an appropriate online and open domain register of government property assets in India 
is very difficult to trace at any level of governments with the exception of the defence services 
estate portfolios and few central government agencies.   
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With economic rise of India as a state and enormous burden for local governments to provide 
basis urban services in cities, this conundrum of government property assets is causing fair bit 
of social, economic and political debacle in India (debroy, 2015). A good example of this 
conundrum was witnessed during 2015-16 between the national government, refereed as 
Central Government of India and the regional government, refereed as State Government of 
Delhi. The political and socio-economic debate about the ownership and management of the 
government property assets in the prestigious part of the ‘Lutyens’ Delhi soon become 
governance and bureaucratic jargon(Bansal, 2014; Luce, 2003; McGarr, 2015).  
The substance of clear ownership and structure of management with economic ownership to 
dispose the assets were out in public domain. Among many earlier cases of such nature, this 
was the probably the first major intervention by a State Government in India challenging the 
Governance and Management of the Property Assets. In this case it happened to be one of the 
most expensive real estates in the World - Lutyens’ Delhi (Johnson, 2010). In his article, “Past 
and Present: When new is not always best”, Luce (2003) presents some crucial facts about 
government ownership of heritage property assets. He refers that government assets from 
sixteenth century and New Delhi, where British designed and built President House sits and 
India current parliament functions from, are under continuous threat due to lack of infrastructure 
provisions and consistent encroachments. He further quotes a former minister that New Delhi 
suffers a nexus of corrupt politicians, the construction mafia and illegal residents conspire to 
deface India’s precious heritage (Luce, 2003). In absence of clear governance structure for 
Government Property Assets, Indian cities will find it difficult to provide even basic levels of 
urban services and this will begin to effect the economic and political ambitions of the state and 
the nation.  
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2.8 Government property asset and social good  
In concluding this chapter, the author refers to Davis’s 1955 article, ‘The Origin and Growth of 
Urbanisation in the World’ where he predicted that the urban population will double and that 
the technological advancement will make cities more centrifugal rather than centripetal. He 
predicted that rurality would disappear, leaving only new kind of Urban Existence’ (Davis, 
1955).  With the rising urban population and demand for ever increasing urban services is 
putting enormous pressure on our governments to provide urban services in most efficient, 
economical and affordable ways.  
In developing countries this challenge is even bigger where governments are struggling to 
provide even basic urban services to ordinary citizens (Harpham & Boateng, 1997). Although 
the observational studies, particularly in India and other developing countries and various 
interviews substantiated the fact that Government Property Assets are playing a greater role in 
reliability and retention of the urban services to ordinary people.  People have a greater level of 
confidence in public services delivered through the physical infrastructure which is publicly 
owned and operated. This sense of ownership and reliability reflects a better outcome for Social 
Good through people’s ownership of their physical assets.   
Once the government or public  assets are sold or divested for other reasons, there is sufficient 
evidence that level of public services and urban services have declined (Donald, Glasmeier, 
Gray, & Lobao, 2014).  As Donald et al (2014) points out that the property boom of the early 
2000s appeared at first to revive urban fortunes, but even during relatively good times, 
municipalities deferred important physical and social infrastructure investments to engage in 
riskier economic development projects and keep taxes and/or fees low. They further commented 
that a prolonged period of slow growth, declining revenues and a new round of central–state 
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austerity measures, many municipalities are in a downward spiral from which there seems little 
prospect of emerging.  
The measure of social good is most evident at the local government levels where people come 
face to face with their governments almost on daily basis. Despite the best efforts from the 
national and state governments’ policies and management reforms, it is the local governments 
which strengthen the belief in democratic institutions for citizens. The Government Property 
Assets, owned by the People, reflect the strength and capacity of these democratic institutions 
in our society. Donald et al states that constant economic and fiscal problems will continue to 
effect municipalities, though stronger institutional infrastructure, governance coalitions and 
community solidarity can position municipal governments to better cope the economic crisis 
and rising urban population. They quote the example of US City of Detroit where the municipal 
qualities were exhausted. On other hand the City of Berlin is thriving under the prolonged 
adversity and regional challenges (Färber, 2014).   
2.9 Chapter Conclusion 
As the global population moved from rural to urban there are very profound changes taking 
place in cities and urban regions The principles of national and state politics have been tested 
on baily bases in cities around the world. The conundrum of rapid urbanisation, governance and 
government property assets is only the beginning of this test at all levels of governments. It is 
yet to be empirically tested that the position of long term social good is the fundamental basis 
for the government property assets. The current evidences and government policies worldwide 
has yet to support this proposition in current economic environments.   
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Chapter Three 
Government property assets in Australia 
This chapter provides an overview of government property assets in Australia. It gives a 
historical background and appreciation of government property assets during the formation of 
the Constitution of Australia in 1901. Three layers of government are described with their key 
areas of governance including parliamentary acts and regulations in managing government 
property assets for the people of Australia. The chapter takes Sydney city council as a precedent 
to explain the value and necessity of government property assets for social, economic and 
environmental wellbeing of cities and their local communities. The chapter concludes with an 
overview of literature on policies of government property sell offs and divestments in recent 
times and its effect on long term social good.    
3.1 Background of government property assets from the first constitution  
As one of the highest per capita GDP countries in the world, Australia’s reliance on government 
owned assets is fairly high (Datta, 2015; Mitchell, 2015). This is due to very large physical 
infrastructure assets and a relatively small population, mainly concentrated in six Australian 
cities. With global economic uncertainties (IMF, 2014), the role of government owned property 
assets are becoming crucial for Australian cities and regional areas.  It's hard to imagine in 
contemporary Australia, but prior to Federation (1 January 1901) each of the six Australian 
Colonies were governed more like individual countries with their own assets, customs house, 
railway gauges and even their own military. It was neither natural nor inevitable that Australia 
would be federated; in fact, it wasn't even a very popular idea. Only through the dedication and 
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hard work of a small group of people did the colonies eventually come together to form a 
Nation. Colonial Australian politicians like Alfred Deakin, Henry Parkes and Edmund Barton 
waged a long campaign to turn the six colonies of 3.7 million people (in 1901) into a country 
in its own right (Australia.gov.au, 2014). In its first constitution Act, Commonwealth of 
Australia Constitution Act, 9th July 1900, the following clauses, Table 3.1, were provided in 
relation to government property assets; 
 
Table 3.1 First Constitution of Australia and Government Property  
Selected excerpts from the first constitution in relation to government or state properties  
Chapter I. PART V – Powers of the parliament 
51 (xxxi)  The acquisition of property on just terms from any State o person for any 
purpose in respect of which the parliament has power to make laws; 
Chapter IV Finance and trade 
101 (B) When any department of the public service of a state is transferred 
to the Commonwealth -  
All property of the state of any kind, used exclusively in connection with 
the department, shall become vested in the Commonwealth; but, in the case 
of the departments controlling customs and excise and bounties, for such 
time only as the Governor-General in Council may declare to be necessary: 
The Commonwealth may acquire any property of the State, of any kind 
used, but not exclusively used in connection with the department; the value 
thereof shall, if no agreement can be made, be ascertained in, as nearly as 
may be, the manner in which the value of land, or of an interest in land, 
taken by the State for public purposes is ascertained under the law of the 
State in force at the establishment of the Commonwealth:  
The Commonwealth shall compensate the State for the value of any 
property passing to the Commonwealth under this section; if no agreement 
can be made as to the mode of compensation, it shall be determined under 
laws to be made by the Parliament: 
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Chapter V. The States 
114  States may not raise forces taxation of property of the 
Commonwealth or State 
A State shall not, without the consent of the parliament of the 
Commonwealth, raise or maintain any naval or military force, or impose 
any tax on property of any kind belonging to the Commonwealth, nor shall 
the Commonwealth impose any tax on property of any kind belonging to a 
State. 
Source: Parliament of Australia website – Research section -  
www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments, Accesses (May 2014)  
 
3.2 Diversity of government property assets and role of governance   
The Commonwealth of Australia is a federation of six sovereign states, which since 1931 have 
gradually been amalgamated into a recognizable nation. There are ten Australian territories 
outside the borders of the state, with two mainland territories Australian Capital Territory 
(ACT) and the Northern Territory.  The powers of the federal Parliament have gradually 
increased at the expense of State rights. By the end of the nineteenth century, the interest in 
urban governance and development was concentrated to the supply of basic urban services to 
cater for infrastructure needs. By the twentieth century, the city became a place for Australia’s 
cultural expression, mainly influenced by the United Kingdom and the United States of America 
(Ling, 1988). With these influences came new models of governance, planning and 
development in Australian cities.  
The challenges began to arise at metropolitan levels where the governance of local government 
bodies was proving inefficient in dealing with the rapid rise in urban development. As a result, 
planning became stagnant to the point of only providing basic provisions such as utilities and 
transportation (MorningPost, 1955). Improvement in governance and asset management began 
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to take place after persuasion of the federal government and a report by the Commonwealth 
Housing Commission in the post war period (1939-45). This is the time when state governments 
began to grant powers to local government bodies to prepare comprehensive planning schemes 
for the region and their cities.  
While the local government level reforms were taking place, the demand for urban services was 
increasing, hence the need for government property assets to be acknowledged by all levels of 
government, most notably at state and local government levels. Due to rapid urban growth post 
1945, local governments started to seek substantial financial subsidies from state and the federal 
governments. The Constitution has a direct link between the federal and local governments; 
hence the majority of funding and subsidies has to go through the state government or other 
development agencies. During the Whitlam Government of 1972 – 1975, the federal 
government took an unprecedented interest in the functions of Local governments.  
An attempt by the government to enshrine a direct financial link between the federal and local 
government within the Australian Constitution failed when put to the people via a referendum. 
A subsequent referendum proposed by the Hawke Government in 1988, to provide 
constitutional recognition to local government also failed. Both the Whitlam and Hawke 
Governments were unable to convince the electorate that the federal system required reform to 
ensure local governments have resources and power to manage local urban issues without 
political intervention by the state government (Megarrity, 2011). These reforms were to provide 
autonomy and greater powers to local governments in Australia. This has learning potential for 
local governments in India considering the lack of urban governance and financial resources in 
Indian cities.  
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In his essay (Gallop, 1998) Australians and their Land: From Captain Cook to Eddie Mabo, 
Gallop describes asset ownership at state level as the five visions  – i) a scientific vision, ii) the 
romantic vision, iii) the colonial vision, iv) a national vision and v) ecological vision. Each 
vision describes the affairs of state (governments) through its own prism and relates to its assets 
and people. One focus of this research is to add another perspective to this assessment - the 
global vision. With the effect of globalisation and shifts in Asia, the status of government assets, 
including real estate and property, are beginning to witness a new political, social and economic 
trend.  
 
  
Interesting perspective about Australia from Seddon (1978) 
Australia is not a big country – agricultural Australia is about the size of France. It is rather 
small country with huge distances, and very high transport costs – external, internal and 
as a proportional of the individual budget, although the latter is a function on the way 
we build our cities.   (George Seddon) – “Western Australia: Some changing perceptions” in 
European Impact on the Western Australian Environment 1829 – 1979: Octagon lectures 
1979 (UWA Press 1978).  
“Overcrowding” in Australian Cities Criticised, Melbourne Sept 5 1955 
A booklet signed by the five archbishops and 20 other members of the Roman Catholic 
hierarchy in Australia, distributed here yesterday, urges the dispersal of Australian population 
from the countries six capital cities. The booklet “Social Justice” said that 4,817,000 people – 
54 per cent of Australia’s population – were crowded into six cities. This “overcrowding” 
distorted the pattern of Australia’s development and tendered the country in-defensive during 
a possible atomic attack, the booklet said. The concentration also had the effect of lowering 
the birth rate, unbalancing the economy, reducing living standards and narrowing freedom for 
individuals. _ S.C.M. post Special Source: Overcrowding in Aust Cities Criticised, Melbourne Sept 5, 
South China Morning Post (1946-current): Sep 6, 1955.  
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3.3 Commonwealth of Australia and major cities   
To understand the need and extent of government property assets in an Australian context it is 
important to understand the role of major cities in Australia and the series of economic activities 
during the last 30 years. With the rise of resource demand, increased mining activities and large 
investments in knowledge and business services sectors, the focus shifted from manufacturing 
to service industries and cities have become a focal point. The increase of economic activities 
globally and the substantial reduction of manufacturing in Australia post the 1980’s has left a 
large amount of property assets for governments to deal with. This meant that a change in the 
type of government owned property assets and urban infrastructure to provide urban community 
services in cities was required. This era witnessed a new thinking and political ideology at the 
local government level in Australia. The federal, state and local governments began to package 
their key real estate and property assets to sell on the open market to fund the visionary 
infrastructure and national level community development projects.  
During 1980’s and 90’s the Commonwealth of Australia sold or privatised a big share of public 
assets and public sectors organisations. This witnessed the decline of government ownership of 
public assets at national levels but rise of Australian cities and new era of local governments. 
Australian cities were now at the forefront of global debate. To understand the value 
contribution of key Australian cities to Australia’s overall GDP and economic success, this 
research refers to government reports and documents. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 provide some key 
data on importance of Australian cities and the impact this may have on government property 
assets in major cities, particularly in Sydney (Australia Department of & Regional, 2015; 
Australia. Major Cities & Infrastructure Australia. Major Cities, 2011; G. Chua, 2013; 
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Planning). This research further examines the relationship from these learnings to the current 
economic rise of cities in India.  
1)  The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) Australian National Accounts; 
2)  State of Australian Cities, various editions, as issued by Australian Government, Department 
of Infrastructure and Transport, Major Cities Unit; 
3) Australian Cities Accounts, 2014-15, report by SGS Economic and Planning  
 
 
Figure 3.1 Australia’s major cities,  
State of Australian Cities 2011 Report, DOIT – Govt of Australia  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Govt of Australia, dept of Infrastructure and Transport, Major Cities Unit. (June 2015)  
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Figure 3.2 Population in Australia’s major cities - 2001 and 2010 
State of Australian Cities 2011 Report, DOIT – Govt of Australia 
 
Source: ABS, Govt of Australia, Dept of Infrastructure and Transport, Major Cities Unit. (June 2015)  
 
Table 3.2 Australia’s major cities  
 GDP Contribution, Volume measure 2014-15  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: ABS; Australian Cities Accounts, 2014-15, report by SGS Economic and Planning (2015) 
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3.4 Three levels managing government property assets in Australia 
Australia is the sixth largest country in the world by land area and it is one of the largest 
countries on per capita land area basis. In simple terms, lots of land with a low population.  
Australian government property assets are owned and managed by three levels of government:  
1) Federal Government, referred to as commonwealth property assets, 
2) State government, referred to as state property assets; and  
3) Local government, referred as local government assets. These property assets are owned and 
managed independently at the three different levels of government and there are a few instances 
of management overlapping among these assets. This research highlights the following in 
relation to government property assets at three levels of governments in Australia.  
1) Federal Government –  
Overall ownership and management structure of the federal portfolio; 
The role of parliament in providing governance for the property portfolio; 
Role of Public Works Committee (PWC); 
Management and procurement of federal government properties. 
2) State government properties– (NSW Government)  
Overall ownership and management structure of state asset portfolio; 
Overall governance to the property portfolio; 
Management and procurement of state government property assets. 
3) Local government property assets – (Sydney City Council)  
 Overall ownership and management structure of property asset portfolios; 
 Overall governance to the property asset portfolios; 
 Community engagements in future of property asset portfolios.  
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The federal government property portfolio is very diverse with assets around Australia and 
overseas. For management compliance and government reporting, audit and accounting 
purposes the Australian National Audit Office and Australian Government Department of 
Finance suggest the following definitions relating to government property assets: 
Real property: also referred to as real estate, property asset, realty or immovable property, is 
any property attached directly to land as well as the land itself. It is any subset of land that has 
been developed or improved through legal human actions. Real properties include buildings, 
marine structures, ponds, canals, roads and plants, machinery etc. Real property is composed 
of any designated portion of land and anything permanently placed on it or under it. The 
elements on or under the land include natural resources and/or human-made structures. 
Government owned property: defined as an ‘asset’ owned by federal, state or local 
governments. This may include residential, commercial and industrial land, buildings, marine 
structures as well as other physical assets, such as plants and machinery. Furthermore, the law 
states that property may become government-owned property through normal purchases, 
acquisitions or if it is foreclosed on for failure to pay taxes, or for other reasons. Government 
owned property may also refer to property administered by the federal government, such as 
consulate buildings and embassies. Property that is owned by the government is typically 
exempt from being taxed.  
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3.5 The Commonwealth Estate - Federal property assets  
The federal government’s property portfolio, the Commonwealth Estate, is diverse and 
comprises property assets in Australia and around the world. It is a diverse portfolio from office 
buildings, research labs to Australian embassies overseas and offshore detention centres. A 
brief summary of the Australian Commonwealth Estate, currently under the Department of 
Finance mainly consists of commercial office grade and non-defence property assets, as 
provided below (Audit, 2014). This is only a small portion of government property asset within 
the purview of the Commonwealth of Australia.     
An international comparison with the government property unit in the United Kingdom (UK) 
reported in 2013 that the value of their property asset portfolio, both in central and local areas, 
was worth £370 billion, with an operating cost of £20 billion. These properties range from 
offices to laboratories, prisons, courts, hospitals and airfields, reflecting the wide spread of 
functions the government supports (UK Cabinet office 2014).  
The Australian Government’s Department of Finance manages non-defence government 
property assets at the federal government level. Figure 3.3 shows organisation structure of 
Australian Commonwealth Estate. The federal property asset portfolio is managed through 
policies and legislation that form the Commonwealth’s Property Management Framework. This 
includes the application of the property and asset management framework where the Federal 
Minister of Finance has a decision-making role, usually involving government entities other 
than Finance.   
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Table 3.3: Synopsis of the Australian Commonwealth Estate (Property Portfolio) –  
National Commission of Audit 2014  
Defence Estate Finance Estate  (Non-defence) 
Overseas Property 
interests Others 
3 Million hectares of 
land, 
72 Significant bases 
400 Properties 
25,000 Buildings 
6,000 Other assets 
Defence housing - 
18,300 properties 
 
106 Properties 
SPP & vacant land 
Properties with heritage and 
other unique features 
Overseas properties -  
Through DFAT 
CSIRO – Over 1000 
buildings on 54 
locations  
Leased office 
accommodation – over 
600 leases (financial 
data not included in the 
report) 
$30 billion $1.4 billion $1.5 billion $1.47 billion 
Total (Commonwealth Estate) $34.37 billion
Source: Towards responsible government: the report of the National Commission of Audit,  
Govt of Australia (2014)    
 
Figure 3.3: Australian Commonwealth Estate and Public Works 
Org layout: Dubey and Chougaonkar (2016) 
 
Source: Commonwealth of Australia; Dept of Finance. November 2014.   
 
For overall governance and transparency of the federal property asset portfolio, the Australian 
Federal Parliament constituted a committee under the Public Works Committee Act 1969. This 
act relates to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, referred to as PWC, and 
applies to every authority of the Australian Commonwealth with very few exceptions, as listed 
in the Act. The PWC was established in 1913 and is one of the oldest investigative committees 
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of the Parliament. The Act empowers the PWC to inquire into and report to the Parliament on 
each public work referred to it, hence providing strong governance of the government property 
asset portfolio.  Furthermore, the PWC Act requires that all property and development related 
public works for the federal government, which are estimated to cost more than A$15 million, 
must be referred to the PWC by either House of the Parliament or by the Governor General as 
required by the ("Public Works Committee Act 1969," 2017). There are some exceptions, but 
essentially all public works sponsored by federal government and the major statutory authorities 
with large building programs come within the ambit of the PWC's investigatory powers.   
3.6 Position of federal government property assets in budget reporting  
The federal government of Australia follows IMF guidelines on reporting its building and 
property assets in the federal budget and balance sheets. It follows the nonfinancial asset 
reporting criteria where majority of its defence and non-defence related property assets are 
accounted. The research notes the transparencies of the accounting practices for listing the 
building and property assets are on higher standards and complies with OECD levels of 
reporting.  Summary of the federal property assets are provided as below.  
Table 3.4 provides a understanding about the asset position of the federal government. The 
research refers to the consolidated financial statements of for the year ending 30 June 2014 and 
specifies the position of government property assets in the federal balance sheet.  Table 3.5, 
shows the series of financial data of federal government property assets, referred to as a non-
financial asset in the balance sheet, between 2010 & 2015. Appendix 3 contains selected sets 
of balance sheets of the Federal Government with notes on non-financial assets particularly 
with respect of buildings and properties.  
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Table 3.4: Position of government property assets in the federal balance sheet (Australia)  
Consolidated financial statements of Commonwealth of Australia for the year ending 30 June 2014 
 
Source: Commonwealth of Australia; Minister for Finance of the Commonwealth of Australia. November 2014 
Access via website: www.finance.gov.au/publications/Commonwealth-consolidated-financial-statements  
Accessed: (June 2015, Nov 2015 and April 2016)  Table format: Armstrong, Author and Chougaonkar (2016) 
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Table: 3.5 Australian government assets and property segment 
Consolidated financial statements of Commonwealth of Australia for the year ending 30 June 2014 
 
 
Source: Commonwealth of Australia; Minister for Finance of the Commonwealth of Australia. November 2014 
Access via website: www.finance.gov.au/publications/Commonwealth-consolidated-financial-statements  
Accessed: (June 2015, Nov 2015 and April 2016)  Table format: Armstrong, Dubey and Chougaonkar (2016) 
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Table: 3.6: Percentage of property in Non-financial assets – Summary 2009 to 2014  
From consolidated financial statements of Commonwealth of Australia 2008-09 to 2013-14 
Source: Commonwealth of Australia; Minister for Finance of the Commonwealth of Australia. November 2014. Access 
via website: www.finance.gov.au/publications/Commonwealth-consolidated-financial-statements. Accessed: 
(June 2015, Nov 2015 and April 2016) . Table format: Armstrong, Author and Chougaonkar (2016) 
 
3.7 Governance of the Australian Commonwealth Estate properties 
The Australian government has established a commonwealth governance structure policy, 
referred to as governance policy, which identifies fit-for-purpose and efficient governance 
arrangements for activities, including government property activities, undertaken by various 
departments and agencies of the Australian government. The governance policy (Finance, 
2013), especially the provisions of the fit-for-purpose governance arrangements ensures that 
the business activities operate efficiently and to a high standard. Among its recommendations, 
the policy focuses on two major criteria: 
a) Mandatory requirements: 
 i) whether the government can or should conduct an activity itself, and if so; 
 ii) establishing the appropriate governance arrangement for conducting that activity.  
b) Core governance principles: 
 i) Clarity of purpose 
Non-financial assets $m $m $m $m $m $m
a Land 8,896 9,036 9,192 9,155 9,440 9,846
b Buildings 21,187 23,204 24,449 25,445 25,742 27,381
c Plant, equipment and infrastructure 47,656 51,926 55,829 58,987 61,375 66,183
d Intangibles 3,534 4,555 5,329 6,736 7,822 8,321
e Investment property 380 729 655 377 368 375
f Inventories 6,364 6,641 6,987 7,460 8,038 8,371
g Biological assets 31 119 104 37 33 36
h Heritage and cultural assets 9,030 9,367 9,474 10,433 10,547 10,825
i Assets held for sale 166 203 269 198 213 143
j Other non-financial assets 3,086 3,171 2,770 3,557 4,224 5,781
Total non-financial assets 100,330 108,951 115,058 122,385 127,802 137,262
X sum of (b, c, e, h & I )  78,419 85,429 90,676 95,440 98,245 104,907
% of X value to total non-financial 78% 78% 79% 78% 77% 76%
2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
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 ii) Accountability to the parliament 
 iii) Transparency to the public 
 iv) Optimisation of efficiency and performance  
The core governance principles are carried through a practical process of a three-stage gateway 
test, which addresses the constitutional powers, best proposition to undertake the activity and 
the suitability of the federal government body to conduct the activity. Figure 3.4 illustrates the 
process of the gateway test which applies to the Australian Commonwealth Estate.  The 
commonwealth governance policy further reflects on the following guidance: 
1) Consideration of governance structures  
2) Types of governance structures  
3) Review of Commonwealth bodies 
4) Reporting of Commonwealth bodies 
5) Abolishing or merging Commonwealth entities 
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Figure 3.4: ----Commonwealth governance structure for property assets – Gateway Test 
Applies to all properties under the Commonwealth government of Australia  
Covers the Act: Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act)  
Three principles in Gateway Test:   
1) Does the Commonwealth have the constitutional power to undertake the activity? 
2) Is the government best placed to undertake the activity, in whole or in part, compared to an external body? 
3) Gateway test 3: Can the activity be conducted by an existing Commonwealth body? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: The Commonwealth governance policy for managing government assets. Department of Finance.  
As issued by the Minister for Finance of the Commonwealth of Australia. Oct  2016 
Access via website: www.finance.gov.au/resource-management/governance/policy 
Accessed: (April 2016)  Table format: Dubey (2016) 
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3.8 Principles of good government and government property assets 
During 2014 the National Audit Commission issued its report ‘Towards Responsible 
Government’, where government assets, especially physical assets, went through a rigorous 
review process to ensure citizens get optimum performance and efficiency from the government 
asset portfolios. Among its many recommendations, the report sets out ten principles of good 
government, ‘common sense principles’ (Audit, 2014), as listed in Table 3.7:  
Table 3.7: Optimum performance and efficiency from the government asset portfolios 
Source: National Audit, 2014 - (Armstrong, 2015) 
 Principle Description 
Application to Govt  
Property Assets  
1 Live within 
your means 
All government spending should be assessed on the 
basis of its long-term cost and effectiveness and the 
sustainability of the nation’s long-term finances. 
Sustainability and 
effectiveness 
2 
Harness the 
benefits of the 
Federation but 
demand a 
responsible 
Federation 
The Commonwealth’s activities should be guided by 
the Constitution. The States and Territories should be 
free to compete amongst themselves, respecting the 
regional differences of a big continent. However, there 
will be occasions where the national interest calls for a 
cooperative and national approach. 
Competitiveness and 
consolidation   
3 
Protect the 
truly 
disadvantaged 
Government should protect the truly disadvantaged 
and target public assistance to those most in need. 
Accessibility, fairness 
and equity  
4 
Respect 
personal 
responsibility 
and choice 
Government should not and cannot eliminate or insure 
every risk to the community. Personal responsibility 
and choice are fundamental to our democratic system. 
Accountability  
5 
Assure value 
for taxpayers’ 
money and 
Governments spend taxpayers’ money not the 
government’s money. They must assure value across 
all expenditure and constantly strive to improve 
productivity and eliminate waste. All programmes 
Return on Investment 
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Ministerial 
responsibility 
should be regularly assessed for effectiveness against 
their stated goals and outcomes. Ministerial 
responsibility is imperative and departments should be 
the primary source of policy advice. 
6  Be transparent 
and honest 
Transparency and honesty are fundamental to 
accountability. Government policy goals and 
programme outcomes must be transparent. 
Transparency in government will better illuminate the 
choices we face and the decisions needed for the 
overall good of the nation. Spending on lower 
priorities, however popular at the time, needs to be 
resisted. 
Transparency and 
accountability  
7 Reduce 
complexity 
Government should reduce complexity which impacts 
on its own operations, the operations of the States and 
Territories and the activities of the community and 
business. Reporting requirements should be kept to a 
minimum. 
Use of systems and 
technology to gain 
efficiencies  
8  
Avoid 
regulation as a 
first response 
to a problem 
Adding new regulations to deal with problems should 
be the last resort and introduced only when existing 
laws prove inadequate and the risks of no regulation 
outweigh the costs to the community. 
Minimise 
administration and 
bureaucracy  
 
9 
Act in the 
public interest 
and recognise 
the benefits of 
markets 
In competitive markets, customers, not producers, take 
precedence. Competition and contestability drive 
lower costs, improve quality and give people what 
they want. Government should act in the public 
interest and only intervene in markets where market 
solutions fail to produce the best outcome for the 
nation as a whole. 
 
10 
Do not deliver 
services if 
others are 
better placed 
to do it 
The delivery of public services should, wherever 
practicable, be handed to those organisations and 
levels of government closest to those receiving the 
service and should not be duplicated. 
Adopt outsourcing to 
internal government or 
external agencies. 
Comments added by author, 2015 (Armstrong, 2015) 
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3.9 Public Works Committee (PWC)  
The PWC acts as a guardian of the government property asset via virtue of the sitting 
parliament. The committee is bipartisan and consists of six members of the House of 
Representatives (lower house) and three Senators (from the upper house).  
The public works committee act of 1969 directs the following functions for the PWC 
committee; Part III – Reports of Public Works, item 17 Functions of the committee:  
1) The Committee shall, as expeditiously as is practicable: 
a) consider each public work that is referred to it in accordance with this Act; and 
b) make a report to both Houses of the Parliament concerning the expedience of carrying 
out the work and concerning any other matters related to the work in respect of which the 
Committee thinks it desirable that the views of the Committee should be reported to those 
Houses and, for those purposes, shall do such things and make such inquiries as it thinks 
necessary. 
2) The Committee may, in its report on a public work, recommend any alterations to the 
proposals for the work that, in its opinion, are necessary or desirable to ensure that the most 
effective use is made of the moneys to be expended on the work. 
3)  In considering and reporting on a public work, the Committee shall have regard to: 
a) the stated purpose of the work and its suitability for that purpose; 
b) the necessity for, or the advisability of, carrying out the work; 
c) the most effective use that can be made, in the carrying out of the work, of the monies to be 
expended on the work; 
d) where the work purports to be of a revenue̻producing character, the amount of revenue that 
it may reasonably be expected to produce; and 
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e) the present and prospective public value of the work. 
4) In considering and reporting on a public work proposed to be carried out by an authority of 
the Commonwealth, the Committee shall have regard to the functions, powers and duties of the 
authority and to the powers conferred on a Minister in relation to the activities of the authority 
concerned. 
The objectives of the Act are defined as: 
Better decisions on major projects;  
Objective external scrutiny of options;  
Examination of the entire project, irrespective of stages/phases; and 
Scrutiny by Parliament and thus the public before a proposal is commenced. 
The Act requires the committee to report on the following, as defined by the Act: 
The stated purpose of the proposed work and its suitability of the purpose;  
The need for the work;  
The cost effectiveness of the proposal; 
The amount of revenue it will produce if the work is revenue producing; and 
The current and prospective value of the work. 
Under the delegation of the parliament the committee provides its general report on an annual 
basis highlighting the operations of the committee during previous calendar year and bringing 
any relevant issues and concerns to the parliament. It focuses on particular concerns about 
financial, social and environmental impacts on society.     
Figures 3.5 A and B show the working framework of the Public Works Committee (PWC) 
under the PWC Act 1969. The PWC Committee has constitutional powers to audit any 
government property related project or matter under its purview.  
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Figure 3.5 A: Working framework of Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works  
Constituted under the PWC Act 1969 and has powers delegated by the federal parliament 
 
 
Source: Australian Parliament House website,  
www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works   Accessed: (April 2016)   
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Figure 3.5 B - Working framework of Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works  
Constituted under the PWC Act 1969 and has powers delegated by the federal parliament 
 
 
Source: Australian Parliament House website,  
www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Joint/Public_Works   Accessed: (April 2016)   
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3.10 Management overview of Australian Commonwealth Estate 
The Australian Commonwealth Estate, referred also as Commonwealth Estate, is one of the 
largest property asset owners in the country. Since the formation of the Federation in 1901, the 
federal government has witnessed several changes in governance and property asset 
management frameworks. This diverse property portfolio is spread around Australia and 
overseas, although its major holdings are located in the national capital, Canberra. From 1980s 
onwards, the Commonwealth Estate has been subjected to a relatively high divestment planning 
and restructuring period of its property asset portfolio. The estimated value of the publicly 
owned commercial real estate in 1996 was A$11billion and by 2003 this value was reduced to 
A$796million (Audit, 2014; Warren, 2006). Compiling the total extent of property assets owned 
by the federal government is a very complex task as a number of these property assets are 
exempt from the provisions of the Lands Acquisition Act and are listed under various 
government department special projects registers. For the purpose of this research the author 
has focused on the public management framework of the Commonwealth Estate which comes 
under the Department of Finance.  
Overall, federal government property is managed through the Commonwealth Property 
Management Framework, and covers federal government’s jurisdiction, policies and 
legislations. The Minister for Finance heads the portfolio involving other government entities 
and agencies. The Public Works Committee (PWC) assists the parliament and the Minister on 
matters requiring special attention and/or referral from the parliament or the public. The Finance 
Department is also responsible for the Land Acquisitions Act 1989, which is an integral part of 
the federal government’s asset strategy. In relation to the Property Framework responsibilities, 
the Finance Department develops and implements policies, advises the Minister on the 
execution of his statutory powers, and advises entities on policy interpretation and obligations 
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(Finance, 2013). Among other management activities, the Finance Department focuses on four 
fundamental principles, also known as the “4 E’s”, in managing the Commonwealth Estate: 1) 
Efficiency, 2) Effectiveness, 3) Economics and 4) Ethical use of resources. These principles 
apply to all federal government assets, including properties owned by non-corporate 
government entities and leased properties. Figure 3.6 illustrates the overall process of delivery 
management of the Commonwealth Property Framework. Table 3.8 presents property 
framework.  
Figure 3.6: Process of delivery management of the Commonwealth Property Framework 
Web format: Aust govt website (Nov 2016) 
 
Source: Australian Government - Department of finance (2015)  
 
 
 
 
 
Definition of Public Resource – Australian Commonwealth Government 2015  
Any resources that Commonwealth entities own, hold or manage, including: 
- Relevant property: property owned by the Commonwealth or a corporate Commonwealth entity 
- Relevant money: money held by officials or held as cash or in a bank account by the Commonwealth 
or a corporate Commonwealth entity 
- Appropriations: authority to draw money from the Consolidated Revenue Fund. 
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Table 3.8: Management of Australian Commonwealth Estate – Property Framework 
Rationale  The Commonwealth Property Management Framework is a policy based 
agenda which adheres to the Public Governance, Performance and 
Accountability Act 2013 (PGPA Act) and provides management support 
in a transparent and informed manner.  
Policy Principles  Value for money 
Property management planning 
Efficient and effective design 
Appropriate accountability measures 
Cooperative Commonwealth property management measures 
Key Legislations  Public Works Committee Act 1969 
Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 
Australian Capital Territory Planning and Land Management Act 1988 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
Lands Acquisition Act 1989 
Key Management 
Activities  
Planning and reporting 
Risk Management 
The Australian government property data collection 
The federal government real property audit 
Information sharing and collaboration 
Managing knowledge exchanges and management forums 
Collaboration among other govt agencies and partners – Govdex 
Co-location in relation to lease management 
Planning and management of budgeting and funding  
Funding analysis and advise 
Special purpose properties 
Property decision making for the Commonwealth estate  
Cost benefit analysis using whole life analysis 
Whole of life costing for the Commonwealth estate 
Contract and leases 
Acquiring and disposing of the Commonwealth estate properties 
Lease endorsement process 
Assisting with the Public Works Committee 
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3.11 Public governance and performance and accountability Act 2013  
During 2010 the Commonwealth Financial Accountability Review committee recommended to 
reduce complexities, clarity of accountabilities and improving efficiencies in the business of 
government. This recommendation had a direct effect on the government asset portfolios as a 
number of government agencies either outsource or procure services through external non-
government agencies. The new Act, Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 
2013, was passed on 29 June 2013 and consolidated two financial management frameworks - 
Financial Management and Accountability Act 1997(FMA Act) and the Commonwealth 
Authorities and Companies Act 1997 (CAC Act). The PGPA Act 2013 is an integral part of the 
Commonwealth Property Framework, which also covers the services provided by the third 
parties under this framework.  
 
 
 
  
Public Governance, Performance and Accountability Act 2013 
Chapter 1 Division 2, point 5 defines the objectives of the ACT as:  
Objects of this Act  
The objects of this Act are: 
(a)  to establish a coherent system of governance and accountability across Commonwealth entities; and 
(b)  to establish a performance framework across Commonwealth entities; and 
(c)  to require the Commonwealth and Commonwealth entities: 
(i)  to meet high standards of governance, performance and accountability; and                               
(ii)  to provide meaningful information to the Parliament and the public; and  
(iii)  to use and manage public resources properly; and 
(iv)  to work cooperatively with others to achieve common objectives, where practicable; and 
(d)  to require Commonwealth companies to meet high standards of governance, performance and 
accountability. 
Source: www.legislation.gov. – Australian Government - Federal register of legislation (Accessed Dec 2016)  
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3.12 State Government property assets in Australia – an overview  
Australia has six states and ten Australian territories outside the borders of the states. The 
Australian Capital Territory (ACT), Northern Territory (NT) and Norfolk Island (an offshore 
territory) have been granted a limited right of self-government by the Australian Federal 
Government. Due to their significant population size, the ACT and NT have been treated like a 
state with greater powers given to the locally elected parliament. The jurisdiction of each state 
follows the Westminster system of government, with elected parliament and chambers. Five 
states, except Queensland, has a parliament consisting of two houses. Each State, apart from 
Queensland, has a parliament that consists of two houses. In 1922 Queensland Parliament 
agreed to abolish its upper house, the Legislative Council, which was made up of non-elected 
members appointed by the Queensland Governor. Queensland Parliament kept the Legislative 
Assembly, making it unicameral (single-house). The head of each state is referred as Premier.  
Among the territories of Australia, the ACT is unique because its parliament combines both 
functions of both local and state government.  
Each state has its own constitution with divisions of legislature, executive and judiciary. Under 
the Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia, the six sovereign states are permitted to 
pass laws related to any matter that is not controlled by the Commonwealth under Sections 51 
and 52 of the Australian Constitution (Aroney, 2009; Brennan, 2011). State laws relate to 
matters that are primarily of state interest.  Table 3.9 illustrates the list of State interests that are 
directly related to government property assets.  There are instances where the State and Federal 
Parliaments may make a law about the same issues or articles, however under Sections 109 of 
the Australian Constitution, federal law overrides the state law.  
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Table 3.9: State interests that are directly related to government property assets 
 in Australian states and territories  
- State infrastructure  
- Mining and agriculture 
- Community services 
- Consumer affairs 
- Ambulance services 
- Police and prisons 
- Schools and technical colleges  
- Hospitals and nursing homes  
- Public transport, roads and railways 
- Utilities such as electricity and water supply 
- Forests and national parks  
 
 The six states and ten Australian territories have their own framework of managing 
government property assets. There are a number of similarities in terms of management of the 
property assets but governance and legislation in each state are different. 
For the purposes of this research, the author has selected the state of New South Wales (NSW) 
to provide an overall governance and management framework of NSW state government 
property assets.  
Table 3.10: GDP state share in Australia 
 NSW Vic Qld WA SA Tas 
Gross state product (SDP) 31 22 19 17 6 2 
Population  32 25 20 11 7 2 
Employment  31 25 20 12 7 2 
Gross exports of goods & services 19 12 18 43 5 1 
Source: ABS and Reserve Bank of Australia (2016) 
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3.13 New South Wales (NSW) – Government property assets 
The largest share of the Australian population lives in New South Wales (NSW). As of June 
2014, thirty two percent (32%) of Australia’s population lived in the State. The estimated 
resident population of NSW was 7.5 million people, an increase of 464,700 people (6.6%) from 
June 2009. The population of Greater Sydney was 4.8 million people (June 2014). This 
represented 64% of the total NSW population (Statistics, 2015). NSW is widely regarded as the 
financial centre of Australia and has a large property asset portfolio throughout the state. As of 
2015, it was quoted by the Chief Executive Officer of State Government Property NSW that 
the state property portfolio comprised of 200,000 properties worth almost A$130 billion 
(Knowles & McClymont, 2015).  
The NSW state property is governed and managed by the NSW Government’s Department of 
Finance, Services and Innovation, referred to as the Department of Finance. It operates under 
the Government Property NSW Act 2006, Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority Act 1998, 
Teacher Housing Authority Act 1975 and Waste Recycling and Processing Corporation 
(Authorised Transaction) Act 2010. Table 3.11 illustrates the principle objectives of the 
Government Property NSW Act 2006.  Since 2012 the NSW government has gone through 
major reforms in its property asset portfolio through expert consultation and commission of 
enquiries including public consultation and submissions.  
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Table 3.11:  Government Property Act 2006 – Principle terms and objectives  
(relevant sections which relates to this research)   
Name of the Act   Property NSW Act 2006 No 40 (as of Nov 2016)  
Status of Property NSW 
 . 
Property NSW is a statutory body representing the Crown 
and has the status, privileges and immunities of the Crown 
Key definitions:    
Government agency means any of the following: 
(a)  a public authority constituted by or under an Act, 
(b)  a statutory body representing the Crown, 
(c)  a Public Service agency, 
but does not include a State owned corporation, a local authority or any person or body exempted 
by the regulations from this definition. 
Interest in land means: 
(a)  a legal or equitable estate or interest in the land, or 
(b)  an easement, right, charge, power or privilege over, or in connection with, the land. 
Property of a government agency means: 
(a)  land that is vested in the government agency, or land that is vested in the Crown or Her 
Majesty and that is controlled and used by the government agency, or 
(b)  an interest in land, being an interest that is vested in or held by the government agency. 
Property NSW means Property NSW constituted by this Act. 
 
Part 3 Section 10  Objectives of Property NSW 
The principal objectives of Property NSW in exercising its functions are as follows: 
(a)  to improve operational efficiencies in the use of properties of government agencies, 
particularly generic properties (such as offices, warehouses, depots and car parks), 
(b)  to manage properties of government agencies in a way that supports the service delivery 
functions of those agencies, 
(c)  to provide advice and support within government on property matters, 
(d)  to operate at least as efficiently as any comparable business, consistently with the principles 
of ecologically sustainable development and social responsibility for the community (including 
the indigenous community). 
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Part 3 Section 11 Functions—generally 
(1)  The principal functions of Property NSW are as follows: 
(a)  to hold, manage, maintain, acquire or dispose of property for the government and government 
agencies, 
(b)  to carry out, manage, co-ordinate or participate in the development of the property of 
government agencies (including property of Property NSW), 
(c)  to arrange, where appropriate, for the sharing of facilities and premises by government 
agencies to reduce operational expenses, 
(d)  to provide services or do other things for the management, maintenance or improvement of 
property of government agencies (including property of Property NSW), 
(e)  to provide advice to the Minister in relation to properties of government agencies and, in 
particular, as to whether those properties are being efficiently utilised, 
(f)  to provide advice to the Minister on the transfer of properties to Property NSW and on 
budgetary measures relating to the properties of government agencies, 
(g)  to provide advice to the Minister on such matters relating to the properties of government 
agencies (including the property of Property NSW) as the Minister directs. 
(2)  Property NSW has such other functions as are conferred or imposed on it by or under this or 
any other Act. 
(3)  Property NSW may do all such supplemental, incidental or consequential acts as may be 
necessary or expedient for the exercise of its functions. 
(4)    (Repealed) 
Source: New South Wales Government – NSW Legislations 
www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/#/view/act - Accessed (Nov 2016); Clauses & format Dubey (2016)  
 
Prior to December 2012 the state managed its property asset portfolio through State Property 
Authority (SPA). The Property Asset Utilisation Taskforce, referred as PAUT, was established 
by the NSW government during February 2012. The objective of PAUT was to identify and 
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implement efficiencies in the government’s ownership, utilisation and management of its own 
and leased property portfolio. Upon the recommendations of the PAUT, the Premier of NSW 
announced the formation of Government Property NSW as of 12 December 2012.  
The Government Property NSW was re-branded as Property NSW and given additional asset 
management portfolios during July 2016. Property NSW now manages the entire state 
government’s property asset portfolios and their management services include property 
reforms, asset management, property transactions, major projects, heritage conservation and 
valuation services. For the financial year 2016, Property NSW reported total assets worth A$3 
billion under management. Property NSW manages government assets under sixteen operating 
principles and six guiding principles. The list of these principles is provided in Appendix 5.  As 
of 2016 Property NSW has consolidated the following entities to become one of the largest 
property and real estate asset management providers in the country:  
1) Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority (SHFA);  
2) Place Management NSW; 
3) Teacher Housing Authority of NSW (THA); 
4) Waste Assets Management Corporation (WAMC);  
5)  NSW Public Works Facilities Management and Valuation Services and  
6) Valuation Services and Public Works Advisory  
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Figure 3.7: NSW Government Property – Organisation structure   
Constituted under the Property NSW Act 2006    
 
 
 
Source: NSW Government – Property NSW Annual Review 2015-16, Annual Reports 
www.property.nsw.gov.au/sites/default/files - Property NSW Annual reports  pdf  format   
Accessed (Nov 2016);  Selected pages redrawn & format  Dubey and  Chougaonkar  (2016)  
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Table 3.12: Key sections of the Property NSW Act 2006 No 40 
Source: NSW Govt - www.property.nsw.gov.au (Nov 2016)  
Name of Act This Act is the Property NSW Act 2006. 
Status of Property 
NSW 
Property NSW is a statutory body representing the Crown and has 
the status, privileges and immunities of the Crown. 
Objectives of 
Property NSW 
The principal objectives of Property NSW in exercising its 
functions are as follows: 
(a)  to improve operational efficiencies in the use of properties of 
government agencies, particularly generic properties (such as 
offices, warehouses, depots and car parks), 
(b)  to manage properties of government agencies in a way that 
supports the service delivery functions of those agencies, 
(c)  to provide advice and support within government on property 
matters, 
(d)  to operate at least as efficiently as any comparable business, 
consistently with the principles of ecologically sustainable 
development and social responsibility for the community (including 
the indigenous community). 
Functions (1)  The principal functions of Property NSW are as follows: 
(a)  to hold, manage, maintain, acquire or dispose of property for the 
government and government agencies, 
(b)  to carry out, manage, co-ordinate or participate in the 
development of the property of government agencies (including 
property of Property NSW), 
(c)  to arrange, where appropriate, for the sharing of facilities and 
premises by government agencies to reduce operational expenses, 
(d)  to provide services or do other things for the management, 
maintenance or improvement of property of government agencies 
(including property of Property NSW), 
(e)  to provide advice to the Minister in relation to properties of 
government agencies and, in particular, as to whether those 
properties are being efficiently utilised, 
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(Functions) - Continue 
(f)  to provide advice to the Minister on the transfer of properties to 
Property NSW and on budgetary measures relating to the properties 
of government agencies, 
(g)  to provide advice to the Minister on such matters relating to the 
properties of government agencies (including the property of 
Property NSW) as the Minister directs. 
(2)  Property NSW has such other functions as are conferred or 
imposed on it by or under this or any other Act. 
(3)  Property NSW may do all such supplemental, incidental or 
consequential acts as may be necessary or expedient for the exercise 
of its functions. 
Property relevant 
definitions under 
the ACT  
 
Government agency means any of the following: 
(a)  a public authority constituted by or under an Act, 
(b)  a statutory body representing the Crown, 
(c)  a Public Service agency, 
but does not include a State owned corporation, a local authority or 
any person or body exempted by the regulations from this 
definition. 
Property of a government agency means: 
(a)  land that is vested in the government agency, or land that is 
vested in the Crown or Her Majesty and that is controlled and used 
by the government agency, or 
(b)  an interest in land, being an interest that is vested in or held by 
the government agency. 
Property NSW means Property NSW constituted by this Act. 
The Interpretation Act 1987 contains definitions and other 
provisions that affect the interpretation and application of this Act. 
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3.14 Local government property assets in Australia 
Throughout the urban world, local governments are the closest to being able to identify the 
real challenges for urban societies and understand citizen’s needs. In the Australian context, 
the local government is referred to as a council, and councils are one of the most important 
levels of government providing a vastly expanded range of services to the people. Their role 
in the constitution was not appropriately addressed and despite many attempts of rectifying 
this by way of a referendum to connect the local governments with the federal structure, it has 
not turned in constitutional reality (Karvelas, 2013; Lane, 2013).   
The first local council in Australia was established in 1840 and its responsibilities included 
basic infrastructure including roads, marine structures and bridges. The colonial government at 
that time vested powers in local government and afforded controlled, but deliberate governance 
powers to them (Grant, Dollery, & Kortt, 2012). During the discussions on the formation of the 
Federation in 1890s, local government representation was not given and their role was seen 
only through the prisms of the states. It has been argued that the physical extent of the Australian 
nation was seen as more appropriate to be governed and managed by the state rather than local 
governments (Boucher & Russell, 2015). Hence the role of local government in providing 
services to local communities was never placed on the agenda of the first Constitution of 
Australia.   
The Constitution in 1901 didn’t recognise the local government’s direct relationship with the 
Federation and left this to the states to manage. The new Constitution for the Federation in 1901 
recognised the colonies as the original states of the federation and retained their constitutions, 
powers and laws.  The colonies had earlier systems of local government which were developed 
through legislative systems during the 19th century. Since the matters of local government were 
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never placed on the agenda at federation, local government remained within the jurisdiction of 
the state laws.  
After the formation of the federation, the activities of the local governments, referred to as 
municipal council in that period, were becoming of greater interest to the state. In one such 
matter, the Municipal Council of Sydney v The Commonwealth (1904), the following 
observations were noted: 
“The State, being the repository of the whole executive and legislative powers of the 
community, may create subordinate bodies, such as municipalities, hand over to them the care 
of local interests, and give them such powers … as may be necessary for the proper care of 
these interests. But in all such cases these powers are exercised by the subordinate body as 
agent of the power that created it.”  
Source: Municipal Council of Sydney v The Commonwealth (1904) 1 CLR 208, at 240 (per 
O’Connor J). 
 
There would not be any major constitutional reforms or changes to occur in regards to local 
governments until the 1940s. The post war era saw increased activities at local government 
levels but it was still not enough to convince the federal and state governments to increase the 
level of power bestowed on local governments and provide them with constitutional connection 
to the federal government. Successive governments favoured local governments in principle 
but while in power they reached for regional structures to implement policies both within and 
beyond the major urban centres (Grant et al., 2012). During 1974, the Labor Government under 
Prime Minister Gough Whitlam tried to gain constitutional recognition for the local government 
but the people of Australia did not pass the referendum. This ambivalence constitutionally 
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inspired or otherwise, still haunts the commonwealth’s relationship with local government 
(Blackwell, 2012; Grant et al., 2012; Lane, 2013).   
Australia is a highly-urbanised country where the majority of people live in four major cities 
including Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth. The economic output of these major cities 
has grown exponentially and their economic value remains very high for the nation. The federal 
government collects over seventy-five per cent of the total taxation revenue from these cities. 
Most of these cities are managed by local governments and provide excellent citizen services 
in a most efficient and modern way (Badland et al., 2014; De Jong, Joss, Schraven, Zhan, & 
Weijnen, 2015). Among the six states in Australia over 560 local government councils manage 
the day to day urban affairs of the cities and urban areas (Martin & Aulich, 2012).  Each state 
and territory have their own powers, administrative structures and functions of local 
government.  
In general, local governments are established as either a body corporate or a body politic 
(elected body), and have the power to do anything a body corporate or a natural person or 
individual may do. A council is constituted by its democratically elected councillors and is 
directly accountable to its local community (Tan & Grant, 2013). The states and territories 
provide the legal framework for the local government’s operations and hold the constitutional 
responsibilities of the local governments. There has been some recognition by the federal 
government in order to improve the capacity of local governments to deliver services and assist 
with required resources. The Local Government (Financial Assistance) Act 1995 is the primary 
mechanism established by the Commonwealth to facilitate some of these goals. As the level of 
government closest to the community these local governments are very important for the 
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wellbeing and economic success of Australian cities and the nation (Douglas, Carson, & Kerr, 
2009; Pateman, 2014).   
Local governments world-wide are now preparing themselves with appropriate governance and 
management skills to tackle the problems of rapid urbanisation, sustainability and social equity 
issues. The twentieth century saw the rise of nation states and with over half the global 
population now living in cities and urban areas, the twenty first century will see the rise of local 
democracy through local institutions and demands from urban societies (Cities & Governments, 
2008). Innovation and technology has seen the connection between citizenry and local 
governments increasingly becoming closer and national politics is becoming an even more 
distant establishment for the majority of urban citizens (Dollery & Grant, 2011). In this regard 
the role of local governments in Australia is constantly coming to the forefront of state and 
national political debate.  
Local government plays a major role in the governance, management of service delivery, 
regulatory, community services, planning, information management and advocacy in 
maintaining democratic institutions.  In the Australian context, local governments are 
established to provide leadership for good governance and are given powers of general 
competence to achieve this objective. Local governments also have a number of specific 
powers, such as the power to sell or lease land, and the power to enter into contracts, which 
may also be subject to specific conditions and limitations (Chris Aulich, 1999; Power, 
Wettenhall, & Halligan, 1981). Among many of its functions and activities which depends on 
local needs and requirements, Table 3.13 illustrates some of local governments general services 
to the community. 
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Table 3.13: Australian local governments  
Key functions as stipulated by the Commonwealth  
Community services 
Child care, elderly care and accommodation, refuge facilities, counselling and welfare.  
Planning, urban development and building approvals   
Planning, development controls, inspection, licensing, certification and enforcement 
Engineering 
Public works design, Construction and maintenance, waste collection and management 
Health  
Water sampling, immunisation, toilets, noise control, meat inspection and animal control 
Cultural 
Educational libraries, art galleries, museums and recreation centres 
Recreation  
Golf courses, swimming pools, sports courts, halls, kiosks, camping grounds and caravan 
parks 
Administration 
Aerodromes, quarries, cemeteries, parking stations and street parking 
Source: Department of Infrastructure and Regional Government, Australian Government (2016)  
 
NSW Local governments and provision of services to local communities:  
The definition and role of local government is defined by the Constitutional Act 1902. It defines 
the extent of powers for local governments in delivering local services and limitations of 
governance in executing major planning and development projects at the local level. The 
following definitions are provided about the Act 1902 which related to the local government 
property assets in fulfilling the functions of the local community services:  
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Table 3.14: The Constitution Act 1902 (NSW) – Summary 
 
Legal Nature  The Constitution Act 1902 (NSW) recognises Local government.  
 
Definition of Council  Council is a body politic of the State with perpetual succession and the legal 
capacity and powers of an individual. It is not a body corporate. However, in 
terms of its functions, a Council also has the functions of a statutory 
corporation, which includes doing all things that body corporate entities may 
do and that are necessary for, or incidental to, the exercise of its functions. 
Limitations  Council does not have the status, privileges and immunities of the Crown. 
General Powers –  
as per charter  
Local government Act 1993 (NSW) states that a Council has the general 
powers as an individual. The Council charter includes (only selected items 
stated here):  
- Providing adequate, equitable and appropriate services and facilities for 
the community;  
- Regard to the long term and cumulative effects of its decisions bearing in 
mind that it is the custodian and trustee of public assets effectively 
accounting for, and managing the assets for which it is responsible;  
- Persuasion of council charter under S 8(2) 
- Council may provide goods, services and facilities, and carry out 
activities, appropriate to the current and future needs of the local 
community and wider public.  
-  
Specific powers in 
relation to Govt 
Property Assets  
- Power to enter into contracts - Council must invite tenders before 
entering into certain contracts. These include contracts for the provision 
of goods or materials, and for the carrying out of certain works;  
- Public private partnership arrangements - A Council must comply with 
these provisions when entering into a public private partnership or 
carrying out a project under a public private partnership arrangement;  
- Dealings in public land - Council has no power to sell community land 
(s 45), however it may grant a lease or licence of community land in 
accordance with the Act. 'Community land' is different to public land 
which is classified as 'operational' land.  
- Power to acquire land compulsorily - Council must invite tenders before 
entering into certain contracts. These include contracts for the provision 
of goods or materials, and for the carrying out of certain works.  
 
Source: NSW Government, Local government Act 1993 (Nov 2016) and Major projects guidance for 
local govts report by Ernst & Young (2012). Format modified: Author (2015) 
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The NSW state government recommends the following management frameworks for NSW 
local governments:  
1) Robust Asset Management Policy which must be endorsed by the council. This is 
developed in conjunction with the local community. The policy focuses on the changing 
requirements of the urban services in local areas and their impact of government asset holdings; 
2) Asset Management Strategy that identifies the critical assets for the council. It 
recommends councils to preapre risk frameworks around these assets, including but not limited 
to, council’s asset management capabilities, resources and delivery timeframes for critical 
urban services; 
3) Asset Management Plans, referred as AMP, are recommended as a key document 
which stipulates perceived service standards, facilities benchmarking, maintenance plans and 
budgets, refurbishment and replacement costs. The budgetary components are then transfered 
to finacial plans of the assets. One of the key criteria in preparing asset management plans is to 
review the ‘fit-for-purpose’ of the asset in delivering the overall compliance and expectation 
from the local public. In a fast changing urban world, especially with the advent of information 
technology and social media, an appropriate study of ‘fit-for-purpose’ of government property 
asset is extremelly important.  
The asset management plan, is presented as one of the key management tools in this research. 
These Australian local government case studies assist in developing the conceptual framework 
for government property assets in Indian cities.  
For the purpose of this research the author has chosen the local government of Sydney, referred 
to as Sydney city council, to define governance of the core functions of a city government in 
Australia. The governance and management of property assets under Sydney city council is also 
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taken as a ‘best practice case study’ for local governments in India. Sydney city council holds 
one of the most valuable property assets in the Australia, whose composition and functioning 
affects the social and economic performance of the state.  
3.15 Sydney city council – government property and local community 
Sydney is the considered as the growth engine of the NSW state. It is one of the largest local 
government areas in Australia and the region is the second largest growing capital cities of 
Australia.  As of June 2015, the ABS estimated the population of Greater Sydney was 4.9 
million. As of June 2015, the resident population of the actual city was over two hundred 
thousand people, representing about 4.2% of greater Sydney’s total population and a density of 
7,683 per square kilometre. With its economic and tourist activities, Sydney attracts over 
600,000 people daily for various commercial, retail, business, learning and leisure activities.  
The Sydney city council annual report 2014-15 claims that the local government area generates 
around A$108 billion in economic activities and contributes about 8% towards Australian GDP 
and 22% towards the state GDP. Its historical, economic and cultural importance plays a very 
important role in the management of its property assets and delivery of citizen services.  Sydney 
city council has one of the largest government property asset portfolio in economic terms and 
manages its property assets under the Local government ACT 2009 and the Local Government 
Amendment (Planning and reporting) Act 2009 (ABS 2014, Sydney city council 2016), Table 
3.14 provides brief details on local government Acts and the impact on delivering local 
government services to the citizens.  
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3.16 Governance framework of city council’s property assets 
Australian local governments are regulated by the individual state Parliaments and don’t have 
a direct link with the federal government under the constitution. Like other states the Parliament 
of NSW makes laws for the local governments regarding their powers, role and responsibilities. 
In broad terms the NSW Local Government Act 1993 outlines some of the following functions 
for NSW local governments, including Sydney city council: 
1) Establishment of the Council; 
2) Elections of the Council; 
3) Council meetings and its functionaries; 
4) Revenue collections including rates & levies; 
5) Council’s funding strategy; 
6) Scope and limitations of councils.  
Keeping in compliance with the NSW Local Govt Act 1993, Sydney city council places 
governance at the core of its operations and asset management. The city adopts governance as 
a fundamental factor in delivering services to its citizen and keeping compliance with regulatory 
frameworks. During 2012, the Sydney city council formally adopted culture as a fundamental 
part of its governance. The governance framework now covers the areas of culture, process, 
systems, policies and management practices. It refers to the notion of ‘Good Governance’ as an 
essential fabric between local governments and local communities.  The Sydney city council 
applies four core domains to its governance. These domains are developed in consultation with 
local community, local business stakeholders, the executive team and institutional experts and 
are defined in table 3.15.  The Sydney city council has put together a comprehensive plan to 
analyse and measure these governance domains on a year by year basis. It has set nine principles 
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as listed in table 3.16, to measure the commitment and delivery of best practice governance.  
Table 3.17 illustrates the key deliverables of the four governance domains.  
Table 3.15 : Sydney city council – Governance Framework 
Strategy and 
Leadership 
This domain includes strategic planning.  
The elected Council’s role is to set strategic goals and the City’s policies and 
oversee the City’s role in service delivery and operational performance. 
Structure and 
Relationships 
This domain includes management practices for effective policy implementation. 
It defines the role of administrative staff in delivering the services to the 
community through organisational delegation and authority. It emphasises on 
policies that encourage administrative staff towards informed decision making 
and delegated responsibilities.  
Compliance 
and 
Accountability 
This domain includes the management controls in delivering the Council services 
within the framework of legislative requirements and compliance. It includes the 
preparation and management of strategic financial plans and council budgets.  
Performance 
Improvement, 
Monitoring & 
Evaluation 
This domain includes the quality assurance and performance evaluations of City’s 
operational functions against its strategic and community objectives.  
Source: Sydney city council, Sydney2030 Green/Global/Connected Governance document (Nov 2014).     
Format modified: Author (2016) 
 
Table 3.16 : Sydney city council – Governance Principles 
Principle 1  Defines purpose, roles and responsibilities, 
Principle 2  Demonstrates shared values through people, performance and conduct, 
Principle 3  Commits to continually improve and add value in all council services, 
Principle 4  Demonstrates leadership in environmental, social, cultural and economic 
performance through all of the City’s operations and other activities, 
Principle 5  Promotes ethical and responsible decision making, 
Principle 6  Focuses on ethics and integrity in financial management and reporting, 
Principle 7  Comprehensively measures and report on City’s performance, 
Principle 8  Maximises effectiveness through engagement of local stakeholders, 
Principle 9  Builds the risk management culture through ownership, oversight and internal 
control. 
Source: Sydney city council, Sydney2030 Green/Global/Connected Governance document (Nov 2014).     
Format modified: Author (2016) 
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Table 3.17 : Sydney city council – Key deliverables of  four domains of Governance 
Strategy and  
Leadership 
Structure and 
Relationships 
Compliance and 
Accountability 
Performance, Improvement, 
Monitoring & Evaluation 
Strategic plans 
Sydney 2030 
Corporate Plan 
Strategic Plans 
Business Plans 
Purpose, value and 
Culture  
 
Organisation structure  
Roles and responsibilities  
Policies and procedures 
Delegation  
Code of Conduct 
Industrial agreements 
Communication  
External audit 
Internal audit 
Annual report 
Compliance 
activities 
Assurance activities 
Risk Management  
Continuous improvement 
Performance management 
Community indicators 
Org performance reporting  
Source: Sydney city council, Sydney2030 Green/Global/Connected Governance document (Nov 2014).     
Format modified: Dubey (2016) 
 
The governance framework of Sydney city council reflects two very important aspects – 
engagement to deliver urban services and transparency. Its four domains set a good precedent 
around putting local community at the centre of governance and management. During this 
research, the author had the opportunity to interview key experts and council staff regarding the 
Sustainable Sydney 2030 plans.  
Sydney city council places a big emphasis on retaining the local government property assets 
within the control of the Sydney city council but equally presents a community focused strategy 
about rationalising the value of government property assets through partnerships and 
repositioning the property asset portfolios. One such government property asset repositioning 
relates to a community centre where the Sydney city council replaced a modest community 
building from the 1950’s into a user friendly, community focused and high energy conscious 
building. Surry Hills Library and Community Centre has won many design excellence awards 
and responded to the need of the local community. It has been a community focussed project 
where a government property asset has been re-worked in a local government context.  
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3.17 Management framework for Sydney city council’s property assets 
In establishing the management framework for its property assets, referred as Asset 
Management Policy, the Sydney city council adheres to the regulations as set in the Local 
Government Act 2009 and the Local Government Amendment (Planning and Reporting) Act 
2009. One of the key requirements of the Planning and Reporting legislation is around property 
assets owned by the local governments in NSW. It requires local governments to report on all 
its existing and new property assets including community strategic plans, delivery programmes 
including financial aspects and resourcing strategies. Sydney city council has prepared an 
extensive policy covering all such legislative and management requirement, the Sydney City 
Asset Management Policy covers all aspects of property asset management under its direct 
ownership and control.   
The Sydney city council has had a comprehensive Asset Management Strategy since 2006. This 
original strategy captured the major requirements of the Integrated Planning and Reporting 
framework but extensively focused on the sustainable community aspects, including its public 
assets and infrastructure. During 2012 the Local Government Asset Strategy was updated to 
include policy reforms and inclusion in Sustainable Sydney 2030 objectives.  In its most recent 
policy document (June 2016), the Sydney city council defines the context and legislation 
relating to the Asset Management Policy as following:  
1) Preparation of an Asset Management Strategy and Asset Management Plan(s) to support 
the community strategic plan and delivery program;  
2) To ensure that the Asset Management Strategy and Plan(s) cover a minimum timeframe 
of 10 years;  
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3) To ensure that the Asset Management Strategy includes an overarching Council endorsed 
Asset Management Policy;  
4) To ensure that the Asset Management Strategy identifies assets that are critical to the 
City’s operations and outline risk management strategies for these assets;  
5) To ensure that the Asset Management Strategy includes specific actions required to 
improve the City’s asset management capability and projected resource requirements and 
timeframes. 
  
An integrated Asset management framework is illustrated in Figure 3.8   
 
Figure 3.8: Integrated asset management framework 
Source: Sydney City Council web site (Accessed Oct 2016)  
 
 
 
Org format: Dubey and Chougaonkar (2016) 
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The Sydney city council’s Asset Management framework is based on nine principles of Asset 
Management Policy, illustrated in Table 3.18.   
Table 3.18 : Sydney City Council –Asset management policies  
Source: Sydney City Council web site (Accessed Oct 2016) 
1) Life Cycle 
Approach 
- applies a whole of life methodology for managing infrastructure assets 
including planning, acquisition, operation, maintenance, renewal and 
disposal;  
2) Sustainable 
Environmental  
 - is performance based criteria applies to all stages of managing property and 
building assets;  
3) Best value 
proposition  
- refers to balance financial, environmental and social aspects to achieve best 
value propositions for the community and local business as key stakeholders;  
4) Long term 
financial plans  
- takes into consideration of asset practices, plans and systems that will enable 
the development of long term financial plans for all assets. It focuses on ‘fit-
for-Purpose’ proposition with long term retention of the public assets; 
5) Informed decision 
making  
- supports asset management systems and latest skills and knowledge in 
managing the asset portfolios. It takes into consideration the technological 
platforms which allow to gather the most recent asset information assisting 
with the informed decision making about the council properties;   
6) Asset data 
transparency  
- refers to open data platforms where local community has open access to all 
Council owned property assets and related information. It also allows various 
agencies to share information on digital platforms;   
7) Services levels to 
citizens 
- through Council infrastructures will be clearly defined, This is to understand 
the efficiency of the service delivery infrastructure and ‘fit-for-purpose’ 
criteria. This allows Council to revisits particular asset(s) if it’s not reaching 
optimum efficiency or perceived outcome for the community;  
8) Risk management  - defines the essential framework of the Asset Management Policy where all 
risks, including but not limited to Financial, Environmental, Social and 
Economic, are evaluated and analysed in delivery of urban services to local 
community. These risks matrix are evaluated through internal and external 
stakeholders to provide the final assessments on the Council Assets;   
9) Continuous 
improvements  
- refers to quality assurance and performance criteria to review the Asset 
Management practices for whole of life stages of the Council Assets. It allows 
continuous improvements.   
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3.18 Social good in local government property assets  
Sydney city council has a very diverse local area profile. It is one of the most prestigious 
economic and financial centres of Australia, residential suburbs and institutional precincts. This 
diversity makes the city culturally and economically rich. With one of the most diverse and 
valuable government property asset portfolio in Australia, the City council is constantly 
reviewing its asset policies and management structures. The Sydney Central Business District 
(CBD) demands are very diverse from the suburbia and institutional areas. The diversity in the 
demand for urban services makes Sydney city council area a unique set in a local government 
context where the requirement of government property assets to deliver these services are 
diverse and expensive. The CBD and adjoining areas attract a large working population, the 
largest workforce in Australia, which travels on daily basis into the city. These people spend 
majority of working time in the city and require efficient urban and social services. The city’s 
strategic team quoted the following in their Local Government Area Summary Report 2012:  
“Between 2007 and 2012, the workforce of the City grew by 13.6%, rising from 385,421 to 
437,727.  These additional 52,306 workers represent 40% of the total workforce growth across 
metropolitan Sydney over the period between the Surveys.  Over the coming years, significant 
development of new commercial space in and around the City will provide enough space for 
continued workforce growth.”      
This poses a challenge for the local government to ensure they have sufficient physical 
infrastructure and property assets to successfully deliver the expected levels of urban services. 
There is a large business and commercial population with economic value as well as city 
residents with day to day urban requirements. In current global Metropolitan debates, this is 
considered a major challenge for cities such as Sydney with a large transient population to keep 
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an economic, social and environmental balance. To demonstrate the social diversity and 
economic value of the Sydney CBD, the following planning data is presented.  Table 3.19 shows 
a) Floor space ratios and b) space usage division, to understand the diversity of urban services.   
The City of Sydney local government area covers an area of 26.15km², and comprises Central 
Sydney, CBD and the surrounding suburbs. To deliver the community and urban services in the 
city, the council adopts strategies within the framework of its asset management policies. The 
strategies focus on delivering urban services and developing physical asset infrastructure.  
Within the state legislative framework and governance adopted by the council, the asset 
management team relies on basic market principles to ensure the ‘fit-for-purpose’ and 
‘maximum efficiency’ criteria are met for the government property assets. The Figure 3.9  
shows two asset management frameworks, i) generally adopted by local governments in 
Australia for legislation and ii) improved management model to put governance and community 
at the core of asset service delivery as adopted by Sydney city council. Organisation structure 
is shown in Figure 3.10.  
Table 3.19 : Sydney Local government Area : Floor space ratios and space usage division  
 
Source: Sydney city council, Local government Area Summary Report 2012 (June 2012).  
Format modified: Dubey (2016) 
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Figure 3.9 : Asset Management framework - Sydney 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Contents from Sydney city council, Asset management plan, Sydney of City Resourcing Strategy (2011), 
Integrated asset delivery model for government property assets – Dubey(2016)  
 
 
i) In compliance – Asset delivery model  
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Organisation management structure  
Figure 3.10:  Sydney city council – Local government property  
Organisational management framework; Source: Sydney city council and management reports 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Report: From Sydney city council webpage, www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au (accessed Nov 2015) 
Org format – Dubey (2016)  
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3.19 Community and retention of local government property assets  
Rising urban population, increased economic activities and an influx of tourist numbers are 
placing increased demand on urban and community services in the Sydney city local 
government area. The local and state governments are concurrently executing a number of very 
large urban developments and major infrastructure projects in Sydney. All these projects are 
putting unprecedented pressure on urban services in the CBD precinct, as well as increased 
demand for community services. During this extended physical infrastructure and development 
works in the CBD, the existing local government property assets are stretched to their limit in 
providing local urban services. Since the financial crisis of 2007-08, some of the global cities 
have faced dire economic and financial consequences due to lack of appropriate governance 
and management of their assets, particularly property assets  (Davey, 2014; Plumer, 2013).  
Some cities, particularly in Europe, are becoming more reliant on external funding and their 
asset base is becoming weaker to economic and financial viabilities (Emsden, 2014).  One of 
the critical arguments which is emerging after the financial crisis is about the financing of the 
urban infrastructure at Local government levels. During 1990s and 2000 the financial bonds 
and yield-seeking capital poured into municipal debt instruments to support with building 
infrastructure. This trend of financing Local government infrastructure was very attractive and 
popular among US cities with other global cities in Europe and Asia also utilised such financial 
structures. After 2005 and in light of financial crisis the repayment of these municipal bonds 
was one of the major areas of concerns for number of cities around the world (Weber, 2010). 
In the case of Sydney city council, the sustainability of its financial base is measured through a 
number of internal and external compliances including the required reporting requirements of 
the NSW state legislation and seeking credit ratings from internationally recognised credit 
rating agencies. The property asset base for Sydney city council has been consistent for a 
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number of years and it began to show increased ownership of government property assets at a 
local government level after 2014 when major community and CBD focused projects were 
developed. A result of council’s Sustainable Sydney 2030 vision is the addition of a healthy 
pool of real estate and property assets in the local government’s portfolio. Table 3.20 shows the 
total asset base of Sydney city council as obtained from the annual reports and financial balance 
sheets from 2012 – 2016. Its consistency, compliance and growth correspond to the 
requirements of the city’s urban projections and perceived demands of the urban services 
utilising the government property assets. The relevant sections of the financial balance sheets 
of the Sydney city council are provided in the Appendix 6.  
Table 3.20 :  Sydney city council – Government property asset per financial reports,  
Financial years June 2012 to June 2016 ; Source: Sydney city council reports  
  
 
 
Report: Sydney city council webpage, www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au (accessed Nov 2015),   
Financial figures collated and format  – Dubey and Chougaonkar (2016)  
 
Delivery of urban and community services alone do not elevate cities to achieve the criteria to 
be categorised as a performing or ‘rated’ city of the world. Despite its efficiency and reliability 
in delivering urban services, the City of Sydney did not perform very well in recent global 
surveys. The recognised global cities ranking index by the Economist Intelligence Unit, 
presented the following in describing the position of Sydney in its 2016 ranking.   
“Those that score best tend to be mid-sized cities in wealthier countries. Melbourne tops the 
list for the sixth year in a row (see chart, right), and six of the top ten cities are in Australia or 
in A$ '000 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Non-Current (Assets),
Including Property
7,005,419 7,071,342 7,129,219 7,334,081 11,418,375 
Total Asset 7,321,792 7,428,011 7,566,276 7,795,037 11,814,677 
% Value of total asset 96% 95% 94% 94% 97%
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Canada. But Sydney, Australia’s largest city, drops out of the top ten due to fears over 
terrorism.”  
 - Liveability index, Economist Intelligence Unit 2016.  
In ensuring the fit-for-purpose and maximum efficiency criteria, the Sydney city council 
consistently tests its return on asset proposition by conducting internal and external surveys of 
the local and business community. Figures 3.11 to 3.14 provides selected results from 
community surveys conducted during 2011.  The survey focused on a number of service 
delivery areas where local government property asset play an important role.  
Figure 3.11:  Sydney city council – Community satisfaction survey year 2011,  
Satisfaction with services, programmes, facilities – Top 10 performing  
Source: Sydney city council & Woolcott research (Jan 2012),  Accessed Nov 2015 
 All respondents, n=1000 
 
Report: From Sydney city council webpage, www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au (accessed Nov 2015),   
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Figure 3.12 :  Sydney city council – Community satisfaction survey year 2011,  
Satisfaction with services, programmes, facilities – Mid performing  
Source: Sydney city council & Woolcott research (Jan 2012), Accessed Nov 2015 
 All respondents, n=1000 
 
 
 
 
 
Report: From Sydney city council webpage, www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au (accessed Nov 2015),   
 
Figure 3.13 :  Sydney city council – Community satisfaction survey year 2011,  
Satisfaction with services, programmes, facilities – Lower performing  
Source: Sydney city council & Woolcott research (Jan 2012), Accessed Nov 2015 
 All respondents, n=1000 
 
Report: From Sydney city council webpage, www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au (accessed Nov 2015),   
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Figure 3.14 :  Sydney city council – Community satisfaction survey year 2011,  
Overall satisfaction with City of Sydney Council – By Area  
Source: Sydney city council & Woolcott research (Jan 2012),  Accessed Nov 2015 
 All respondents, n=1000; Use of 7 point scale from (1) ‘extremely dissatisfied’ to (7) ‘extremely 
satisfied’.  
 
Report: From Sydney city council webpage, www.cityofsydney.nsw.gov.au (accessed Nov 2015),   
 
Balancing act of government property and social good  
Historically, local governments are seen as a provider of basic services such as waste 
management, roads and community activities. In Australian cities, particularly in regional 
cities, local governments have limited resources to provide various essential services. They hold 
vast property and infrastructure assets to cater for large rural areas but have smaller populations. 
This conflict of a large asset portfolio with less people is a challenge for governments at all 
levels (Douglas et al., 2009; Grant et al., 2012).  While regional cities have constraints of 
resources and systems, the major cities in Australia including Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane 
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and Perth are experiencing population and economic growth, adding both government property 
resources and human resources to provide efficient, competitive and sustainable services to 
local citizens (Council, 2003).  Sydney city council has kept a consistent but competitive 
property asset portfolio since 2005, and invites local communities to engage with them to 
discuss the performance and need of property assets in providing community services.  Figure 
3.15 gives a percentage usage matrix where the importance of government property asset was 
evaluated in five domains of community services at local city government levels. This research 
reviewed user feedback surveys, financial reports, commentaries from NSW local governments 
associations and comparative reviews with other international cities. The research referred to 
recent benchmarking of Sydney with other global cities in the areas of competitiveness, 
liveability, urban and community services. This literature was further used to test the 
benchmarking methodology with local community surveys and services indicators. It has to be 
noted that the emphasis was given to services in relation to government owned property assets 
rather than commercial, branding and economical weighted scores.  The five domains, listed 
below, follow the legislative requirement of NSW Local Govt Act 1993: 
1) Urban and community services; 
2) Planning for community and economic development; 
3) Public health and safety; 
4) Environmental protection; 
5) Sustainability and land use planning.  
Following documents have been used in developing the government property usage matrix for 
local city governments: Sydney City Council has been taken as a precedent. All documents 
and references are available through Sydney City Council website.  
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1) Community satisfaction survey 2006, as prepared by Wallis consulting group; 
2) Community satisfaction survey 2007, as prepared by Wallis consulting group; 
3) Community satisfaction survey 2011, as prepared by Woolcott research; 
4) Community wellbeing indicators Oct 2016, Sydney city council; 
Figure 3.15:  Government Property usage matrix for Local governments  
Conceptual framework for Local governments: Source: Data collated from Council resources, literature and 
global benchmarking for competitive cities, period 2006 – 2015.  Author & Leifer (2016) 
 
Data sources: ABS data on local population, Reports from Local government associations in Australia, City of 
Sydney indicator framework, ISF UTS, Sydney city council, Dept of Treasury NSW Govt and WB 
Development report.  Government Property Usage Matrix for Local governments - Dubey & Leifer (2016) 
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3.20 Governance paradigm – property asset grab or long term social good 
From Bristol to Bangalore and Sydney to Shanghai, the governance of local government is at 
the forefront of discussions regarding urban community and local democracy. Each city has its 
own version of governance paradigm and reasons to support their arguments. During 2008, for 
the first time in human history our planet became majority urbanised (UN Ref) when more 
people inhabited cities and urban regions than rural areas. With this rapid urbanisation, the 
economic power of cities are becoming very strong but they are also bursting at the seams 
(Sachs, 2007) to accommodate the increased population and cater for basic urban services.  
The demand of efficient, responsive and value add urban services are ever increasing in 
developed cities where the local government revenue base and resources are very limited 
(Hambleton, Gross, & Palgrave, 2007).  In a political and social context, governance has not 
been able to catch up with the rate of urbanisation, especially in developing countries. The 
conflict of control on governance of local governments is fast becoming state and federal 
political issue, including Australia and India (Blair, 2000; Grant et al., 2012; Mitra, 2001; H. 
Rahman, 2010). In commonwealth countries where local governments are directly elected , they 
are the closed link to the citizen in representing the essence of democracy (Luhtakallio, 2012). 
Hence governance of local governments is important for appropriate representation of local 
democracy, efficiency,  social equity and sustainability (Shah & Shah, 2009).   
During part of this research, the author had the opportunity to meet and discuss the areas of 
governance with one of the elected members of the Sydney city council. Some excerpts from 
this interview, which reflects the importance of governance within Sydney city council is 
provided.  “Sydney city council follows the NSW Local Government Act 1993 in forming its 
governance framework, accountability and its importance to the local citizens. The city council 
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takes governance to the heart of the local community and renews trust through its engagement, 
transparency and decision making process. Its puts governance at the centre of local community 
and enriches the value to local democracy through direct engagement and participation in the 
community. Our vision and strategy for Sydney, Sydney 2030, is developed through the 
community engagements and further assistance from expert facilitators like planners, 
economists and urban designers. Our fundamental belief in good governance reflects in 
economic and environmental wellbeing of Sydney and its community. In local government, the 
future is fairly simple – if you don’t perform and put result in front of local community they 
will not elect you in the next cycle. In an age of innovation and technology, I believe that local 
governments are the closed representative of democracy in cities and they have the highest 
responsibility to deliver this as well. Otherwise our cities will fail, the consequences of which 
will not only effect the city but the state and the nation. And at the heart of this lies the 
governance of local government. Sydney is proud to have an engaged local community and 
elected members who best represent their belief about the environment, community and 
economics” (ABC, 2007; Kübler, 2007).  
3.21 Sell off and divestment of NSW government property assets  
The NSW state government has come under criticism after the announcement of divestment 
strategies and adopting policies to sell off government property assets (Allen, 2013; McIlroy, 
2015). This criticism was escalated when the government decided to sell, via a long-term lease, 
a number of cultural and heritage buildings in Sydney’s CBD, collectively known as The 
Sandstones. These grandiose heritage buildings, along with public housing assets in Sydney’s 
The Rocks precinct (Khaicy, 2014), was a major part of the state government’s divestment 
strategy to fund the infrastructure needs of NSW. The government’s rationale of asset under-
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utilisation and lack of public access provisions was not believed by the academic or planning 
communities (Allen, 2013; T. J. Besley & Ghatak, 2001; Savage, 2014). Due to the divestment 
strategies of the government property assets to fund infrastructure and the lack of appropriate 
social analysis of capital return to the society, the important outcomes of the government 
property reforms as stipulated by PAUT has not been subjected to appropriate public scrutiny 
to evaluate its long-term impact. PAUT recommended some excellent management principles 
to drive efficiencies and accountabilities; however, the shadows of state divestment politics and 
economic pressures overrode the management efficiencies and social returns. More than A$1 
billion of NSW state government property assets were sold post 2011.  The NSW state 
government currently owns around 277,400 properties, including schools and hospitals, 
according to the Government Property Register. Its combined valuation is estimated about 
A$130 billion (Knowles & McClymont, 2015).  Before the establishment of the new 
Government Property Agency, GPNSW in 2013, the state sold an average of A$10 million a 
year in property. Since 2013, this has averaged more than A$300 million a year  (Irvine, 2016). 
3.22 Chapter conclusion 
A highly urbanised and large country like Australia where majority of economy relies on four 
of five major cities faces substantial challenges where government assets will play important 
role. The large national level infrastructure investments and maintenance cost will test the limits 
of efficient and economical urban services in cities. The current cost surveys and literature 
supports the rising costs in Australian cities pushing the cost of basic urban services higher. 
The economic trends of sell off and divestments of government property assets in long run may 
test the limits of social equity and balance in Australian cities. And Australian local 
governments will be at the centre of this new paradigm shift.  
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Chapter Four  
Bursting at the seams:  
1.2 billion people’s government owned property assets in India 
This chapter provides an overview of government property assets in India. History of the 
government property assets in India has important aspect in the current socio-political debates 
in major cities. The chapter develops an appreciation of the historical background of 
government property assets since the British Raj period and its relations with current 
administrative policies. The chapter explains the effect of rapid urban growth in India and its 
potential consequences on government property assets and the delivery of basic urban services 
in Indian cities.  The chapter broadly defines the three layers of government management of 
property assets highlighting key reforms at national government level and current challenges at 
local government levels in India. The chapter concludes with key challenges for local 
governments in India in providing social and basic urban services for over 800 million people 
by 2050.  
Figure 4.1 – Geographical map of India – as provided by Survey of India (2016) 
 
Source: Govt of India website - http://www.surveyofindia.gov.in/files/36m_india.pdf (web accessed 
10 Oct 2016) 
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4.1 Background 
In his famous speech, ‘Tryst with Destiny’ on 15th August 1947 the first Prime Minister of 
independent India, Shri (Mr) Jawaharlal Nehru spoke about the history of India, the non-violent 
struggle for Indian independence and the future. He said, “The achievement we celebrate today 
is but a step, an opening of opportunity, to the greater triumphs and achievements that await 
us. Are we brave enough and wise enough to grasp this opportunity and accept the challenge 
of the future? Freedom and power bring responsibility. That responsibility rests upon this 
assembly, a sovereign body representing the sovereign people of India.”  
India conducted its tenth year census in 1951, three years after independence and under the 
1948 Census of India Act. The population of independent India was about 360 million people, 
with the majority living in rural India. As per the census of 2011, the total urban population in 
India was more than 377 million people constituting 31.16% of the total population (Govt of 
India, census data 2011). According to UN data the urban population in India will reach about 
50% by 2050, where 800 million people will live in Indian cities and urban conglomerations. 
Appendix 7 contains provisional population notes from census of India from 2011.  
India’s progress towards urbanisation has been an unprecedented journey for two main reasons 
– 1) rural to urban migration, where except for China there’s no other precedent to compare this 
kind of migration and 2) lack of urban infrastructure to cater for basic urban services, which is 
beginning to impede on India’s social, economic and environmental fabric. Its cities are 
bursting at the seams (Sachs, 2007) with rapid urban growth and environmental degradation 
(Baviskar, 2011). With the rise of urbanisation and economic prosperity, the Government of 
India post the 1980’s, shifted its major policies towards cities and urban areas. During this time, 
India began to witness the economic liberalisation and urban reforms. Cities became the magnet 
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for employment and economic wellbeing which helped India to pull millions of people from 
abject poverty, chronic diseases and malnutrition. To put this in perspective, the city of 
Mumbai’s population was 2.9 million in 1951, while today it one of the major Mega Cities of 
the world with a population of over 18 million people. It is projected to increase to 28 million 
people by 2030. Mumbai Metro, referred to as “Local”, carried over 2.2 billion people during 
2014. From one estimate its carries over 8 million commuters daily in 2014, which is more than 
the entire population of Sweden or Israel or UAE  (First, 2016).  
4.2 Government property assets in India and the British Raj period  
“No empire in history built so variously as the British empire in India. The buildings there attest to the 
richness of an imperial presence that lasted - from the first trading settlement to the end of the Raj.”  
To understand the current context of government property assets in India, it is important to go 
back in history and trace its linkage with the first attempt to put all such assets under one system 
of administration within a legal framework. The word ‘legal’ receives a lot of academic critique 
in contemporary politics. Although argued amongst historians and academia, particularly in 
India, the British Raj, referred to as the Raj Period, was the first instance where there was an 
attempt to put all government property assets under one system with some consistency of 
governance. During the span of around 300 years, the British Raj consistently made progress 
in collecting and documenting the entire estate assets. Some by trade, others by power and 
mostly by negotiation and treaties. Like the contemporaries of British Raj, imperialism 
expressed itself through buildings, monuments and public spaces.  Every conqueror dreamed 
up his own monuments, every empire liked to emblemise itself in marble. Architects were 
always ready to oblige, like the pharaoh’s Imhotep to the Fuhrer’s Albert Speer, and they have 
left their tributes everywhere: mile upon mile of ceremonial highways, labyrinths of imperial 
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offices, mountains of obelisk and triumphal arch –‘Look on these works, ye mighty and 
despair!’ (Morris & Winchester, 2005).   
Jan Morris and Simon Winchester, Stones of Empire: the Buildings of the Raj 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Buildings from the British Raj Period, Heritage and government property assets – Retention or Sale off 
Photos: Book Imperial Delhi – The British Capital of the Indian Empire, Andreas Volwahsen (Volwahsen, 2002) 
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But there was something more profound happening in the background, the development of a 
civil administration system which was responsible for managing this vast amount of 
government owned property assets for over 300 years. This administrative system along with 
the British Army which was mainly served by Indian contingents also became the reasons for 
the rise and fall of the British Empire in India. (Great Britain. Laws, 1865; Metcalf, 2002; 
Roukis, 2004).  To provide a glimpse of this period and its impact on the administration of 
government property assets, the research provides the following:  
Figure 4.2 - Map - extent of Indian Empire in 1909; Table 4.1 – Government of India Act which 
has direct impact on government owned property assets; Figure 4.3 – Map of railway system in 
1909. British built the 4th largest railway system in the world, along with physical 
infrastructures and property assets to support this system. Some of the grandest and historical 
stations in the world are currently owned and managed by various agencies of the Indian 
government. The cultural and historical values of these government owned property assets are 
difficult to establish by any current method. Its retention in the public domain reflects the 
cultural linkages to history; Figure 4.4 – Newspaper notice about Govt of India Act 1858 and, 
Table 4.2 – Some excerpts from Stones of Empire: the Buildings of the Raj presenting the power 
and influence of government owned property assets during the British Raj and importance of 
India during that period. 
Why this is relevant for todays’ government owned property assets in India?  
Within the realm of this research, the simple response is robust governance and effective 
management. The more constructive argument is developed through the depiction of these 
government property assets having rigorous planning and development, i.e. Indian Railways 
and its vast physical and property asset portfolio to support one of the largest workforces 
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worldwide. The Indian Railway’s asset portfolio includes vast stretches of land and properties, 
which could reposition itself to receive better economic and social outcomes, yet this agency 
has continuously at a financial loss until 2014. The critical review is the introspection of the 
style and components of management styles which were adopted during this period for 
planning, developing and the management of the largest government property asset portfolios 
in the world. From a political and historical perspective, the governance and management of 
property assets has provided some valuable lessons for the current administration.   
Lord Rippon, Viceroy of India during 1882 created the first elected local government bodies in 
India, referred as local boards. The term which is still used in cantonment areas of India, where 
the urban management and urban services are provided by the defence services unit, directorate 
of defence estates. The local board’s governance and functions were limited but importantly 
their execution powers were controlled due to political independence at local levels. The 
changes at local level governance began to appear after Government of India Act 1919, where 
another level of administration was established at the province level to have greater control. 
The research argues that most of these administrative systems and management at province and 
city levels were established with an objective of ‘control management’ rather than ‘service 
management’. Constitutionally, this management trend continued even after the independence 
of India in 1947. It took about 110 years from 1882 when the parliament of India 
constitutionally recognised the greater governance and powers to local governments in India. 
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Figure: 4.2 Map - Extent of Indian Empire in 1909  
Vast stretches of Government Assets in the Indian Subcontinent 
 
 
Table: 4.1 - Government of India Act :  
Which has direct impact on Government property assets 
Government of India Acts (1919, 1935) 
Two British Acts of Parliament which determined the structure of government in India. They were created 
with the aim of appeasing Indian nationalism and preventing India's eventual independence. In this sense, 
their outcome was completely the opposite of what had been intended. The controversy surrounding them 
agitated the Indian National Congress (INC) even more, while their provision of greater Indian participation 
in government gave Indians the administrative and political experience for successful independent statehood. 
The Government of India Act (1919) established a bicameral legislative parliament for all British India, but 
without the power to restrain the Viceroy's executive. In the provinces, the Act aimed to prepare Indians for 
‘responsible government’ through the system of dyarchy. 
This system of dyarchy was abolished by the Government of India Act (1935, implemented 1937), which gave 
the provincial assemblies full responsibility for government. It also removed Aden and Burma from the 
administration of British India. Finally, it proposed that the Indian Empire be transformed into a federal 
dominion, which would have included the princely states, though this section of the Act was never 
implemented. Though heavily criticized at the time, provincial assemblies gave the INC and the Muslim 
League a crucial platform, and provided them with the opportunity to demonstrate their popularity for the 
first time in the 1937 popular elections. The 1935 Government of India Act remained the basis of government 
after independence, until the adoption of a new Constitution in India (1950) and Pakistan (1956). 
Source: Oxford A Dictionary of Contemporary World History (4 ed.) 2016 
Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=11872691  
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Figure: 4.3 - Map of railway system in 1909: 
 Indian Railways was the 4th largest and modern railway system in the world and  
had one of the largest Property and Physical Asset portfolios in the World.  
 
Figure 4.4 – Newspaper notice about Govt of India Act 1858 (India, 1911) 
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Fast forward to post independence times and in 1992 the 73rd and 74th constitutional 
amendments were passed where rural local governments and urban local governments were 
given constitutional powers, including elections, conducting administrative functions at local 
levels and ability to procure funding from other levels of government and market mechanism 
(Jha & Vaidya, 2011). This research notes through literature and historical papers that during 
the drafting of the first constitution of India, a matter of greater powers and administrative 
independence to local governments were put on the agenda. Due to political ideologies of 
national level, fear of extreme localism as threat to government and other socioeconomic 
reasons never saw the desired powers and administrative authorities given to local governments 
in the first constitution – Opportunity missed for which Urban India is still trying to catch up 
with rapid demands of urbanisation.  
 
Table 4.2 – Excerpts from Stones of Empire: the Buildings of the Raj  (Morris & Winchester, 
2005) - The power and influence of Government Property during and after the Raj Period  
“The centre-piece was always India. In its climatic years of British imperialism. The last decades of the 
nineteenth century, five sixth of the Empire’s subjects lived there. It was possession of India that made Britain 
a great world Power. The material resources of the place seemed illimitable, its markets were insatiable, its 
reserves of manpower were enormous, the prestige of its possession was in calculable, and around this colossal 
source of strength, wealth and authority much of the rest the Empire was assembled. In many ways British 
minds indeed India was the Empire. It was only of India that in 1877, Victoria was proclaimed Queen – Empress 
and all the wildest hyperboles of the imperialist propaganda were reserved for the Jewel of the East, the Gem 
of the Imperial Diadem. Such art as came out of the British imperial experience came chiefly out of India: most 
of the nostalgia which, into our times, has attached itself to the imperial idea is concerned with what has become 
known sentimentally to the British as the Raj (though the Hindi word simply means ‘sovereignty’ – any 
sovereignty. 
India became part of the British national consciousness like no other possession. Whole families devoted 
themselves to the Indian connections, their members going out decades after decades as soldiers, governors or 
merchants.  ---------- India was part of the British way of things. Without India, people used to say, Britain 
herself (or England, as they generally preferred it) would never be the same again.”  
Source: Morris & Winchester -  Stones of Empire: The Buildings of the Raj 
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4.3 The First Constitution and transfer of property assets to Independent 
India  
The British Crown was formally established in India in 1858 ending what some scholars have 
referred to as ending the ‘privatisation regime of East India Company’ (O'Sullivan, 2001; 
Roukis, 2004) During the period of the East India Company, the majority of urban services 
were provided through a very sophisticated network of administrative systems. The majority of 
property assets were occupied or acquired through treaties with the royal families in India or 
landowners. From 1858 there was a systematic and conscious effort to formally put the Indian 
(government) property under a single register.  This was done to establish a strong 
administrative and control system after the revolt of 1857. The management of property started 
with extensive surveys conducted by British planners and architects (Tian, Banger, Bo, & 
Dadhwal, 2014).  
During this research some of the surveys conducted prior to 1920s were found in various local 
government offices in India. Between 1857 and 1947, the British administration not only 
surveyed the land and properties but also developed arguably one of the largest government 
property asset portfolios in the world (Furber, 1948; Marshall, 1976). After the independence 
of India in 1947, there were numerous cases of government property disputes which began to 
arise, primarily from the royal treaties and estates. Table 4.3 lists selected articles from the first 
Constitution of India, where the transfer and criteria for government property assets was 
mentioned. Part XII of the constitution provided reference to government properties but local 
governments and the need for autonomy in the governance of local government assets was not 
provided. To this date, the constitutional autonomy and executive powers of the local 
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governments in India is fairly limited, although they are the first point of democratic 
institutional contact for the majority of India’s urban citizens.   
Table: 4.3 Government Property Asset related excerpts from  
The first constitution of India, Part XII - Finance, Property, Contracts and Suits 
Constitution copy source: Ministry of Law, Govt of India (Accessed March 2016) 
General note  In this Part, “Finance Commission” means a Finance Commission 
constituted under article 280. 
294. Succession to property, assets, rights, liabilities and obligations in certain cases - As from the 
commencement of this Constitution—  
(a) all property and assets which immediately before such commencement were vested in His 
Majesty for the purposes of the Government of the Dominion of India and all property and assets 
which immediately before such commencement were vested in His Majesty for the purposes of the 
Government of each Governor’s Province shall vest respectively in the Union and the corresponding 
State, and 
(b) all rights, liabilities and obligations of the Government of the Dominion of India and of the 
Government of each Governor’s Province, whether arising out of any contract or otherwise, shall be 
the rights, liabilities and obligations respectively of the Government of India and the Government of 
each corresponding State, subject to any adjustment made or to be made by reason of the creation 
before the commencement of this Constitution of the Dominion of Pakistan or of the Provinces of 
West Bengal, East Bengal, West Punjab and East Punjab. 
 
295 Succession to property, assets, rights, liabilities and obligations in other cases - 
(1) As from the commencement of this Constitution— (a) all property and assets which immediately 
before such commencement were vested in any Indian State corresponding to a State specified in 
Part B of the First Schedule shall vest in the Union, if the purposes for which such property and 
assets were held immediately before such commencement will thereafter be purposes of the Union 
relating to any of the matters enumerated in the Union List, and 
(b) all rights, liabilities and obligations of the Government of any Indian State corresponding to a 
State specified in Part B of the First Schedule, whether arising out of any contract or otherwise, 
shall be the rights, liabilities and obligations of the Government of India, if the purposes for which 
such rights were acquired or liabilities or obligations were incurred 
before such commencement will thereafter be purposes of the Government of India relating to any 
of the matters enumerated in the Union List, subject to any agreement entered into in that behalf by 
the Government of India with the Government of that State. 
(2) Subject as aforesaid, the Government of each State specified in Part B of the First Schedule 
shall, as from the commencement of this Constitution, be the successor of the Government of the 
corresponding Indian State as regards all property and assets and all rights, liabilities and 
obligations, whether arising out of any contract or otherwise, other than those referred to in clause 
(1). 
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296. Property accruing by escheat or lapse or as bona vacantia -  
Subject as hereinafter provided, any property in the territory of India which, if this Constitution had 
not come into operation, would have accrued to His Majesty or, as the case may be, to the Ruler of 
an Indian State by escheat or lapse, or as bona vacantia for want of a rightful owner, shall, if it is 
property situate in a State, vest in such State, and shall, in any other case, vest in the Union:  
Provided that any property which at the date when it would have so accrued to His Majesty or to the 
Ruler of an Indian State was in the possession or under the control of the Government of India or 
the Government of a State shall, according as the purposes for which it was then used or held were 
purposes of the Union or of a State, vest in the Union or in that State.  
Explanation—In this article, the expressions “Ruler” and “Indian State” have the same meanings as 
in article 363. 
297. Things of value within territorial waters or continental shelf and resources of the exclusive 
economic zone to vest in the Union. 
 (1) All lands, minerals and other things of value underlying the ocean within the territorial waters, 
or the continental shelf, or the exclusive economic zone, of India shall vest in the Union and be held 
for the purposes of the Union.  
(2) All other resources of the exclusive economic zone of India shall also vest in the Union and be 
held for the purposes of the Union.  
(3) The limits of the territorial waters, the continental shelf, the exclusive economic zone, and other 
maritime zones, of India shall be such as may be specified, from time to time, by or under any law 
made by Parliament. 
298 Power to carry on trade, etc.  
The executive power of the Union and of each State shall extend to the carrying on of any trade or 
business and to the acquisition, holding and disposal of property and the making of contracts for any 
purpose: Provided that—  
(a) the said executive power of the Union shall, in so far as such trade or business or such purpose is 
not one with respect to which Parliament may make laws, be subject in each State to legislation by 
the State; and  
(b) the said executive power of each State shall, in so far as such trade or business or such purpose 
is not one with respect to which the State Legislature may make laws, be subject to legislation by 
Parliament. 
Source: Ministry of Law, Govt of India (Accessed March 2016) 
 
4.4 Urban India and government property assets 
A country as diverse as India and its rising urban population could only be seen as the ultimate 
test of a government’s governance and management. Being the second most populous country 
in the world, its historical and cultural diversity adds to its economic and political success. 
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India’s democratic system of government provides many challenges to her development but it 
has proved to be a success story in the modern world. Although referred to as ‘Young India’ by 
many Indian historians, it’s cities were planned well before the arrival of the British and Indians 
were conducting thriving trade and business. For example, the City of Delhi (known as City of 
Shahjahanabad during the Mughal period) was seen as an epicentre of literature, fashion and 
wine during the seventeenth and eighteenth century (Dalrymple, 2007; Ridley, 1998). Bombay 
and Calcutta were urban centres in their own right and economic powerhouses of their times. 
Cities have been an essential part of Indian history and vocabulary. Indian Cities are facing the 
challenges of degradation and environmental issues on a daily basis (Revi, 2008; Tanner et al., 
2009).  
Empirical evidence from the social and environmental sciences indicate that some of the major 
cities are reaching their optimum capacity points and struggling to barely function. Some of the 
cities functioning beyond 25,000 persons/sq km. such as modern day Kolkotta, are indicating 
failure of social equity and a low quality of life for many of its citizens (Bardhan, Kurisu, & 
Hanaki, 2015; Roy, 2009). Through its marked contrasts in physical make up, cultural 
traditions, economic development and religious aspirations cities in India are becoming more 
populous and stretching the limits of governance and management. Having an increasingly 
young population, India has the advantage of demographic dividend but if these resources are 
not channelled appropriately, a demographic disaster is evitable. Despite having rich traditions, 
history and economic aspirations, today the reliance on government owned property assets is 
more than ever in Indian cities. India also has a strategic advantage to make use of global 
experiences and best practices to limit the mistakes in managing the urban growth. Figure 4.5 
show the patterns of population distribution and agriculture and non-agriculture land mass in 
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India. The research notes that some of this data is from 1981 but the current situation on these 
parameters has worsened compared to global standards (Times, 2014).    
Figure 4.5:  Percentage distribution of  
Area and Population, Density by state and Distribution of agricultural and non-agricultural land.  
(data from 1981 text), (Ling, 1988) 
 
 
 
Source: Printed text / Photocopy - Urban and regional planning and development in the 
Commonwealth - Ling, A. G. 
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4.5  Three levels of government in India  
As defined by the constitution, India is a sovereign socialist secular democratic republic with a 
parliamentary system of government i.e. a parliamentary form of government. It is a union of 
states and follows three tiers of governments – central, state and local Governments. Refer 
Figure 4.6 shows three levels of government in India. With 29 states and 7 union territories, it 
is the largest democracy in the world. During the last general election in 2014, there were over 
814 million voters registered to decide the fate of next government. Koutsoukis describes this 
as the biggest organised event in human history, where 12 million public servants were on duty 
to oversee the functioning of this event whereas in its first free general elections in 1952, India 
had 176 million registered voters. To put this perspective, the eligible voters in India in 2014 
were more than the voters of all 50 countries of Europe put together (Guha, 2002; Jason 
Koutsoukis New, 2014). In this regard India has demographic advantage but with enormous 
level of challenges, primarily in its cities.  India has adopted the Westminster system of 
functioning for governing the states. The federal or central government is composed of 
executive, legislative and judicial.  The bicameral parliament has a lower house known as Lok 
Sabha, (house of people) and an upper house, known as Rajya Sabha, (council of states).  
The governance for government owned property assets is spread between the executive and 
legislative councils. The regional governments or states follow similar structure as the central 
government with executive, legislative and judicial sections. States have the power to make 
laws, but generally the federal system in India is fairly overpowering and strong (Lijphart, 1996) 
in matters of national assets, including land and properties. Both central and state governments 
follow the basic structure of the English Common and Statutory legal system following its 
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adoption of the constitution in 1950. The majority of state governments have unicameral 
legislature except for seven states which follow bicameral legislature.  
These seven states with bicameral legislature have fairly large populations. These are i) Uttar 
Pradesh, ii) Bihar, iii) Andhra Pradesh, iv) Karnataka, v) Telangana, vi) Maharashtra and vii) 
Jammu and Kashmir. Both unicameral and bicameral legislature has their own challenges and 
benefits with regards to governance of the states. Two union territories, Delhi and Puducherry, 
have their own legislature and democratically elect the local government for the functioning of 
the union territory. According to the 2014 revision of the World Urbanisation Prospects by the 
U.N. Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN DESA), Delhi’s population is over 25 
million people, making it the second most populated city in the world. In comparison, as of 
December 2016, the Australian population was just over 24 million people  
Figure: 4.6 Constitutional structure in India and three layers of government property 
Contents source: Govt of India– www.nic.gov.in (modified and reformat)  
 
 
 
Source: Govt of India website, Adapted and redrawn: Akshay Chougaonkar, 2017 
 
Owns large portfolio of property assets at 
national level 
Owns portfolio of property assets at State and 
Regional levels 
Owns portfolio of properties assets at local city 
or town levels 
Owns small property portfolio at 
Ward levels 
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The third tier of government in India is local government which functions at the most basic 
level in India for the provision of basis and urban services to the communities. The local 
government level is the primary focus of this research in critically analysing the relationship of 
government owned property assets with social good.  This is the most important level of 
government interacting with urban communities on a daily basis and is responsible for keeping 
the operations of vital basic urban services and infrastructure. The majority of local 
governments in India, known as municipal corporations, are directly elected by the local people. 
With rapid urbanisation and the rise in urban population, policy reforms are required at local 
government levels to strengthen their governance and ability to make independent decisions in 
a local urban context. The research reflects in later sections on detail about the 73rd and 74th 
amendment to the constitution of India which primarily focuses on strengthening the local 
governments in India in delivery of efficient services to local urban communities.  
Table 4.4: Definitions of Municipalities –  
Selected parts from Part IXA (243P) Constitution of India 
(c) “Metropolitan area” means an area having a population of ten lakhs or more, comprised 
in one or more districts and consisting of two or more Municipalities or Panchayats or other   
contiguous areas, specified by the Governor by public notification to be a Metropolitan area 
for the purposes of this Part; 
(d) “Municipal area” means the territorial area of a Municipality as is notified by the 
Governor; 
(e) “Municipality” means an institution of self-government constituted under article 243Q; 
(f) “Panchayat” means a Panchayat constituted under article 243B; 
(g) “Population” means the population as ascertained at the last preceding census of which 
the relevant figures have been published. 
 
Source: Constitution of India , government of India website, www.nic.in (accessed Oct 2016) 
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Campbell from World Bank and current academic critically argues that central governments 
need to give up power at local government levels. In his book, ‘The Quiet Revolution; 
Decentralisation and the rise of Political Participation in Latin America Cities’, Campbell 
provides policy references to examples of decentralisation in Asia. Except for the Philippines, 
countries in East Asia and many in South Asia made adjustments that reflect a sharply different 
view of the state – one less inclined to give up central control – in order to retain national 
political coherence between central and local governments. He contests that constitutional 
amendments in India (number 73 and 74) reflected good governance shifts from the central 
government but administrative and bureaucratic drag makes it difficult to implement at local 
government levels (Campbell, 2003). This disconnect between governance and management at 
the three tiers of governments in India is seen as one of the most pressing issues in the current 
debate on managing urban growth particularly in megacities and metropolises.  
 
Constitutional amendments and subject of government properties 
Observation presented from the constitution (fourth amendment) act, 1955 
“Seeking to amend articles 31, 31A and 305 of, and the Ninth Schedule” 
(Reference to items ii, iii and iv of the Bill)  
(ii) The proper planning of urban and rural areas require the beneficial utilisation of vacant and waste 
lands and the clearance of slum areas.  
 (iii) In the interest of national economy the State should have full control over the mineral and oil 
resources of the country, including in particular, the power to cancel or modify the terms and conditions 
of prospecting licenses, mining leases and similar agreements. This is also necessary in relation to public 
utility undertakings which supply power, light or water to the public under licenses granted by the 
State.  
(iv) It is often necessary to take over under State management for a temporary period a commercial or 
industrial undertaking or other property in the public interest or in order to secure the better 
management of the undertaking or property. Laws providing for such temporary transference to State 
management should be permissible under the Constitution. 
Source: Constitutional amendments of India – Govt of India: http://indiacode.nic.in 
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4.5 Government property assets management in India 
From central government owned property assets to local government or municipal corporation 
building assets, there are generally three layers of governance and management of government 
property assets.  Table 4.5 & Figure 4.7 - provides a summary and description of the 
departments and functions which are responsible for managing the government owned property 
assets in India. The parliament of India, under delegated power of the Constitution, sets some 
broad principles regarding property and urban development. These principles are stipulated in 
various Acts and policy papers which are uniform throughout India with some exceptions such 
as the state of Jammu and Kashmir and the protected areas in the North East region etc.  
The state governments take these principles on board in drafting their development and 
management policies. Often the state governments and selected union territories place another 
layer of specific rules and regulations which is conducive to the state environment and social 
conditions. Despite the various differences in culture, language, economic and social aspects, 
it is noted a strong resemblance of urban and property development polices exists amongst the 
states. On one hand it provides a huge opportunity to have uniform planning and management 
laws but misses out on the opportunity to address the government property needs based on local 
requirements. This is not a unique situation to India but given the current needs of urbanisation 
and rising population, local governments in particular need to address the supply and demand 
cycle of government owned property assets.  
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Table 4.5: Three tiers of Government Property Asset Management in India (Dubey  2016) 
Central 
Government  
(Govt of India) 
Majority of government owned property assets come under the management of: 
i)  Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD) and  
ii) Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation (MoHUPA)  
The Ministry of Finance keeps the financial governance of these assets. 
MoUD has 2 major agencies responsible for development and management of 
government owned property assets throughout India:  
1) Central Public Works Department (CPWD) and  
2) Directorate of Estates  - Each ministry has their internal section which looks 
after the day to day affairs of the property but centralised governance system 
doesn’t allow them for any major changes or management decisions.  
Govt of India has number of SOEs like Indian Oil and Air India whose property 
asset portfolios are very large and diverse. They have internal governance and 
management of these property assets but still come under the purview of the 
central government.  
State 
Governments 
& Union 
territories 
Similar to central government the property assets of state governments come 
under dedicated state ministries.  In most states these are refereed as:  
Department of Urban Development and Urban Housing or  
Department of Municipal Administration and Urban Development 
States have their own version of Public Works agency called State Public Works 
Division commonly known as PWD and Estate management divisions comes 
under the departments.  
Due to rapid urbanisation and economic power of cities, majority states in India 
rely on major Municipal Corporations in delivery of the urban services. In some 
states this is reaching an extreme point where the corporations are financial very 
strong and exert a lot of policy pressures. For state’s financial purse this brings a 
greater value for state revenue but puts an enormous pressure on functioning and 
environmental degradation of cities.  For example, the newly formed state of 
Telangana, which was earlier part of Andhra Pradesh, relies on the greater 
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation (GHMC) for majority of its state revenue 
through property. Over sixty per cent of State’s revenue is dependent on state 
capital, Hyderabad’s revenue and taxations.  
Local 
Governments   
Local governments in India are commonly known as Municipal Corporations in 
Metropolises and Municipal Councils in smaller cities.  
Depending on the limits of jurisdiction and population of municipal corporation 
or council, each of them has dedicated team(s) to manage its Municipal Property 
Assets.  
In majority of cities in India, the English tradition of Engineering divisions are 
still very prevalent. Each corporation has its dedicated ‘civil engineering’ team 
which is responsible for development and maintenance of the physical 
infrastructure of the assets, including property and building assets. The notion of 
Asset Management is still very limited and primarily beginning to emerge in 
major cities like Mumbai, Hyderabad and Chennai.   
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Figure 4.7: Three tiers of government ownership of properties in India 
 
 
Diagram: Dubey, Chougaonkar (2016) 
 
The challenge of providing flexibility and autonomy to local governments to manage their 
property asset portfolios, one of the governance challenges for future is about the level of which 
holds one of the highest values on their balance sheets. Equally this is noted by ‘Transparency 
International’ as one the most influential aspects in corruption between the politics and 
administrations. Neither the Central nor the State governments wish to lose this control on 
property holding, the autonomy and control of local governments on property assets is far from 
reality.  
With some of the recent commentaries from urban renewal missions (this research notes policy 
paper and reports till 2014), most notably the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal 
Mission, (JNNURM), local governments were given comprehensive list of expected outcomes 
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but very limited resources and capacity to deliver it. The JNNURM gave an opportunity for 
local governments to identify key challenges in governance and in managing the delivery of 
basic urban services including health, electricity, roads and water, in cities. Unknown to policy 
makers and academics alike, this became the main development mantra for the 2014 general 
elections in India - “Beejali (electricity), Sadak (road), Pani (water)”. For the success of basic 
urban service delivery in India this research critically argues the role of local government and 
extensive autonomies to be given to them under the constitution and state laws.    
4.6 Central government property assets in India  
The central government is responsible for the majority of property assets owned by the 
government of India both within India and internationally. Its assets include wide range of real 
estate and property ranging from local schools to airfields to ports to embassy buildings 
overseas. There is large amount of real estate and property assets under the control of the 
defence forces of India, including the Army, Navy, Air Force and paramilitary units. This 
research quotes limited examples of asset management practices from Indian defence services 
but governance and management of defence property assets hasn’t formed part of this study.  
The central government of India is responsible for overall governance of Central government 
owned property assets at a national level. With the exception of property assets of defence 
services, SOEs and public sector undertakings, the Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD) is 
responsible for management of the larger part of the property asset portfolio at the national and 
international level. It works closely with the Ministry of Finance and the planning commission 
in formulating the policy frameworks for government property assets. The appointed minister 
of MoUD has delegated authority on behalf of the central government and has constitutional 
representation in the parliament of India.  
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All government owned property assets come under the purview of the constitution of India and 
the Parliament. The Comptroller and Auditor-General (CAG) of India have absolute power 
under Article 149 of the constitution of India to review and audit the accounts of government 
property assets, irrespective of the level of government which is holding the asset. The CAG 
acts as a compliance guard and is accountable to the parliament of India. Among its 
discretionary powers of auditing and financial controls, the CAG can also be mandated by the 
parliament to review the management practices of large real estate and government property 
development projects where public purse is considered to be under perceived risk. During 2010-
11 the CAG commented on the planning, procurement and development of many real estate 
and sports infrastructure projects during the XIX Commonwealth Games in Delhi. In its 
performance audit, ‘Report No. 6 of 2011 – Performance Audit of XIXth Commonwealth 
Games, the CAG commented on irregularities and non-compliance during procurement and 
awarding the construction contracts (Amerjee, 2012). It also questioned the inability of the state 
government in setting up a single point of authority and accountability in managing large scale 
development projects (CAG, 2011). Table 4.7 shows the short version of Article 149 and the 
duties and powers of CAG of India.   
With the large portfolio of government property assets in India, one of the key challenges of 
the governance is to identify the limitation and jurisdictions of various government departments 
and public agencies. The research noted that majority of central government property assets did 
not have current valuations and very limited information, in public domain, about the type of 
property or asset management practices adopted to manage the portfolio. Upon review of three 
central government property agencies the research found the directorate of defence estate was 
the only agency which had all up to date property information including percentage of revenue 
collection and expenditure of all cantonment boards under its control. The research found 
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another central government affiliated agency, Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) 
had one source of truth about its property asset portfolio. The evidence from other central 
government agencies were low to critical.  
Table  4.6 Complex functions of central government property agency -  
Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD) Govt of India - Functions and structure  
Functions  
As delegated 
by the 
Parliament of 
India  
As per Government of India (Allocation of Business) Rules 1961, the following business has 
been allocated to the Ministry of Urban Development : 
 
1. Properties of the Union, whether lands or buildings, with the following exceptions, 
namely:- 
(a) those belonging to the Ministry of Defence, the Ministry of Railways and the Department 
of Atomic Energy and the Department of Space; 
(b) buildings or lands, the construction or acquisition of which has been financed otherwise 
than from the Civil Works Budget; 
(c) buildings or lands, the control of which has at the time of construction or acquisition or 
subsequently been permanently made over to other Ministries and Departments. 
2. All Government Civil Works and Buildings including those of Union territories excluding 
Roads and excluding works executed by or buildings belonging to the Ministry of 
Railways, Department of Posts, Department of Telecommunications, Department of 
Atomic Energy and the Department of Space. 
3. Horticulture operations. 
4. Central Public Works Organisation. 
5. Administration of Government estates including Government Hostels under the control of 
the Ministry. Location or dispersal of offices in or from the metropolitan cities. 
6. Allotment of accommodation in VigyanBhawan. 
7. Administration of four Rehabilitation Markets viz. Sarojini Nagar Market, Shankar Market, 
Pleasure Garden Market and Kamla Market. 
8. Issue of lease or conveyance deeds in respect of Government built properties in Delhi and 
New Delhi under the Displaced Persons (Compensation and Rehabilitation) Act, 1954 (44 
of 1954) and conversion of lease deeds, allotment of additional strips of land and 
correctional areas adjoining such properties. 
9. Stationery and Printing for the Government of India including official publications. 
10. Planning and coordination of urban transport systems with technical planning of rail 
based systems being subject to the items of work allocated to the Ministry of Railways, 
Railway Board. 
11. Fixing of maximum and minimum rates and fares for rail-based urban transport systems 
other than those funded by the Indian Railways. 
12. Tramways including elevated high speed trams within municipal limits or any other 
contiguous zone. 
13. Town and Country Planning; matters relating to the Planning and Development of 
Metropolitan Areas, International Cooperation and technical assistance in this field. 
14. Schemes of large scale acquisition, development and disposal of land in Delhi. 
15. Delhi Development Authority. 
16. Master Plan of Delhi, Coordination of work in respect of the Master Plan and Slum 
Clearance in the National Capital Territory of Delhi. 
17. Erection of memorials in honour of freedom fighters. 
18. Development of Government Colonies. 
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19. Local Government, that is to say, the constitution and powers of the Municipal 
Corporations (excluding the Municipal Corporation of Delhi), Municipalities (excluding 
the New Delhi Municipal Committee), other Local Self-Government Administrations 
excluding Panchayati Raj Institutions. 
20. The Delhi Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Undertaking of the Municipal Corporation 
of Delhi. 
21. Water supply (subject to overall national perspective of water planning and coordination 
assigned to the Ministry of Water Resources), sewage, drainage and sanitation relating to 
urban areas and linkages from allocated water resources. International cooperation and 
technical assistance in this field. 
22. The Central Council of Local Self-Government. 
23. Allotment of Government land in Delhi. 
24. Administration of Rajghat Samadhi Committee. 
25. All matters relating to Planning and Development of the National Capital Region and 
administration of the National Capital Region Planning Board Act, 1985 (2 of 1985). 
26. Matters relating to the Indian National Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (INTACH). 
27. Matters of the Housing and Urban Development Corporation (HUDCO) relating to urban 
infrastructure. 
28. Administration of the Requisitioning and Acquisition of Immovable Property Act, 1952 
(30 of 1952). 
29. Administration of Delhi Hotels (Control of Accommodation Act, 1949 (24 of 1949). 
30. The Public Premises (Eviction of Unauthorised Occupants) Act, 1971 (40 of 1971). 
31. Administration of the Delhi Development Act, 1957 (61 of 1957). 
32. The Delhi Rent Control Act, 1958 (59 of 1958). 
33. The Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act, 1976 (33 of 1976). 
34. Delhi Urban Art Commission, the Delhi Urban Art Commission Act, 1973 (1 of 1973). 
 
 
Acts under 
which  
the MoUD 
operates  
(additional 
acts, not listed 
here, apply on 
nature of 
development 
and 
jurisdictions)  
1. The National Capital Territory of Delhi Laws (Special Provisions)  
2. The National Capital Territory of Delhi Laws (Second Provisions) Second Act, 2011 
3. Rajghat Samadhi Act, 1951   
4. Constitution (74th Amendment) Act, 1992  
5. Delhi Urban Arts Commission Act 1973 
6. The National Capital Territory of Delhi Laws (Special Provisions(1)),2007    
7. The Delhi Laws (Special Provisions) Act, 2006    
8. The Requisitioning Acquisition of Immovable property Act, 1952 
9. The Public Premises (Eviction of Unauthorised Occupants) Act, 1971   
10. Delhi Hotels Control of Accommodation Act, 1949     
11. Delhi Rent Control Act, 1958   
12. Delhi Rent Ownership Act, 1995 
13. Delhi Apartment ownership Act, 1986   
14. Urban Land (Ceiling & Regulation) Act , 1976 
15. Urban Land (Ceiling & Regulation) Repeal Act , 1999 
16. Metro Railways Construction Act 1978 
17. The Metro Railways (Operation Maintenance) Act, 2002 
18. The Metro Railways (Amandment) Act, 2009 
19. The Delhi Development Act,1957 
20. The Delhi Urban Art Commission Act,1973 
21. National Capital Region Planning Board Act,1985 
Source: Govt of India, Ministry of Urban Development ;  www.moud.gov.in (Accessed 10 Nov 2016) 
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Table 4.7 Duties and powers of the CAG - Article 149 – (short version) - 
Comptroller and Auditor-General  
The Comptroller and Auditor-General shall perform such duties and exercise such powers in 
relation to the accounts of the Union and of the States and of any other authority or body as may be 
prescribed by or under any law made by Parliament and, until provision in that behalf is so made, 
shall perform such duties and exercise such powers in relation to the accounts of the Union and of 
the States as were conferred on or exercisable by the Auditor-General of India immediately before 
the commencement of this Constitution in relation to the accounts of the Dominion of India and of 
the provinces respectively. 
Source: Govt of India, Comptroller and Auditor-General (CAG)  
website: http://www.cag.gov.in (Accessed 10 Nov 2016) 
 
 
 
Central Public Finance Data 
Table 4.8 shows the reported financial asset position with land and building components. These 
amounts are taken out of the Asset Register of Government of India budget papers as issued 
under Rule 6 of the FRBM Rules, 2004. Budget papers are issued by the Government of India, 
Ministry of Finance. Appendix 8 provides part copies of the budget paper documents from years 
2004 to 2015 detailing the position of central government property assets and its developmental 
budgetary positions.   
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Table 4.8: Indian public finance statistics – position of govt property assets 
Source: Ministry of Finance, Department of Economic Affairs  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Consolidation and chart of budgets – Property assets: Dubey and Chougaonkar (2016) 
 
4.7 State government property assets  
The diversity of India is reflected through its 29 states and 7 union territories in the country. 
Each state has its own elected government and 7 union territories are administered by the 
President through an administrator appointment.  Under the constitution of India, seventh 
schedule, article 246, state governments have their own list of responsibilities where 
government property ownership becomes fundamental in delivering the services to the state. 
Financials in Indian Rupees 
(Rs Crore) 2000-01 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10 2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15
A
NON-DEVELOPMENT 
EXPENDITURE 298,848   545,347       600,105       721,408       895,921       1,001,375    1,115,892    1,231,824    1,454,406    1,654,457    
10
Compensation & assignment 
to local bodies 4,710       13,942         16,721         18,701         20,709         25,688         32,035         36,562         49,213         54,106         
B
DEVELOPMENTAL 
EXPENDITURE 236,096   519,110       621,332       770,609       887,630       1,064,432    1,204,921    1,375,622    1,651,421    1,847,828    
3
Social & Community 
Services 114,005   227,952       259,030       333,624       413,968       495,105       561,642       657,768       799,352       881,010       
c)
Medical & public health and 
water supply & sanitation
24,360     45,797         51,748         61,056         75,672         86,510         95,073         108,338       130,100       151,742       
e) Housing 4,156       7,800           10,034         17,301         17,356         21,521         22,013         22,903         29,856         29,122         
f) Urban development 3,816       12,268         16,698         24,340         32,407         29,700         34,105         42,225         55,776         65,582         
10 Public works 4,007       7,788           9,208           9,791           12,825         15,413         14,896         17,027         23,702         28,400         
H
TOTAL EXPENDITURE 
NET OF LENDING
544,832   1,084,224    1,239,226    1,507,111    1,810,375    2,106,041    2,347,832    2,634,157    3,135,200    3,527,694    
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The current (2016) list II – State List contains 66 functions directly under the state governments. 
Appendix 9  contains the copy seventh schedule, article 246 of the Constitution listing the duties 
of Central and the State governments.  
The extent and limitations of state government property asset portfolios differs from state to 
state in India. In terms of the valuation and ownership of built assets, this research notes that 
states with major cities and commercial centres have large portfolios of built assets, hence the 
valuation of these assets make a large contribution to the economic and financial position of the 
state. Each state has its own governance and management structure for state government 
property assets but in general terms, it follows the principle structure of the central government 
in managing its property assets. This research notes two common terms in its ministerial 
portfolios this is used throughout majority of states in India: 1) Department of urban 
development and 2) Department of urban development and municipal administration.  
For the purpose of explaining the governance, management and functions of the state 
government property assets, this research refers to state of Gujrat as a precedent among Indian 
states. The state has one of the largest portfolios of government property assets in India and 
most of its cities and large towns are exemplary in city development and management. Gujrat 
is one of the most urbanised states of India and it has one of the highest levels of urban services 
and physical infrastructures in India.  
Gujrat’s population is over 60 million people and the landmass of the state is approximately 
196, 000 sq. km divided in 33 districts. The urban population of the State is 42.6%, compared 
to 37.4% in 2001. The city of Ahmedabad is the most populated district in the State, with over 
7 million people followed by Surat with over 6 million people (state government website). The 
state manages its government property assets through the Urban Development and Urban 
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Housing Department (UDUHD). One of UDUHD’s primary objectives is to manage the 
urbanisation in the state through timely and proper planning process.  The department makes 
policy making decision in the matters related to urban development and urban housing and also 
monitors its implementation, procures guidance and issues orders related to it (UDUHD, 2016). 
The figure 4.8 provides the structure of the organisation and number of functioning units 
supporting the UDUHD. Majority of these functioning units have their own departmental head, 
as directors, and these units report to the departmental secretary or additional secretary. The 
overall governance of the department is with the elected member or appointed minister, often 
supported by deputy or junior minister.  
 
Figure 4.8: State government property assets in Gujrat  
Urban Development Department – functions and activities   
 
 
 
Source: Govt of Gujarat website - www.udd.gujarat.gov.in   Graphics: Chougaonkar (2016) 
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4.8 Local government property assets in India – Engines of democracy 
Mahatama Gandhi once described that the power of local governments in India will ultimately 
sustain the burden of democracy. Their success and autonomy will decide the future of 
democracy in India. Local government is the closet government to the people and it is involving 
in day to day lives of citizens. The phenomenon of rising powers to local governments is fast 
spreading throughout the world and one of its primary reasons is the rapid urbanisation and 
changing socio economic patterns in cities. For fast urbanising country like India local 
governments are extremely important in delivering basic urban services for two fundamental 
reasons: 1) local governments have the most basic knowledge and interests about the 
community which can assist in reducing the required resources in delivering urban services and 
2) local communities need change very rapidly because of social, economic and environmental 
reasons. Giving autonomy, financial resources and greater powers to local governments they 
will have ability to change the nature and method of services depending on the requirements 
and the scenarios of local community.  
Despite the greater political and economic controls from the states and the central, in some 
instances, the causes of local government’s empowerments are increasing quite rapidly. As 
witnessed by other regions and countries, the delay in such practices will only worsen the 
condition of cities in India and lower the levels of basic urban services (Perry, 1998; 
Sivaramakrishnan, 2011). The research provides an appreciation of current status of the local 
government property assets in India and reasons for its urgent reforms due urban poor and land 
relations. Unlike other developing countries like Brazil, Indian cities might face drastic social 
and environmental degradation in absence of resolving the important issue of urban land and 
property tenures between governments and urban poor (Banerjee, 2002; Shah, 2006).   
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Considering the scale of urbanisation in India and relative shortage of urban land, an 
appreciation of local government assets in context of governance and social good is extremely 
important and timely. The literature suggests that the local governments in India, also referred 
as Municipal governments are capacity poor in both governance and management. Despite their 
rising economic power and financial base the basic urban services to middle and poor class 
citizens are deteriorating fast in number of developing countries, including India (Sassen, 
2016b).   Following the 74th Amendment Act of the constitution in 1992, the three levels of 
local governments, also referred as Urban Local Bodies (ULB) were established, namely 
Municipal Corporation, Municipal Committee and Nagar Panchayat. This Act also laid a 
provision for allowing the State legislations to attribute certain additional responsibilities to the 
local governments, under the twelfth schedule. Some of these responsibilities included 
functions for enhanced property asset management, which are listed below (Aijaz, 2008): 
i. Urban planning, including town planning 
ii. Regulation of land use and construction of buildings 
iii. Planning for economic and social development 
iv. Roads and bridges 
v. Provision of urban amenities and facilities such as parks gardens, playgrounds  
vi. Public amenities, including streetlights, parking lots, bus stops and public conveniences 
The three tiers of ULB can be viewed as a means to attain good governance and integrated asset 
management, essentially paving the way for good urban planning and sustainable development 
to provide efficient urban services.  The local governments assume two broad responsibilities 
in terms of property asset management:  1) Obligatory and 2) Discretionary.  Mengers classified 
these functions and activities by referring examples from state of Karnataka and city of 
Bangalore (Mengers, 1999), shown in Table 4.9.    
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Table 4.9: Functions of municipal corporations in terms of property assets  
Source: (Mengers, 1999)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Primary source: Karnataka Municipal Corporations Act, 1976 and Karnataka Municipalities’ Act 
1964, Government of Karnataka 
Layout modified and structure: Chougaonkar (2016) 
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4.9 RTI Act – empowering people towards open governance  
Apart from the constituted obligatory and discretionary functions, the local governments are in 
charge of selected administrative duties pertaining transparencies and includes documenting 
annual reports, issuing tenders and establishing a record of birth and death details of residents 
under its legislation. Public management and transparency in India has been a huge point of 
debate for long time. In respect of local government property assets this issues of transparencies 
and corruption are perceived to be at the highest. During last decade or so there has been good 
practices and legal reforms which are challenging the existing public administration practices 
and embedded corruption in the public management system. One of the most popular Act which 
has assisted the public with regards to transparencies and social good at the local government 
levels is Rights to Information Act 2005, RTI.  
The RTI Act provided the means to the public where they can go to the governments and the 
administrative departments seeking information where deemed necessary for services and 
social good. Appendix 11 contains copy of RTI Act 2005 relevant to local government. The 
section 4 and 5 of the RTI Act directs all public authorities to maintain all its records duly 
catalogued and indexed in a manner and form which facilitates the right to information under 
this Act. It also is to ensure that all records are computerised within a reasonable time and 
subject to availability of resources, computerised and connected through a network.  
This research conducted number of online and public domain searches to find only handful of 
local governments are able to provide this required information as a ‘single version of truth’ 
about government property assets. The research identified two major reasons for 
noncompliance of the property related RTI Act at local government levels: 1) lack of capacity 
at local governments levels to fulfil such tasks as timely reporting and procuring accurate data 
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and 2) weak management, notably property management practices, which does not allow such 
reports to be generated in real time and live environments. The technology and open data tools 
in this instance have not used in majority of local governments in India. The RTI Act also 
requires local governments to maintain a published record of 17 pieces of information, 
accessible by the public and discloses the budget allocated to each of its agencies, indicating 
the particulars of all plans, proposed expenditures and reports on disbursements made. To 
promote information about developmental activities being accessible to the public, and in turn 
encouraging their participation, the Act also requires the municipalities to publish all relevant 
facts while formulating important policies or announcing the decisions which affect public. 
Upon review of over 50 local government sites during 2012-2016, this research found limited 
evidence of such information available as ‘open data’ as required under the RTI Act.   
In its annual report of 2015, the Central Information Commission’s (CIC) examines the 
implementation of the Right to Information Act, 2005 in various public authorities that are 
registered with the plan scheme that was laid out for smooth execution of the RTI Act, 2005. 
One such study states that, ‘Section 4 of the Act provides for an elaborate manual for mandatory 
disclosure on various aspects of structure and functioning of public authorities and requires that 
they make ‘suo-moto’ (English language term, suo sponte) disclosure in public interest. This is 
the essential ingredient for broadening and deepening the transparency regime. This section 
also emphasises the need for using electronic means for record upkeep and dissemination of 
information. Indeed, a robust record and data management is at the very heart of the 
transparency regime.’   
The instance of RTI Act demonstrate that reforms and legal changes alone may not be able to 
fulfil the criteria of good governance and efficient management until the fundamental issue of 
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local government capacity and advanced technical resources, like open data platforms, are put 
in place for ‘better measurement better management’ principles.  
4.10 Urban poor and local government property assets in India  
The commission on legal empowerment of the poor bases its philosophy of legal empowerment 
on four key ‘pillars’. As elucidated in the comprehensive report ‘Making the law work for 
everyone’, one of the key aspects to empowerment is property rights (Poor, 2008). In fast 
urbanising country like India with social, economic and environmental challenges, the concept 
of property rights can be easily get side tracked for political reasons.  Besides, a developing 
economy necessitates the establishment of a secure land property asset framework. The legal 
empowerment of the poor report acknowledges, ‘In economic terms, to be fully productive, 
assets need to be formally recognized by a legal property rights system’ (Albright & De Soto, 
2008;).  Several issues arising because of the trend of land reforms in India have been researched 
by Bertaud (2002) et al. Key points noted here ( Bertaud, Buckley, & Owens, 2003):  
i) The combined effect of multiple layers of poorly conceived central, state and municipal 
regulations contribute to an artificial urban land shortage. As a result, urban land prices are 
abnormally high in relation to India’s household income, and households consume less floor 
space than they could afford if the regulatory environment were reformed; 
ii) Some regulations have a negative impact on the spatial structure of cities. By unreasonably 
reducing the amount of floor space that can be built in centrally located areas, and by making 
land recycling difficult, some regulations tend to “push” urban development toward the 
periphery; 
iii) The transport becomes difficult to operate and urban infrastructure has to be extended 
further than what would have been the case if land supply had been unconstrained. 
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Irrespective of the country and the type of economy, land could be termed as the building block 
of any real property assets. Property assets owned by the government in India need to be 
comprehended as per the level government under which it is owned. Ownership of large areas 
of land is held by local governments and other sections of urban local bodies. These land 
ownerships are obtained on allocation or on subsidies rather than procuring from the regular 
real estate markets (Denison, 2008; Kaganova, 2011).  
Study of public asset management in the framework of property governance of any nation could 
be understood holistically by analysing the relationship of land, ownership and utilisation for 
public purposes. The governments at all levels can be considered as the regulators and 
developers of land. Under the broad notion of land and property governance, the function of the 
governments spanning the ownership and regulation of the land is constantly evolving 
(Kaganova & McKellar, 2006). The rising demands of urban land and in absence of strong 
retention policies, the future of governance of property assets will be weaken thus effecting 
social good in cities and urban regions.  
4.11 Chapter conclusion 
The decisions Urban India make today will not only effect its cities and nation, but the entire 
world. The environmental, social, geopolitical and economic effects from India will influence 
the global debate of urbanisation and balancing acts of the climate and environment.  The good 
governance and efficient public management is not evident in majority cities in India. 
Government property assets are fundamental in addressing the needs for basic urban services 
for 800 million people by 2050. India is at crossroads and Indian cities are beginning to witness 
the dance of democracy and long term social good on daily basis.   
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Chapter Five 
Assessment of government property assets – Circles Methodology 
The urban sustainability methodology as recommended in Circles of Sustainability is a 
fundamental focus of this chapter.  This chapter provides process, analysis and feedback from 
field work, dialogue and workshops conducted in India. The chapter uses assessment from 
city of Sydney to develop a gap profile for Indian cities. This gap profile assists the research 
in developing a concept framework for improvements in government property assets in local 
governments in India. The chapter concludes with key findings from the assessment process. 
It studies the findings with current literature to understand the importance of government 
property assets in addressing the challenges of rapid urbanisation in India and social good.  
Author contributions 2     
                                                          
2 The author has co-authored a chapter and international papers on governance, management and real estate. 
This chapter refers to the following, which have been co-authored with Prof Paul James from Institute of Culture 
and Society, Western Sydney University, Australia.  
a) Book chapter – Chapter 7 - Generating a sustainability profile. Book – Urban Sustainability in Theory and 
Practice, Circles of Sustainability, Earthscan Routledge, 2015.  
b)  A policy framework paper submitted during UN Habitat three (HIII) in Quito, 2016. The paper titled, ‘A 
Global Policy Framework for Sustainable Real Estate Development’ sets the principles and guidance for the 
real estate sector in developing property and place. This paper was endorsed and issued by UNECE, REM and 
International Real Estate Federation, FIABCI.   
The author acknowledges the guidance and direction from Prof Paul James, who was the main author of the 
above papers. Both papers are provided in appendix 13. 
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5.1 Urban sustainability and role of government property assets  
During 2011, the government of India released its much-anticipated expert committee report 
on Indian Urban Infrastructure and Services. Among its many recommendations, the report 
emphasised that India’s economic growth momentum cannot be sustained if urbanisation is 
not actively facilitated. It noted that India cannot afford to get its urban strategy wrong but 
must create coherence in its future urban strategies to enable a fundamental shift in the 
mindset which separates rural from the urban (Ahluwalia, Kanbur, & Mohanty, 2014; 
Ahluwalia et al., 2011; Committee, 2011). The High Powered Expert Committee (HPEC) 
report, commonly referred as HPEC Report 2011, has become the basis for urban strategies in 
India since 2011.  Figures 5.1 and 5.2 provide key financial investment data from the HPEC 
Report 2011 highlighting the need for basic urban services and the required government 
assets to support it. This report highlighted, probably for the first time, the need for capacity 
building at all levels of the Indian government, most importantly at local government levels. 
The committee conducted an extensive study and local workshops to establish a fiscal budget 
dedicated towards capacity building to address the rapid urbanisation. Prior to the HPEC 2011 
report, McKinsey Global Institute, MGI, released its report in April 2010 titled, ‘India’s urban 
awakening: Building inclusive cities, sustaining economic growth’, which highlighted some 
key challenges for urban India in pursuing economic and social balance in its cities. It 
projected that Indian cities will need capital expenditure funding of US $2.2 trillion over the 
next 20 years to put basic urban infrastructure in place to cater for rising requirements for 
urban services. Among its key recommendations, the report highlighted five critical areas for 
Indian cities to address rapid urbanisation – 1) Governance, 2) Funding, 3) Planning, 4) 
Sectoral policies and 5) Shape. The report emphasised the importance of capacity building at 
local government levels and is fundamental in implementing any long term urban policies or 
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reforms in India.  Figures 5.3 and 5.4 provide two important exhibits from this report, 
highlighting the current performance of Indian cities with regards to quality of life and 
investment required by Indian cities both in terms of capital and operational expenditures 
(Cadena, Dobbs, & Remes, 2012; Sankhe et al., 2010). This demonstrates that requirements 
for government properties in the future is only going to increase in Indian cities in order to 
keep social equity in balance.   
Figure 5.1 Urban India - Urban infrastructure investment requirement - 2012 and 2031 
HPEC Report on Indian Urban Infrastructure and Services – March 2011 (In Rs Crores) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Ministry of Urban Development Govt of India and Indian Council for Research on International 
Economic Relations (ICRIER), New Delhi, India. Reports accessed (Mar 2014). 
Figure 5.2 Urban India – Capital expenditure estimates by sector - 2012 and 2031 
HPEC Report on Indian Urban Infrastructure and Services – March 2011 (In Rs Crores) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Ministry of Urban Development Govt of India and Indian Council for Research on International 
Economic Relations (ICRIER), New Delhi, India. Reports accessed (Mar 2014). 
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Figure 5.3 Urban indicators – Quality of life in Indian cities  
India’s Urban Awakening: Building inclusive cities, sustaining economic growth, MGI (April 2010)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Primary source: MGI report on urban India (April 2010) , Pg 19.   
Secondary source: UN Data, CDPs from govt of India, MoUD, TERI, Planning Commission (Govt of 
India), National council for applied economic research, Census 2001, Central pollution control board of 
India, MGI analysts. Reports accessed (Mar 2012). 
 
Figure 5.4 Urban indicators – Quality of life in Indian cities  
India’s Urban Awakening: Building inclusive cities, sustaining economic growth, MGI (April 2010)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Primary source: MGI report on urban India (April 2010) Pg 20.  
Secondary source: As noted in the figure.  Reports accessed (Mar 2012). 
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After a review of detailed reports on Urban India from the McKinsey Global Institute (2010) 
and High Powered Expert Committee of Government of India (HPEC 2011), this research 
notes that the majority of the proposed recommendations, urban policies and reforms will 
require a large portfolio of government property assets to fulfil even the most basic urban 
services in Indian cities. As of December 2015, the research couldn’t establish any credible 
data or urban agency at any level of government in India which could provide information on 
current government property assets held by them or required to fulfil the basic levels of urban 
services in Indian cities. There are numerous reports and financial budgets both from public 
and private sector organisations, however, they do not quantify the actual budget requirements 
of the property assets, especially those at local government levels. This outlines the need for 
government property asset portfolios to provide basic urban services in Indian cities before 
the execution of proposed investments in urban infrastructure. With the requirement for 
efficient government property assets at local government levels, the implementation of larger 
infrastructure and services and the delivery of investments would see greater value and benefit 
for urban communities. With recent experience and knowledge from developing countries, the 
World Bank and ADB notes that cities where capacity at local governments was given 
priority with efficient government assets, manage to reach economic and social prosperity 
much faster than other countries and regions ( Un-Habitat, 2008). As noted in figure 5.3 if 
basic urban infrastructure is not put in place in Indian cities, the quality of urban services will 
deteriorate drastically and therefore impede on India’s social, environment and economic 
stability and opportunity for future reform (Office, 1999; Sau, 2004). In order to achieve 
sustainability in Indian cities, the role of government property assets and management is 
necessary for governance, social and economic reasons. 
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5.2 Background of Circles of Sustainability methodology  
As we have entered the century of cities, various academic commentators have emphasised 
the need to keep economic, social and environmental balance (Beaverstock, Smith, & Taylor, 
1999; Flint & Taylor, 2007; Sassen, 2011). Although developed or high income countries 
have achieved much of its physical urban infrastructure during the last century or earlier, the 
majority of the developing world or low income countries are still in the process of building 
this vast array of urban infrastructure. The process of developing and building new urban 
infrastructure on one hand creates a greater economic advantage for numerous stakeholders, 
whilst on the other hand, places enormous pressure on the environment and creates social and 
physical displacement of great numbers of people (Lu, 2005). Rapid urbanisation and the rise 
in population, especially in developing countries poses a big challenge for governments to 
access and define future needs. In the case of India, where over 800 million people are 
projected to live in cities by 2030, the process and method of determining future urban needs 
is extremely important (Press Trust of India, 2011; Revi, 2008). With the rise of advanced 
scientific tools like GIS mapping, satellite imaging and mapping mobile data, the physical 
planning of cities has reached a new level of thought about urban design and management 
(Ratti et al., 2010; Ratti & Townsend, 2011). This is the technical aspect of the city where 
driverless cars, censored enabled waste collection and demand driven transport systems are 
beginning to emerge. This is welcome news for the sustainability of cities from a technical 
perspective, but when we refer to engaging local communities in the planning and future of 
their cities, there seems to be a great ‘wall of silence’ with layers of political and 
administrative boundaries leading to a profound absence of the ‘local community defining 
their future’.  Technical and physical infrastructure for cities is absolutely essential but this 
research argues that the role of local communities and local governments are equally 
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important in sustaining the social, economic and environmental balance of our cities. This is 
particularly important for developing countries where the link between development, 
investment and the local community is very fragile and they may not have an opportunity or 
second chance to rebuild their cities or urban regions in the same way as the developed world 
(Davey, 2014; Plumer, 2013).  Thus the role of assessing how local governments are 
functioning and what is needed to be done to ensure a sustainable future is fundamental to the 
future of cities, most notably, developing cities. The case of urban India is not just a challenge 
for India itself but for the entire global community. The decisions urban India makes will 
have a profound and lasting effect on the world’s economy, environment and politics. Urban 
India also has the huge benefit of ‘leap-frogging’ and learning from other cities which have 
implemented effective governance, public management systems and major urban reform 
policies, particularly at local government levels. In doing this, urban India needs a 
consultative and cohesive assessment approach which puts the local people and communities 
at the centre of the future of Indian Cities i.e., ‘People focused cities’ rather than 
infrastructure focused cities – creating “Cities for All” (Dubey, 2014).  
The circles of sustainability, referred to as Circles method, is used for assessing sustainability 
and for managing projects directed as socially sustainable outcomes in many places around 
the world. It is intended to handle seemingly intractable problems. In the context of the 
contemporary pressures of global climate change, globalisation, urbanisation and intensifying 
social change, sustainability assessment projects are increasingly being called upon to play an 
important role in building a better world. However, the more complex the problems, the less it 
seems most assessment methods are useful. Circles of Sustainability provides a way of 
responding to that limitation (Paul James, 2014, 2015; Magee et al., 2013).  This method was 
developed through a collaborative process with various international urban organisations, 
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academic institutes and urban practitioners.  Metropolis, the World Association of Major 
Metropolises, was one of the key partners of this methodology. Following the financial crisis 
of 2007-08 numerous local government members of Metropolis were looking for a 
community focused assessment process where local communities, practitioners and political 
representatives could work together in defining the future of their public assets, major projects 
and environmental initiatives at local government levels. During this period, there was 
enormous pressure on local governments to sustain their urban services in the middle of the 
financial crisis and limited resources to deliver major projects. Limited resources and 
financial strain was most prominent amongst local governments in Europe and North 
America. There was also greater emphasis on urban activities impacting global warming and 
climate change.  The compounding challenge of the global financial crisis and environmental 
issues was beginning to hit the social fabric of cities while local governments were at the 
forefront of dealing with these challenges. Initiated by Prof Paul James and Liam Magee, the 
Circles method was developed through a collaboration between Metropolis, the UN Global 
Compact Cities Programme and number of other global partners (University, 2016). The 
Circles method is part of Circles of Social life project which focuses on major domains of 
urban sustainability and connects them with social life.  
Principally, the methodology is used for assessing sustainability and major urban projects 
which can handle seemingly intractable problems like governance, management, urbanisation 
and intensifying social changes. However, the more complex the problems, the less it seems 
most assessment methods are useful. Circles method provides a way of responding to that 
limitation (P James & Scerri, 2011; Magee et al., 2013). The Circles method works on careful 
identifications of the domains where the assessment, studies or consultation is most desired by 
the local community or key stakeholders. The facilitator or research investigator’s role is to 
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prompt the community or participating stakeholders to identify the key challenges within each 
domain and seek their feedback. This is then assessed with wider community consultation or 
with an expert peer group consultative process. The results are carefully analysed with key 
stakeholders before presenting it to the community or the local governments for further 
consultation. This method can be used for small projects like building a new community hall 
to a major project like reallocating portfolio of government property assets due to a major 
infrastructure or transport project. Figure 5.5 shows an example of Circles method as applied 
in assessing the Urban Sustainability profile of Melbourne with four domains of economics, 
ecology, politics and culture. Figure 5.6 shows the method used for assessment of multiple 
cities four domains of ecology, culture, politics and economics.  
Figure 5.5 Circles of Sustainability (Circles Method)  
urban sustainability profile of Melbourne, 2011 (Paul James, 2015) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Book: Urban Sustainability in Theory and Practice: Circles of sustainability. Routledge. Pg 16 
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Figure 5.6 Circles of Sustainability (Circles Method)  
urban sustainability profile of Melbourne, 2011 (Paul James, 2015) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Book: Urban Sustainability in Theory and Practice: Circles of sustainability. Routledge. Pg 139 
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5.3 Circles Methodology for assessing government property assets  
While reviewing the various options of conducting the assessments of local government 
property assets in India, it was indicated that direct survey methodology might have some 
limitations and reluctance from the participants, mainly from the government or public sector 
organisations. The literature review and author’s earlier research with Metropolis 
Commission and Victorian government indicated that data validation in government sector in 
India could be a difficult task for the research. As Property Asset Utilisation Taskforce 
(PAUT) report of NSW government refers to ‘single source of truth’ about consolidated data 
about all government properties (Wales, 2012), it was a difficult task to establish the single 
source of truth about government property assets in all levels of government in India. The 
consultative workshop approach is widely common and fairly successful method of collecting 
complex data in social and policy sectors in India. It allows for two very important cultural 
aspects (Sen, 2005); 
1) the groups are more likely to debate and provide constructive arguments about the social 
issues or challenges and,  
2) share of responsibility in on the group rather than an individual or a specific people.   
After review of available literature on recommended methods, discussions with academic and 
research institutions in India and consultation with peers in Australia this research pursued the 
Circles Method to conduct the assessment of local government property assets in India for the 
following:  
i)  Nature of consultative approach – The Circle method follows a consultative approach 
rather than a top down approach, which allows the participants to provide feedback and 
comments in more constructive way without fear of being judged or evaluated; 
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ii) Nature of flexible, modular and systematics – One of the interesting but very important 
part of this method is the level of flexibility, modularity and systematic approach which 
allows the research relating to social and economic issues very engaging for the user groups 
and participants. In this research where property assets are tangible and social good 
intangible, it created a level of conflict for the participants when responding to certain 
workshop prompts. In survey methods, this may limit or pose difficulties in assessing the right 
feedback from the local communities. In circles method, however, it allows the researcher, in 
this case, to take the nature of the workshop prompt or question and relate it to the local 
context, where participants feel more at ease to respond to the prompt; 
iii) Nature of additions and deductions – James refers to, ‘messy corners and places for 
adding new tools’, allowing Circles method to revise, reduce, add or delete certain prompts 
depending on the situation or the context of the problem or the workshop (Paul James, 2014). 
The ability of the facilitator or the researcher to ‘understand the room’ or the nature of the 
participants is a very important aspect of this process. In the case of this research, it allowed 
some extremely important feedback where the question was revised and certain questions 
deleted with appreciation of the sensitivity of the workshops and social appreciation of the 
participants.  
iv) Nature of solid base or constructive argument or social policies rather than non-
descriptive answers - During one of the feedback workshops a participant mentioned a Hindi 
phrase, ‘Kutumb’, which means family in one sense but its literal Sanskrit language meaning 
is - ‘the world as one family’. The comment was made in reference to some universal truths 
about government property assets and local governments all around the world. The Circles 
method allowed the participants and the researcher to build a solid background for further 
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discussions or constructive arguments about government property assets rather than simplified 
or non-descriptive responses. It further allows the participants or users to feel as engaged 
partners of the process thus providing a new way of ‘engaged research’ outcome for future 
policies or new areas of research; 
v) Nature of validation – The Circles method allows validating number of feedbacks and 
responses during the workshop itself due to diversity of people and creation of ‘engaged 
learning environment’ allowing participants and users to contribute to the dialogue (Ellis, 
2016; Gregory, Clarke, & Bridgestock, 2012; Meyers, Nulty, Cooke, & Rigby, 2012). In 
number of ways the validation process commenced from the workshop itself where 
participants, specially the local citizens or citizen representatives, were quite engaged for the 
future usage of such workshops and prepared to challenge certain established premise about 
the government policy or validity of financial data. This process made the research more rich 
from social good perspective; 
vi) Nature of consolidation with other workshops and community dialogue -  The 
research dialogue and feedback sessions were taken concurrently with other urban workshops 
and meetings. The research author conducted number of feedback sessions, peer engagements 
and bilateral meetings along with Metropolis meetings where the focus was governance and 
management at city and metropolitan levels. This consolidation provided a greater value add 
proposition for the research in reaching out to the appropriate participants and key experts 
from India, which would otherwise be a difficult task and takes a lot of added financial 
resource and time.  
From academic research and knowledge contribution perspective the nature of ‘engaged 
learning environment’ was probably the most pressing point to adopt the Circles method for 
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assessing government property assets at local government levels in India. The Circles of 
Sustainability methodology has been used in other international real estate projects where the 
governments wanted to establish the feedback from local community’s perspective to ensure 
the partnership models works for long term social good and fair equity for the private sector 
organisations as well.  
Figure 5.7 shows the process of Circles method adopted in the assessment of the local 
government property assets, social good and exchange propositions in India.  
 
Figure 5.7 Process pathway – Circles Method  
for assessment of Government Property Assets at local governments in India 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013) 
Modified: Armstrong and Author (2016) 
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5.4 Required modifications to Circles Method  
The Circles methodology forms the primary basis for this research’s assessment of 
government property assets in India. The flexibility of this method has been acknowledged as 
one of the merits in adopting this in cross cultural and cross social domains. The domain 
criteria allow this method to be as flexible as required, depending upon the nature of the 
project and profile of the participants. Equally the scale allows both the facilitators and users 
to modify on the nature and perceived requirement of the community projects (Paul James, 
2015; P James & Scerri, 2011).  
In adopting this methodology this research has made some customisation to Circles method. 
This customisation assists in simplifying some of the complexities of governance and areas of 
public asset management. The scales for the method, both part 1 and part 2, were decided 
after conducting two trial workshops to ensure the participants and users feel comfortable 
when discussing the matters of governance, management and exchange with other members. 
The range of the scale has tried to ensure that the ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ options are treated within 
the expectations of the community needs rather than a technical focused feedback. Key 
modifications to the original assessment method are discussed below: 
i) Using prompts not questions  
When discussing the matters of government property assets in India either in workshop or 
bilateral meetings, the author observed during 2010, the direct questions had some limitations. 
The research could not establish if it was due to cultural, political or purely government or 
public sector did not feel comfortable about such questions or discussions. After academic 
discussions with qualitative research experts and review of selected international development 
reports on governance and urban management, the research adopted to use ‘prompts’ instead 
of questionaries. Prompts allowed the research to receive some key information which 
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otherwise was not possible through simple questionaries. It also made the feedback sessions 
more interesting for the user groups and opportunity for experts to explain it better for the 
benefit of the research. For example, during the feedback session in 2011 in Delhi, on the 
prompt of government ownership of properties in local neighbourhood the initial response 
from citizens was ‘No’. After few evidences and further prompts, the citizenry response 
changed to may be or unaware. Whereas with the experts and peer review position on the 
same prompt was, yes or definite yes with a caveat that more than 30% of government land 
and properties at local government levels are either occupied illegally or developed without 
any government consent. This puts a very different perspective on the questions of 
government property ownerships in India. Prompts due to cultural, political and social reasons 
bought more clarity to the process of this research.   
ii) Choice of domains and rationale behind choosing the prompts in domain 
The two domains of governance and management formed the original research methodology 
during 2009 and 2010. This was considered with an objective to determine the efficient 
management of the government properties and areas where management could help in 
improving these assets in India. On further discussions with Prof Armstrong it was clear that 
government properties basic premise is to serve the need of society. Efficient management is 
good facilitator or medium but not the principle reason for government property assets 
especially at local government levels. On further investigation on the matter of contribution to 
knowledge and distribution of good practices from Australian experiences, the exchange 
domain was added. Hence the four integrated domains was established – Governance, 
management, Social good and exchange. The prompts within each domain were considered 
after feedback from part 1 workshops and developing interrelationship diagrams between four 
domains. The research also referred to the international literature from the development and 
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multilateral agencies like World Bank and UNDP to establish the intentional overlapping of 
prompts in four domains. This allowed the users and experts to reflect on the prompts from 
domain perspective rather than a collective view. The analysis presents some interesting 
findings about similar prompts in different domains and how different users saw the rationale 
behind the prompts. For example, during a peer review discussions with expert group in 
Hyderabad and Bhopal in 2013, the prompt of international engagements bought very 
different views from two cities. Bhopal due to the experiences of Union Carbide accident in 
1984 had very different view about engagement of international experts whereas Hyderabad, 
seen as second IT capital of India after Bangalore was very open for international experts to 
involve in city planning and development (Bandura, Caprara, & Zsolnai, 2000; Dhara & 
Dhara, 2002; Engel & Martin, 2006).  Table 6.1 shows the four domains and rationale for 
selecting the prompts for each domain. Table 6.2 shows the prompts for the part 1 and part 2 
of the assessment workshops.   
 iii) Correlation of scale, indicator and feedback  
The research uses two primary assessment scales: 
Assessment scale 1, referred as ‘10 x 5’ was primarily used in part 1 of the assessment where 
governance and social good was treated as a collective objective. This scale assessed the 
range between good and bad for the local government property assets. The prompts provided 
feedback which generally ranged between ‘Yes’ and ‘No’. This scale was reviewed further for 
part 2 of the assessment and two more indicators were added. 
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Figure 5.8: 5-Point assessment scale for Part 1 of the assessment 
 
 
 
 
Assessment scale 2, referred as ‘40 x 7’ was used in part 2 of the assessment where four 
interrelated domains focused on specific areas of governance, management, social good and 
exchange. Originally there were 12 prompts in each domain but after initial mapping of 
preliminary assessments, ten prompts were selected for each domain. For further analysis of 
each domain, the research used ‘10x7’ scale to evaluate the impact of prompts and its 
relations with the objectivity of the local government property assets in India. The ‘40x7’ 
scale assessed the range between vibrant and critical for the local government property assets. 
The prompts provided feedback which generally ranged between ‘Definite Yes’ and ‘Definite 
No’. The ‘10x7’ scale focuses more on the expert interpretations of the feedback which is 
backed by the existing government policies and literature on the subject 
 
Figure 5.9: 7-Point assessment scale for Part 2 of the assessment 
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Table 5.1 Domains and rationale in selecting the prompts 
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability Method (Paul James, 2015)  
Governance  Management  
1. Awareness - local govt governance; 
2. Awareness - local govt administration; 
3. Medium between community and local govt 
–Communication;  
4. Medium between community and local govt 
–Communication;  
5. Governance about local urban services; 
6. Governance about govt property assets; 
7. Transparency about govt property assets; 
8. Social proposition and ‘fit for purpose’; 
9. Value proposition for basic urban services; 
10. Exchange and engagement in govt.   
1. Awareness - local govt administration; 
2. Urban services and efficiency; 
3. Urban services and human resources; 
4. Urban services and services benchmark; 
5. Basic urban facilities; 
6. Urban services and services benchmark; 
7. Urban services and administrative 
benchmark; 
8. Basic urban services and govt properties; 
9. Acceptance for alternate solutions; 
10. Value proposition for basic urban services 
Social Good  Exchange  
1. Awareness - local govt governance; 
2. Urban services and benchmarking; 
3. Basic urban facilities for local 
communities; 
4. Basic urban facilities for local 
communities; 
5. Specific urban facilities; 
6. Basic urban facilities for social activities; 
7. Govt ownership of property assets; 
8. Social proposition and ‘fit for purpose’; 
9. Social proposition and limits of assets; 
10. Acceptance for alternate solutions. 
1. Political exchange at national levels; 
2. Political exchange at international levels; 
3. Administration exchange at national levels; 
4. Admin exchange at international levels; 
5. International aspects in administration; 
6. Youth and urban awareness; 
7. Media and urban awareness; 
8. International exchange at planning levels; 
9. Community commitment in local govt; 
10. Community commitment in local govt; 
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013) 
Additions and modified for research: Armstrong and Author (2016) 
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Table 5.2 List of prompts for part 1 and 2 of the assessment - Dubey (2014) 
 
Part – 1 - Five points assessment scale is used in part 1.   
1/P 1 - Does your city own Government Property Asset(s)? 
1/P 2 - Does your city provide public access to the on-site (in Local Government office) register of LG Property Assets? 
1/P 3 - Does your city provide on-line or web access of the list of LG Property Assets? 
1/P 4 – Does your city provide current financial value of LG Property Assets on the web? 
1/P 5 - Does you city provide a list of new LG Property Assets on the web - bought or acquired in the last five years? 
1/P 6 - Does your city provide a list of Local Government Property Assets on the web which were sold in the last five years? 
1/P 7 - Does your city provide Governance Policy on the web in managing Local Government Property Assets? 
1/P 8 - Does your city provide Property Management Policy on the web in managing Local Government Property Assets? 
1/P 9 - Does your city provide property decision making process/results on the web in managing LG Property Assets? 
1/P 10 - Does your city provide the best value for its citizens through LG Property Assets? 
 
Part – 2 – Four domains, Seven points assessment scale is used in part 2. 
Governance  
2-1/P 1 - Do you know who the Mayor of your city is? 
2-1/P 2 - Do you know who the Commissioner of your city is? 
2-1/P 3 - Does your Local Government or city have an official website? 
2-1/P 4 - Does your Local Government have an easily accessible and user friendly official website for public use? 
2-1/P 5 - Does your Local Government have robust governance and policy for LG services? 
2-1/P 6 - Does your Local Government provides on-line or web access for all LG property assets? 
2-1/P 7 - Does your Local Government provide current financial values of LG property assets? 
2-1/P 8 - Does your Local Government provide best value for citizens through LG property assets? 
2-1/P 9 - Should your city services be given to private companies to operate and be allowed to charge directly? 
2-1/P 10 - If you are given a choice, would you participate in workshops about the future of LG assets? 
Management  
2-2/P 1 - Do you know your local councillor? 
2-2/P 2 - Do you believe your Local Government has efficient urban services? 
2-2/P 3 - Do you believe your Local Government has sufficient human resources to provide basic urban services? 
2-2/P 4 - Does your Local Government have effective cleaning management for streets? 
2-2/P 5 - Does your Local Government have community facilities such as schools and parks? 
2-2/P 6 - Does your Local Government provide good roads and maintain those roads? 
2-2/P 7 - Does your Local Government provide good administrative processes for planning and development? 
2-2/P 8 - Does your Local Government have sufficient government owned properties to provide basic services? 
2-2/P 9 - Should your city services be directly provided by State Government? 
2-2/P 10 - Should your city services be outsourced to private companies? 
Social Good  
2-3/P 1 - Does your Local Government own properties in order to provide urban services to people? 
2-3/P 2 - Are you happy with the level of urban services provided by your Local Government? 
2-3/P 3 - Does your Local Government provide venues for social services in your city? 
2-3/P 4 - Does your city provide venues for community and sports activities in your city? 
2-3/P 5 - Does your city provide venues for religious activities in your city? 
2-3/P 6 - Does your Local Government provide a place for community meetings and gatherings? 
2-3/P 7 - Do you agree with Local Government ownership of properties to provide local services? 
2-3/P 8 - Does your Local Government have sufficient government owned properties to provide social services? 
2-3/P 9 - Does your Local Government require more properties to better serve social services at local levels? 
2-3/P 10 - Should your city services be provided by NGOs and religious organisations? 
Exchange  
2-4/P 1 - Do you think your politicians visit other Indian cities for learning? 
2-4/P 2 - Do you think your politicians visit other international cities for learning? 
2-4/P 3 - Do you think your Local Government officers should visit other Indian cities for learning? 
2-4/P 4 - Do you think your Local Government officers should visit international cities for learning? 
2-4/P 5 - Do you think your Local Government should have international people working in the departments? 
2-4/P 6 - Do you think schools/colleges should have a weekly learning programme on urban services? 
2-4/P 7 - Do you think TV/Media should have more programmes on urban services? 
2-4/P 8 - Do you think international experts should come and plan our cities? 
2-4/P 9 - If the Government sends you to another Indian city to learn and then advise the mayor or commissioner afterwards, 
would you allow two weeks of your time? 
2-4/P 10 - If the Government sends you to another international city to learn and advise the mayor or commissioner 
afterwards, would you allow two weeks of your time? 
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013) 
Additions and modified for research: Armstrong and Author (2016) 
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5.5 Process of assessment of local government property assets  
For the purpose of the research the overall Circles Workshop, feedback sessions, bilateral 
meetings and expert validation is broadly divided in two parts.  
Part 1 covers ten major prompts which helped to understand the overall governance 
framework of government property assets in Indian cities. They were generic prompts and 
conducted in parallel with Circles Workshop in India between 2010 and 2011.  
Part 2 took ‘deep dive’ approach where participants, users, subject experts and peers were 
encouraged to go deeper in the discussions before forming their opinion or feedback as a 
group. These parallel feedback workshops took place between 2011 and 2014. The main 
objective behind ‘deep dive’ was to limit the individual controls and let the workshop follow 
a more community approach. It allowed the stakeholders and partners to interact better and 
work collectively in refining, altering and creating new prompts to discuss the matter of 
government property assets or public assets in more detail (Bel, 2010; Andy Boynton & 
Fischer, 2005; Andrew Boynton & Fischer, 2004). This research refers to number of papers 
and practice notes about the deep dive management methodology and its extensive use in 
public sector organisation. For the purpose of further explanation about deep dive and its’ 
application in community based workshops a practice note from UK Govt Home office is 
attached in Appendix 12. In adopting the methodology, the UK Govt Home Office refers to 
following five important areas for research leaders or facilitators to focus on, when engaging 
with community (Corrado, Haskel, Jona-Lasinio, & Iommi, 2012; Szebeko & Tan, 2010): 
1) Focus on ‘Impact’ public policies rather than ‘immediate reaction’ from the community; 
2) Societal changes, innovation and global perspective must be encouraged to explore within 
frameworks of the public engagement topics; 
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3) A brief SWOT analysis must be encouraged. Not all public policies will bring ‘Good 
News’ stories; 
4) A previous experience from similar public policies carry a lot of value in community 
engagements. The value of ‘story telling’ must be essential part of deep dive methodology 
with community engagements; 
5) Biggest hurdle with public policies are their implementations, especially at the local 
government levels.  In deep dive sessions the community should be given full appreciations 
about the hurdles of implementing public policies. An ‘impact’ of ordinary public policy can 
be far greater if implemented correctly rather than an excellent public policy not implemented 
or implemented adversely.   
After evaluating the feedbacks from part 1, the research focused on four domains of part 2 and 
carrying the social and community message about government property assets in each domain 
of part 2 workshops and discussions. Under part 2 there was a feedback evaluation done for 
the local government property assets in Sydney Metropolitan areas as well to establish a 
comparative framework for developing a ‘gap analysis’ for government property assets in 
local governments in India.      
In adopting the circles method and using deep dive approach in part 2, the profile of user 
groups and participants was very important for this research. During the literature review it 
was highlighted in number of social science and local community related practice notes that 
profile of users is very important to get the assessment right. Often, the literature warned, the 
reports are weighted towards the technicalities and planning aspects rather than social aspects. 
Use of ordinary citizens was highly encouraged for the feedbacks. The research took a special 
note of this review and advise from local subject experts (Fang et al., 2016; Street, 1997). 
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5.6 Circles Workshops – Outline of user profiles matrix  
Part 1 - Circles Method with generic prompts on governance and property assets   
CoS Workshop – Circles of Sustainability Workshop 
MCDW - Metropolis City Development Workshop  
GPA session – Government Property Asset session  
Feedback workshop - no1 Delhi (2010) 
Morning hours  
 
Total attendees in CoS Workshop 32 
Participants in GPA session 26 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 2 
Administration or Local government  8 
Academia or Urban NGOs  5 
Urban Practitioner  4 
International development or scholar  1 
Citizen  6 
 
Feedback workshop – no2 Delhi (2011) 
Afternoon hours 
 
Total attendees in CoS Workshop 36 
Participants in GPA session 16 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 1 
Administration or Local government  2 
Academia or Urban NGOs  2 
Urban Practitioner  3 
International development or scholar  2 
Citizen  6 
 
 
Political
8%
Local Govt
23%
Academia
19%
Practitioner
15%
Int Development
4%
Citizen
31%
Political
6%
Local Govt
12%
Academia
12%
Practitioner
19%Int Development
13%
Citizen
38%
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Part 2  - Circles Method with four domains and deep dive approach   
CoS Workshop – Circles of Sustainability Workshop 
MCDW - Metropolis City Development Workshop  
MIW – Metropolis Initiatives Workshop  
NIUAW – National Institute of Urban Affairs Workshop 
GPA session – Government Property Asset session  
Feedback workshop - no1 Delhi (2011) 
Afternoon hours  
 
Total attendees in CoS Workshop 32 
Participants in GPA session 14 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 0 
Administration or Local government  4 
Academia or Urban NGOs  5 
Urban Practitioner  2 
International development or scholar  1 
Citizen  2 
 
 
Feedback workshop – no 2 Delhi 
/Hyderabad  (2012) Afternoon hours  
 
Total attendees in MIW Workshop 18 
Participants in GPA session 08 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 0 
Administration or Local government  1 
Academia or Urban NGOs  2 
Urban Practitioner  2 
International development or scholar  1 
Citizen  2 
 
Political
0%
Local Govt
12%
Academia
25%
Practitioner
25%
Int Development
13%
Citizen
25%
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Feedback workshop – no 4  
Peer review (2014) Afternoon hours  
 
Along with MIW / NIUAW NA 
Participants in GPA peer review 4 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 1 
Administration or Local government  1 
Academia or Urban NGOs  1 
Urban Practitioner  1 
International development or scholar  0 
Citizen  4 
 
 
Feedback workshop – no 3 Bhopal 
(2013) Morning hours  
 
Total attendees in Mtp Meeting NA 
Participants in GPA session 14 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 1 
Administration or Local government  3 
Academia or Urban NGOs  2 
Urban Practitioner  3 
International development or scholar  0 
Citizen  5 
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Feedback workshop – no 5 Individual / 
bilateral (2013-14) Afternoon hours  
 
Along with MIW / NIUAW NA 
Participants in GPA meetings 4 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 2 
Administration or Local government  1 
Academia or Urban NGOs  1 
Urban Practitioner  0 
International development or scholar  0 
Citizen  0 
 
  
 
 
Assessment for Sydney Metro LGA  
Feedback /Expert (2014-15) Various hrs 
 
Local  NA 
Participants in GPA feedbacks  8 
Participant / user group profile   
Political background 1 
Administration or Local government  0 
Academia or Urban NGOs  1 
Urban Practitioner  1 
International development or scholar  0 
Citizen  5 
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5.7 List of assessment as developed through Circles Methodology  
The sections 5.7 and 5.8 provide the list and summary of assessment results including 
feedback, samples and expert comments collected through Circles methodology, bilateral 
meetings and individual assessments for government property assets in India and Sydney 
region. In providing the assessment the research reviewed current public policies relating to 
local government property assets in Australia and India. Where necessary the research has 
noted the importance of these policies with relevant literature critique. Furthermore the 
assessment refers to specific areas where learnings could be relevant to local governments in 
India.  
List of results from part 1 and part 2.  Government property asset Circle Profiles are noted as 
GCP #(no). Appendix 13 has details about the user profiles, commentaries on individual 
sessions and assessment sheets for each session.    
Part 1 - General assessment about local government property assets through 10 prompts, 
primarily about governance and management. Five points assessment scale is used in part. 
GCP # 1/01 Workshop 1 – Collective group feedback 26 feedbacks 
GCP # 1/02 Workshop 2 – Collective group feedback  16 feedbacks 
GCP # 1/03 Weighted feedback from workshops 1 &2 42 samples evaluated  
GCP # 1/04 GCP #03 + expert peer review group    
GCP # 1/05  GCP #04 + Literature review + Author’s commentary 
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Part 2 - Domain assessment about local government property assets through 40 prompts in 
four domains: 1) Governance, 2) Management, 3) Social Good and 4) Exchange. Seven points 
assessment scale is used in part 2.   
GCP #  2/01 Workshop 1 – Feedback from New Delhi  14 feedbacks 
GCP #  2/02 Workshop 2 – Feedback from New Delhi / Hyderabad  8 feedbacks 
GCP #  2/03 Workshop 3 – Feedback from New Delhi /Bhopal  14 feedbacks 
GCP #  2/04 Weighted feedback (1,2 & 3above) on Governance  36 samples evaluated  
GCP #  2/05  Weighted feedback (1,2 & 3above) on Management 36 samples evaluated 
GCP #  2/06 Weighted feedback (1,2 & 3above) on Socia Good  36 samples evaluated 
GCP #  2/07 Weighted feedback (1,2 & 3above) on Exchange  36 samples evaluated 
GCP #  2/08 Weighted results from #2/01 to #2/03 + peers  8 feedbacks  
GCP #  2/09  Bilateral discussions with subject experts /user groups  4 feedbacks 
GCP #  2/10   Weighted feedback (#2/08 &  #2/09) on Governance  
GCP #  2/11  Weighted feedback (#2/08 &  #2/09) on Management  
GCP #  2/12  Weighted feedback (#2/08 &  #2/09) on Social Good 
GCP #  2/13 Weighted feedback (#2/08 &  #2/09) on Exchange  
GCP #  2/14  Author’s review , commentary and notes  
GCP #  2/15 Expert feedback + General user feedback from Sydney 8 feedbacks  
GCP #  2/16 Weighted review of # 2/15 + Literature review = Author’s commentary  
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5.8 Results of assessment of local government property assets in India  
The Circles Assessment and author’s commentary has been provided in two sections:  
Section 1 provides evaluation from the Circle’s Assessment and  
Section 2 provides authors commentary and reflections from observational studies, literature 
review and recent policy developments in areas of government property assets in India and 
internationally. Section 2 also includes if there was any important comment or policy 
reference was presented by the participants and users.   
All assessment schedules, profiling details and working sheets are provided in Appendix 13.  
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A) Assessment of part 1  
 
Figure 5.10 Assessment about local government property assets in India, part 1 
Developed through 10 prompts and 5 points assessment scale – 5 results  
Section 1 – Evaluations from Circles Method 
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GCP # 1/01 
GCP # 1/02 
GCP # 1/03 GCP # 1/04 
GCP # 1/05 
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B) Section 2 – Commentary and reflections on part 1 assessment  
 
Fukuyama describes ‘the conundrum of why low income countries are advised to reduce 
bureaucratic autonomy while high-income seeks to increase it’ in his famous article about 
governance. He further comments about the conceptualising governance before we can 
measure it ( F. Fukuyama, 2016).  In part 1 of the assessment and through basic prompts 
about governance, the research identified some critical gaps about the governance at local 
government levels. On the prompts of management of government property assets the 
response from the community ie, citizens were very different from the peer groups or experts. 
In some cases the citizens showed level of satisfaction towards the management and level of 
services received from the government assets whereas NGOs and Urban practitioners 
perceived them well below the basis levels of expected urban services.   
During two workshops, GCP #1/01 and #1/02, the feedback from the citizens, over 30% 
participants in both groups, were most interesting and valuable to relate with the social good. 
What appeared to be a prompt concerning governance for the facilitator (author) and experts, 
the citizens were fairly firm that had nothing to do with governance rather a management 
issues. There was less than 8% participation from political background in workshop 1. So 
there was almost a consensus that matter of public access of list government properties on line 
was not governance but a management issue. The comments reflected it, “we politicians want 
open governance about land and properties all the time but bureaucracy is the biggest hurdle 
in implementing it. Politicians cannot do anything further.”  
The literature and evidence does not reflect the same sentiments. With the exception of few 
local governments, municipal corporations, in India there were no evidence that either 
governance framework or documents listing of government property assets existed on line. 
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Cities like Pune, Surat, Ahmadabad and Chennai had some evidence of government property 
assets available on line but they were difficult to locate without thorough knowledge of ‘RTI 
Act’ and intricacies of the website itself. The limits or debate about governance and 
management is not limited to list of government property assets but goes much deeper within 
the administrative systems and relations between elected (politicians) and selected (civil and 
administrative officers) members of the governments. And the consequences of this relations 
reflect in the level of urban services, transparency and inclusion of community or keeping 
them at bay (Jadhav, 2010; Shaw, 2012).  Dupont refers to this as ‘inclusive participation of 
community in governance and planning of cities’ and refers to the case of Delhi where most 
of the community inclusion did not happen during the time of her article (Dupont, 2011) and 
this research was not successful in obtaining any better results in terms of government 
property assets in any of the municipal corporations of Delhi. To reflect the level of emphasis 
on basis urban services the midterm appraisal of major urban reform in India, JNNURM, 
quoted this, “Nearly 80 per cent of the funds under the urban Infrastructure and Governance 
and more than 90 per cent of funds under Urban Infrastructure Development Scheme for 
Small and Medium Towns have been committed to water supply, sewerage, drainage and 
solid waste management projects. It reflects the reality that most cities still have a significant 
backlog in the provision of basic urban services to their residents," (Jadhav, 2010). On 
contrast the research reviewed the governance frameworks on government assets in local 
governments in Australia and there were sufficient evidence to show the relationship between 
the governance and management demonstrated through the annual reports and listing of all 
property assets either on website or financial reports (Chua, 2013; Council, 2003; Danckert, 
2013). The more coherent and evidence based example to demonstrate that ‘putting 
government property assets’ is not simply a matter of governance or management but it makes 
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perfect economic sense for the benefit of the local community, comes from United Kingdom 
(Dollery, Grant, & O'Keefe, 2008). By implementing new management and good governance 
practices including mapping and putting all its government properties on line, the government 
property unit of UK Govt demonstrated over 300,000sqm of consolidation of space, 
operational cost savings of £176 million and  £1 billion in capital receipts from sale of surplus 
government properties. This was stated in the news brief of the UK Govt, civil services blog 
site, the State of the Estate, 2 Feb 2017.  The government property unit put its entire 
government property asset on line by 2012 and progressively witnessed the results of 
transparencies through governance and management (Ball, 2012; Osborne, 2014; UK, 2014).  
The assessment draws following conclusions from part 1 of the assessment:  
i) Majority of local governments in India have websites but they fail to use it effectively in the 
areas of government property assets and informing local communities about these assets; 
ii) With regards to open governance and transparencies about financial data, fit-for-purpose 
propositions and acquisitions or divestments there is very little evidence of its existence 
among local communities; 
iii) Political and administrative view about governance and management policies about local 
government property assets widely differs from citizen. With over 30 % participation in part 1 
of the assessment the citizens did not endorse existence of any governance or management 
policies on line; 
iv) There was a wide consensus that local governments merely provide ‘basic’ urban services 
to local communities through the usage of government property assets and moreover they 
rarely involved local community in decision making process about future of these assets. 
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B) Assessment of part 2  
 
Figure 5.11 Assessment about local government property assets in India,  
part 2 – Feedback Workshops.  
Developed through 4 Domains /40 prompts and 7  points assessment scale  
Section 1 – Evaluations from Circles Method 
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 GCP # 2/01 
GCP # 2/02 
GCP # 2/03 
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Figure 5.12 Assessment about local government property assets in India,  
part 2 – Peer review and final assessments 
Developed through 4 Domains /40 prompts and 7  points assessment scale 
Section 1 – Evaluations from Circles Method 
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
GCP # 2/09 GCP # 2/08 
GCP # 2/14 
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Section 2 – Commentary and reflections on part 2 assessments  
 
Social good at core of our cities - Jacobs in her book, the death and life of great American 
Cities, states, “New York is not unique in failing to match such profound changes in 
circumstances with appropriate functional changes in administrative and planning structure. 
Every great American city is at similar impasse.  When human affairs reach, in truth and in 
fact, new levels of complication, the only thing that can be done is to devise means of 
maintaining things well at new level. The alternative is what Lewis Mumford has aptly called 
‘unbuilding,’ the fate of a society which cannot maintain the complexity on which it is built 
and on which it depends” (Jacobs, 1961).  
This book was first published in 1961 and Jacobs wrote a lot about the short-slightness and 
intellectual arrogance from city governments and technocrats. But most importantly the death 
and life of great American Cities focused on small things where people or communities make 
greater contributions to their cities. Jacobs further explains that challenges of bringing 
together different city departments are often initiated by smaller community groups in big 
cities rather than city government departments initiating such dialogues to avoid such 
situations (Jacobs, 1961). So the local community becomes the medium for exchange between 
the governance and management. In fact Jacobs’s comments reflected very rightly and with 
sufficient evidence from citizen communities and NGOs during the part 2 workshops in India.  
The matter of complexities in Indian cities with added pressure of rapid population growth is 
beginning to show in all levels of urban life in India – governance, social, economic and 
environmental.  The complexities which were once seen as advantage and integral part of 
urban society’s prosperity has now becoming massive liabilities. The assessment will further 
explain that administrative and management systems in local governments in India demand 
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huge changes or overhaul as presented by the key stakeholders of the cities – its citizens. 
Instead of simplifying the basic urban services at local government levels the administrative 
system and its machinery is the biggest ‘complexity’ in Indian cities.  The level of the 
complexities and lack of governance and management in Indian cities is described by Bhan 
towards the most vulnerable people of cities – urban poor, “characterized by a shift in the 
representation of the poor in a context of changing expectations of government and an 
increasing aestheticisation of poverty and urban space. This shift is based on representations 
of the poor as economically unviable, environmentally harmful and criminal, as they are 
recreated as a homogenous category inseparable from the built environments of the illegal 
“slums” that they inhabit. It is made possible by invoking a particular set of values – hygiene, 
environment, progress and growth-centric government, market participation, planning and 
order, aesthetics, notions of a “world class city” and leisure that non-poor associations have 
brought to the courts” (Bhan, 2009).    
Figure 5.12 shows the assessments from three feedback workshops conducted in three 
different cities. Delhi, one of the most populated city in the world and capital of India has 
strong bureaucratic and historical background. It is commonly refereed as ‘administrative Raj’ 
of India where majority of India lives in files. It has strong and imposing historical asset 
portfolio of government properties some of them dating back to 18th century. Majority of 
government property assets in New Delhi part was built during the British raj period, as 
explained in chapter four of the thesis. As put by one of the international development experts 
in workshop no 2 in Hyderabad, ‘Delhi is administrative capital of the nation, where cities are 
planned, managed and developed in files and they remain there for most part of their life 
cycle”. City of Hyderabad is known as second capital of IT in India after Bangalore. It’s 
current population is about seven million people with large part of this population migrated 
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from other regions of India and overseas. Hyderabad is currently capital of two states, newly 
formed state of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh. It has one of the highest per capita educated 
people in India and responsible for contributing over eighty percent of states GDP. The urban 
infrastructure and efficient urban services is essential part of Hyderabad’s further urban 
strategy. The local private institutions include Microsofts’s second largest campus in the 
world, Google, IBM, Yahoo, Dell, and Facebook. These large multinationals have changed 
the perception of basic urban services in the city and bought a new level of urban thinking 
among ordinary citizens. The efficiency of urban services in Hyderabad is comparatively 
higher than other cities in India. The third city is popular for its cultural and social heritage. 
The city of Bhopal, capital of Madhya Pradesh is globally renowned for the tragedy of Union 
Carbide. The scars of the accident from 1984 are still very visible in the memory of the city. 
Although a very welcoming and culturally accepting city, the workshop bought some 
interesting notes about its relationship with engagement of international experts about their 
city planning. Bhopal presented very interesting views about ownerships of local government 
property assets and its relations with social contexts. The city of Bhopal has over 1.8 million 
people. The geographical locations of these three cities are presented in figure 5.13.   
Why profile of these cities is important for the local government property assets in India? 
Although all cities have some commonalities these three selected cities provide very different 
social, cultural, economic and political backgrounds. After the completion of the part 1 
assessment, it was very clear that feedback and consultation from one Indian city may not 
provide sufficient contents for evaluation of the local government property assets specially 
from the social good perspective. Moreover for developing a gap analysis, it was suggested by 
academic and professional experts to develop samples from two or three different cities in 
India. 
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Key findings from part 2 of assessments 
Three feedback workshops, GCP # 2/01, 2/02 and 2/03 where average weighted participation 
from citizens was about 25% and administration and academia was about 40%. The feedbacks 
were quite striking in the domains of governance and management. In social good there were 
some overlapping about retention and need for new government property assets to better 
service the needs of ordinary citizens but the question of acquiring the required property 
assets raised a big storm between the group. The primary area of debate was not about 
governance of acquiring the property assets rather the mechanism for establishing the 
Figure 5.13 Location of three Indian cities chosen for feedback workshop part 2  
Map Source: Govt of India Ministry of External Affairs, accessed Nov 2016,  Modified: Author (2016)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delhi 
Bhopal 
Hyderabad 
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appropriate valuation. There were assertions made by the political, government and expert 
groups in two workshops about the level of local government property assets occupied 
unauthorised or developed with local government approvals. This in expert’s view, were 
causing loss of ‘thousands of crores of rupees’ loss to the public purse. Moreover these public 
properties are almost impossible for governments to claim back. This view was supported by 
the earlier literature review and particularly with metropolitan cities in India where tenure in 
government property assets is huge area of litigation which often takes decades to resolved, 
sometimes for few generations (Banerjee, 2002; Besley & Burgess, 2000; Misra, 1986; Perry, 
1998).  
The workshops with peers and expert groups had lots of similarities in areas of exchange and 
social good. The prompts of governance bought some supportive feedback in line with the 
literature review and recent reports published by development agencies about governance 
deficiencies and limited governance of local governments in India. There were continuous 
references about two major urban reforms in India and their impact on ability and resources of 
local governments to provide basic services to people. Experts and academics had strong 
views about the process and execution of JNNURM and Smart Cities initiatives in India, 
particularly why these reforms fail to make an impact at local levels. There was limited, 
almost no mention of community participation in any of these urban reforms by expert or 
academic groups, showing the weak link between governance and social good in these 
reforms (Birkinshaw, 2013; Chaplin, 2011; Karpouzoglou & Zimmer, 2012; Panwar, 2015).  
After assessment of both the feedback and expert workshops, refer CGP# 2/14, the research 
summarised that governance and management of local government property assets in India 
are almost at the basic levels and further lack of governance and inefficient management will 
push the Indian cities towards critical point. This could be explained by example of Delhi 
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where government property assets and associated infrastructure to provide basic urban 
services is fast deteriorating this is despite huge efforts for implementing transparencies and 
good public management models put forth by the newly elected political party for Delhi, the 
Aam Adami Party – Common Man’s Party. There efforts are showing small results but with 
rising urban population and environmental degradation, Delhi urban services are only falling 
down. The literature supports the findings of the assessment, particularly in case Delhi, where 
the issues of environment, infrastructure and social degradation has been a continuous process 
since last three decades or more (Cropper, Simon, Alberini, & Sharma, 1997). Despite active 
and almost consensus in all workshops to get more government property assets to better 
service the local communities in India, the fundamental challenges lies in the governance and 
implementing a new way of public administrative system (Burra, Patel, & Kerr, 2003; 
Chatterjee & Pearson, 2000; Sivaramakrishnan, 2011). In case of government property assets 
and its effective use to improve the lives of local communities, particularly in Megacities of 
India, it reforms and management might have to follow the effective development trajectories 
and learnings from China and South Korea rather than other advance nations (Bottelier, 2007; 
Evans, 1996; Kim & Han, 2012; Tjandradewi & Marcotullio, 2009).  
The assessments are presented for each domain: 
i) Domain of governance  
Three areas of governance are assessed as critical where immediate attention may assist local 
governments in limiting further deterioration of their local government property assets. Open 
protocols and current valuations, prompts 2-1/P 6 & 7,  for property assets to be put on-line or 
easily available for local community might assist governments at all levels in delivering better 
urban services. The peer review group commented that in short term this may pose some 
challenges but ultimately this will be good for the local community and the governments 
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alike. The value proposition of local government property assets was assessed fairly low 
during the workshops and the experts alike. After mapping the results with literature and 
some of the recent government reports, the research considers the public perception towards 
the government property assets is heading from bad to critical, prompt 2-1/P 8. In general the 
assessment found the use of technology, even though India is seen as key player in global IT 
and back house outsourcing, is well below the expectations of the citizens, academics and 
practitioners. This is an area where immediate action and financial resources could bring 
immediate effects in managing the perceived expectations from the governance at local 
government levels in India.  
ii) Domain of management  
The literature review and study of international benchmarking including development 
benchmarking reports from UN and World Bank indicated fairly low score for Indian cities. 
The assessment found, with the exception of daily services like roads, basic schools and 
parks, local governments in India was found to be in basic to goo range. The citizen groups 
particularly commented about some good qualities of local government management which 
keeps the social connections alive in Indian cities and benefitting the most vulnerable in the 
society. The research didn’t explore further on the link of social connections and public 
management. The critical areas, prompts 2-2/P 5 & 6, related to parks, schools, roads and 
general maintenance of physical infrastructure. The literature confirms that on per capita basis 
India has very low spend to provide basic urban services in major cities.  
iii) Domain of Social Good 
The assessment of this domain was found to be a little surprise for the research. With the 
initial work of part 1 workshop it was perceived the social good proposition in local 
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governments in India is fair low ie, towards bad to critical.  Part 2 feedback workshops and 
discussions with the peers and subject experts, in fact indicated that social good is better than 
basic levels and moving towards the good in all three cities. This required further reflections 
to understand the proposition of social good in context of local government property assets in 
India. Upon consultation with socio economic scholars and historians in Delhi, it became 
quite evident that unlike western notion of property as an economic entity to fulfil a purpose 
or an activity, properties in India including government properties are seen as ‘common good 
proposition’ which belongs to the community. Depending on the circumstances, the local 
governments are sometimes seen as an integral part of this community and sometimes 
excluded from it. But society in general will protect the community assets, not necessarily 
government assets. Paradox in one sense but understanding the history of government 
property assets, specially the government buildings in India, and this reflection fits the 
assessment findings. As one of the commentators in Bhopal workshop referred, “We got 
independence from the British in 1947 but independent India proudly uses British design 
parliament to run he biggest democracy of the World. This is the biggest example of 
coexistence and social integration through government property assets in India.”  Chapter four 
of this thesis has covered some aspects of history, culture and government property assets 
during British Raj in India.    
iv) Domain of Exchange  
As anticipated in part 1 assessment there is a greater demand and desire for exchange and 
learning new ways to manage the local government property assets in India. The assessment 
qualified that governments at all levels are willing to invest in knowledge exchange and 
getting new knowledge and systems to address the rising demands of urbanisation in Indian 
cities. All stakeholders of urban life from citizens to politicians emphasised on the value of 
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learning. Urban learning was endorsed as essential part of school and college curriculum with 
emphasis on media to play a greater role in educating people and governments about role of 
government property assets in improving living standards in Indian cities. Except some 
comments during a workshop in Bhopal, there was general consent about involving 
international experts and professionals in addressing the rising urbanisation problems in India. 
One community representative in Hyderabad emphasised that each school should take a 
responsibility of a local park or a community centre and dedicate one day a week for its 
cleaning, maintenance and general upkeep. This exchange at local community and local 
government level could create better bond for future generations. This point was put in the 
workshop where it became very clear that the local government of Hyderabad was already 
doing similar programmes with private sector organisations, such programme were showing 
improvements in the ‘adopted parks’, grounds and other public facilities. The proposition of 
exchange at international level is addressed in the concept chapter of this thesis. Chapter 
seven proposes a city to city knowledge exchange model to demonstrate how local 
government property assets in Hyderabad can benefit from applied learnings of Sydney city 
council’s property asset portfolios.  
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Figure 5.14 Evaluating local government property assets in Australia and India  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The assessment of local government property assets in Australia and India brings some key 
findings in developing the gap analysis for better governance better management models for 
government property assets in India. Two important domains are discussed below: 
i) Governance  
Consistent with the literature review and international development reports (Office, 1999; 
Programme & Malik, 2014) the governance at local government levels in India has lots of 
catching up to do. In areas of financial transparencies and ease of business between 
government and citizen, it presents critical assessments. Governance has its existence but its’ 
day to day effect on urban services is fairly low, which makes citizens less likely to accept the 
‘open governance’ concept easily. In governance, Australian local governments show good 
assessments and likely areas for learnings include use of innovation and technology for ease 
of government business and providing all government assets on line for public scrutiny.  
Local government property assets in Australia. 
Sydney taken as a precedent  
Local government property assets in India. 
Assessment from multiple Indian cities  
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Since 2012 Sydney city council has adopted some basis governance principles about 
managing their government property assets. These governance principles are consulted with 
the local communities to understand their need and expectations from governance. How the 
community perceives governance and their expectations from it. These principles also comply 
with the legislative acts of the state government of the NSW to ensure governance is within 
the legal and administrative framework. The research identifies this governance document and 
its implementation as an important leaning exchange for local governments in India.  
 
ii) Transparency, accountability and management 
Although this is not unique to Sydney city council property portfolio but learnings in how 
Sydney manages its web platform in bringing transparencies, accountability and efficient 
management of asset is good applied learning for Indian cities.  The local government 
administrative system still relies heavily on paper based communications. There is sufficient 
literature and empirical evidence to show that paper based business and transactions 
encourage more corruptions and lack of efficiencies in delivering basic urban services. The 
case of Sydney city council, where over 70% of local government business is conducted in 
paperless mode sets a good precedent for local governments in India to adopt. This practice 
has two-fold advantage – reduces environmental burden by reducing paper and brings good 
governance through on line transparencies and administrative accountabilities. So the link 
between governance, management and social good could be measured and presented back to 
the community in real time.        
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Interesting notes collected during workshops and meetings - observational studies 
1) The workshops had more number of attendees during morning hours than afternoon hours; 
2) It was very difficult to get appointment times from the administrative or civil services 
people, despite many formal and informal requests. On contrast, one the officials know you 
well they offered enormous amount of knowledge and data which otherwise is impossible to 
find in India bureaucratic system; 
3) The reference of government property assets in India is widely seen from ‘land’ 
perspective and very seldom from ‘built assets’ or buildings perspective. During the 
workshops the author had to remind the citizens and community NGOs specially, that 
governments at all levels in India are still the largest owners of built assets. Including the 
private enterprises like Air India, Indian Oil and Indian Railways the government is one of the 
largest owners of real estate property assets in the world; 
4) When discussing about government property assets in India, except for 1 focused group in 
Delhi and 1 NGO in Hyderabad, no one wanted to discuss about the government ownerships 
of religious places in India. This is an areas of large property asset holding in India, which 
often has very limited attention from all walks of lives in India including media;  
5)  Local government urban services in India cannot be discussed with huge debate about 
social cast system in India. The workshop gave opportunities for such discussions but did not 
emphasis its role as effective part of management or governance. This could be seen as one of 
the limitations or weaknesses of this research; 
6)  Discussions and debate are integral part of doing any social research in India. Even in 
absence of critical date, this research managed to collate important feedbacks from the 
citizens which is the most valuable asset of this research.    
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5.9 Chapter conclusion 
One of the complex areas of research is to find out the public perception about government 
assets and its relationship with social good. The public awareness, economic situation and 
access to right information about public assets are essential part of good governance, 
transparency and public accountability. In absence of right information about the public assets 
the local community decisions about future of public assets could be subjective. Circle 
method brings an approach where both qualitative and quantitate data can be put to the 
community before an evaluation or assessments are done. Circles method provide a platform 
for Indian cities where the government and administration can engage directly with 
community and understand various approaches where the community see long term social 
good through their investments.   
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Chapter Six  
Conceptual learning model for local government property assets in India  
This chapter consolidates recommendations from earlier chapters, key literature and recent 
government property asset policies to develop a conceptual model for governance and 
management of local government property assets in India. It presents a gap analysis for local 
governments in India after conducting assessments using the Circles method. This chapter 
develops a conceptual capacity building framework between Australia and India using the 
‘clouds of trust’ principle for city to city learning. The research hypothesis of achieving social 
good requires the retention of government property assets. This is not a ‘good to have’ 
proposition but ‘absolutely necessary’ for India to address the challenges of providing basic 
urban services to over 800 million people in its cities by 2030. The chapter concludes with 
literature critique on selected efforts by the governments at all levels in India to address the 
issue of local government property assets for providing basic urban services.      
 
6.1 Rising cities and government property assets 
In order to understand the considerable challenges of urbanisation and moral obligations of 
governments, administrations and academia, the words from Erskine are echoed in limited 
literature and government policies today (American Council of Learned, 1915; Kundu, 2014). 
When defining moral obligation, Erskine said “We Americans face the same problems, and 
are too much inclined to oppose them similar to obsolete armour. We make a moral issue of 
an economic or social question because it seems ignoble to admit it is simply a question for 
intelligence. Like the medicine-man, we use oratory and invoke our hereditary divinities, 
when the patient needs only a little quiet, or permission to get out of bed. We applaud those 
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leaders who warm to their work – who, when they cannot open a door, threaten to kick it in. 
In the philosopher’s word, we curse the obstacle’s life as though they were devils. But they 
are not devils. They are the obstacles.” Erskine further elaborates that human issues need very 
different perspectives in dealing with challenges, and questions the ability of intelligence to 
resolve all human problems. ‘When we consider the nature of the problems to be solved in 
our day, it seems – to many of us, at least – that these un-English arrivals are correct, that 
intelligence is the virtue we particularly need. Courage and steadfastness we cannot do 
without, so long as two men dwell on earth; but it is time to discriminate in our praise of these 
virtues (American Council of Learned, 1915; Erskine, 1801, 1915, 1920).”  This century old 
text expressing John Erskine’s ideas about intelligence are as powerful now as any other time 
in history when dealing with human challenges and urbanisation, especially in developing 
countries. We have collective knowledge, science and technology to predict the challenges of 
rising populations and urbanisation, yet urban policies and management practices show 
significant levels of disengagement within the community and a lack of focus on long term 
social good.  
In fact, the overpowering effect of governance is now beginning to reflect in a number of 
democratic countries where sections of the local community are almost rejecting the notion of 
good governance and community good. The rise of disenfranchisement is more evident in 
urban areas where a large population is marginalised and do not have access to basic urban 
services like water, schools, basic health services and community places (Cohen, 2006; 
McMichael, 2000; Rana, 2011).  This research confirms that the majority of these basic urban 
services and their affordability rely on accessibility to local government property assets, 
efficient public management and direct community engagement in deciding the future of 
property asset portfolios. The literature suggests that in countries like Sweden, Norway and 
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Germany, local community engagement is key for retaining government owned properties for 
long term social and community good (Bond & Dent, 1998; Sjöberg, 2003; Wollmann, 2004). 
Governance policy, where the local community is encouraged to actively engage in the 
management of government property assets, showed evidence of greater use of basic urban 
services and received encouragement from local communities for adaptive reuse and 
divestment of assets on a short-term basis. Since the financial crisis of 2007-08, the city of 
Berlin, for example, has developed large numbers of social housing and supporting 
community infrastructures like schools, parks and local medical centres.  This has been 
achieved without any major divestment of government property assets or seeking large 
financial funds from external markets. Although there are numerous reasons for the success of 
such projects, Berlin effectively demonstrated that good governance and the effective 
management of local government property assets can only be successful on a long-term basis 
if the local community is engaged in the process as a key stakeholder.  
In its annual report on cities, the European Union presented Berlin as a model city in 
integrating community for the future of government assets. In its publication, Connecting 
Cities - Building Success, it refers to governance in Berlin as the key to strengthening social 
cohesion through government property assets. It states that Berlin has developed a long 
tradition of urban regeneration programmes where community engagement and community 
led property development is at the core of governance. The neighbourhoods within 
community councils are seen as stakeholders of developments and encourages neighbourhood 
budgeting of micro projects (European Union). Berlin, the capital of Germany with a 
population of over 3.5 million people, has the administrative status of both a state and a city. 
The 12 districts of the city act like sub-municipalities and have independent mayors to lead 
each district. This research notes Berlin’s administrative system of both state and city has 
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values of governance from which Indian cities can learn.  See Appendix 14 for the executive 
summary from the Integrated Urban Governance in Berlin, February 2011. The Berlin 
precedent referred to as ‘Action Areas Plus’, sets an example for the engagement of the local 
community in the future of local government property assets, including the repositioning or 
adaptive reuse of government property assets. 
Following the literature review and the Circles assessment workshops was conducted in India, 
this research highlights four critical relationships, items 6.2 – 6.5, between the rising urban 
population and the role of local government property assets. These relationships are 
particularly important for developing countries like India where the retention of government 
property assets is still relatively high. With rising urban demand and limited resources at local 
government levels, cities in developing countries are facing policy challenges in areas of 
social cohesion and environmental degradation. This is more evident in areas such as early 
education and basic medical facilities where local residents spend long hours and extensive 
travel to avail such basic facilities.  
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6.2 Impact of local government property assets on basic urban services  
The majority of cities in the developing world have less government property assets relative 
to their population allocated for the provision of basic urban services like water, toilets, waste 
management, roads and transport when compared to advanced and in transit countries. 
Governance policies and reforms have high ambitions to improve the levels of basic urban 
services through improved government property assets but this research notes that the 
majority of financial, administrative and physical resources are distributed towards 
infrastructure related projects.  
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 provide objectives and process behind one of the major urban reforms in 
India which commenced in December 2005. The Basic Services for the Urban Poor (BSUP) 
was developed as a mandatory urban poverty reform for local bodies in India. BSUP was 
formed and supported under a national level urban renewal programme in India called 
JNNURM. This research notes all five objectives of BSUP were directly related to 
government property assets and yet, the reform policy made no mention of delivering the 
programme to government property assets as its core objective. The mission of BSUP was to 
“provide basic services to all poor, including security of tenure, and improved housing at 
affordable prices and ensure delivery of social services of education, health and social 
security to poor people” (Birkinshaw, 2013; Jadhav, 2010; Naik, 2012).  
During the JNNURM’s midterm appraisals in 2009, the examining committee and a number 
of professional and technical organisations noted that BSUP did not achieve even 40% of its 
target by midterm of JNNURM. As a result, the majority of its funds were reallocated to other 
major projects with the emphasis on transport and major transport infrastructure projects 
(Birkinshaw, 2013; Kundu, 2014; Panwar, 2015).   
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Figure 6.1 – Mission objectives of BSUP Reforms and government property assets   
Basic Services of the Urban Poor (BSUP) was part of JNNURM reforms in India  
1 Focused attention on integrated development of Basic Services to the Urban Poor in the cities 
covered under the Mission; 
2 Provision of Basic Services to Urban Poor including security of tenure at affordable prices, 
improved housing, water supply, sanitation and ensuring delivery through convergence of other 
already existing universal services of the Government for education, health and social security. Care 
will be taken to see that the urban poor are provided housing near their place of occupation; 
3 Secure effective linkages between asset creation and asset management so that the Basic Services 
to the Urban Poor created in the cities are not only maintained efficiently but also become self-
sustaining over time; 
4 Ensure adequate investment of funds to fulfill deficiencies in the Basic Services to the Urban Poor; 
5 Scale up delivery of civic amenities and provision of utilities with emphasis on universal access to 
urban poor. 
Source: Ministry of Urban Development, JNNURM programme sheets and reports (Accessed Dec 2014)  
     
Figure 6.2 – Process for implementing BSUP Reforms at local govt levels   
Basic Services of the Urban Poor (BSUP) was part of JNNURM reforms in India  
 
 
 
 
 
Source: USAID (FIRE-D Project) report March 2010 and Ministry of Urban Development, JNNURM programme 
sheets and reports (Accessed Dec 2014)  
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6.3 Open data and local government property assets  
The universal use of technology and innovation in managing government property assets is 
far from reality. The literature review confirms that neither the governments nor the local 
administrations are actively supporting and implementing web based tools like ‘Open Data’ to 
provide access and transparency to government property assets. A number of cities and 
governments, most notably in the UK, US, New Zealand and Australia, have used the online 
‘Open Data’ platform to put all government properties online. The use of ‘Open Data’ has 
created numerous benefits to the governments and local communities alike including social 
and economic benefits to local communities on a long term basis (Bonsón, Torres, Royo, & 
Flores, 2012; Kitchin, 2014). Figure 6.3 provides open data platform from New York City 
(NYC) government which provides a list of all government owned and leased properties 
(COLP) including usage and valuations of the government assets. The UK government led the 
‘Open Data’ platform in 2012 when all government properties were mapped and put on the 
website (Ball, 2012; UK, 2014).          
Figure 6.3 – City owned and leased properties (COLP) in NY City -  ZOLA platform 
Case study to demonstrate open data platform and local government property assets   
 
Source: NY City govt website - www1.nyc.gov –  
URL: https://www1.nyc.gov/site/planning/about/publications/colp.page  (Accessed Oct 2016) 
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6.4 Aggregation of local government property assets for accountability  
‘Single source of truth’ is a term used by the NSW state government initiated Property Asset 
Utilisation taskforce, PAUT (Wales, 2012). In its final report in 2012 the PAUT refers to the 
following: 
The single source of truth data roadmap aims to facilitate preliminary aggregation of all 
available real property asset-level information in relation to the government property 
portfolio with the ultimate aim of creating a comprehensive real property asset register. This 
information is required to inform: 
- Asset retention and disposal decisions; 
- Leasing decisions; 
- Ongoing strategic planning. (Source: PAUT report September 2012)  
During the Circles assessment with three cities in India, Delhi, Bhopal and Hyderabad there 
was almost consensus among participants and users, with the exception of political 
representatives and certain individuals from civil or administrative areas, that the public or 
local community have almost negligible asset information about local government property 
assets. In such circumstances, establishing a ‘single source of truth’ may provide the first step 
towards better governance and efficient management. As one citizen participant in Hyderabad 
mentioned during the Circles workshop (2012), the “last time I checked the value of the local 
primary school property including land and buildings which cater for over 400 students, it 
was about four thousand rupees, still valued at 1960’s prices!” This amount equates to about 
US$60 in 2016 exchange rates. Although the notion of getting all government properties’ data 
on one platform seems like a mammoth task in India, the Director General of Defence Estates 
(DGDE) and public enterprises like the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has 
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put the majority of their property assets online with their most recent valuations and usage 
matrix (debroy, 2015). Both DGDE and CBSE set a good precedent for Indian cities to follow 
in consolidating all local government property asset information onto one platform, open to 
the local community for information and public scrutiny. See Appendix 15 for selected parts 
of DGDE annual reports of 2014 and 2015 showing details about the number and types of 
properties held by Defence Services.  
6.5 Local government capacity building for property asset management  
When benchmarking world cities based on living conditions, business and urban services, it is 
hard to discount Singapore. Its economic, business and commercial success of fifty years 
makes this nation-state a reference point among global cities. In 1965 when Singapore 
became a new country, it had limited economic prospects and no natural resources. Relying 
on migrant human resources with little commonalities of history, Singapore set its future path 
with strong leadership by its first prime minister, the late Dr Lee Kuan Yew. Today, 
Singapore has one of the most efficient urban services and living standards in the world, fully 
supported by government owned property assets. During most of his lectures and public 
meetings, the late Dr Lee emphasised two important aspects for urbanisation – building the 
capacity of human resources and getting the best technical and professional minds to set the 
first layer of urban service infrastructure in the city. His logic was fairly simple and is 
reflected in the success of Singapore today. Dr Lee’s belief was that building capacity and 
investing in the best minds would reduce Singapore’s future cost by developing a self-
sufficient urban model. In less than fifty years, Singapore has achieved one of the most 
competitive urban cities in Asia (Barr, 2000; Inkpen & Pien, 2006; Plate, 2013).   
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Singapore’s public management experiences can be beneficial for India in the implementation 
of management practices and physical infrastructure. This research notes that considerable 
deficiencies exist in implementing basic urban services and infrastructure projects in India. 
During 2011, the High Powered Expert Committee (HPEC) set up by the government of 
India, recommended the following to boost the capacity building initiatives (Ahluwalia et al., 
2011):  
- Set up five Indian Institutes of Urban Management; 
- Create reforms and performance management cells (RPMC) in the government of India, and 
also at state government levels; 
- Build or reform Municipal cadres in all states; 
- Train 300 officers from the Indian Administrative Services (IAS) and other central services 
annually as urban specialists;  
- Infuse funds and new talent into existing Schools of Urban Planning; 
- Promote think tank initiatives in urban policy through Centres of Excellence / Innovation; 
- Encourage lateral hiring of professionals.  
See Appendix 16 for a copy of the HPEC presentation from 2011 detailing the level of 
investment required for operations and maintenance of government assets, and key 
recommendations including capacity building at local government levels. This research 
explored all the available data, current literature (to June 2016) and reports to assess the 
results and achievements of these initiatives in capacity building at local government levels. It 
failed to find any substantial government report or data confirming achievements of these 
initiatives. Although these capacity building initiatives were set with the political, economic 
and environment targets of Indian cities in mind, the limitations of different levels of 
governments failed to implement any of the seven initiatives. So, the intervention to boost 
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capacity at local government levels to address the increasing demand of basic urban services 
was lost once again. The relation of ‘required capacity’ at the appropriate time is moving 
towards the critical path, as endorsed by the participants and users of the Circles workshops in 
all three Indian cities. In presenting the critique of the JNNURM, urban renewal programme, 
Kundu states the situation of cities and their capacity in 2007 as limited and under-resourced, 
even to conduct the revisions of the city development plans (CDPs) and prepare Detailed 
Project Reports (DPRs). Kundu (2014) states that while preparing the DPR, consultations 
with the stakeholders was limited and mostly restricted to line departments and parastatal 
agencies.   
Most of the Urban Local Bodies (ULBs) do not have the mechanisms and requisite skills to 
carry out project preparation and the states have engaged consultants to do so. Capacity 
building, perhaps the single most important activity required in today’s urban sector scenario 
should be monitored by an agency similar to those appraising and monitoring agencies for 
reforms and projects. The article further states that most of the smaller ULBs could not avail 
the grants as they were unable to prepare DPRs and generate matching (capacity) resources. 
Many ULBs have taken up projects arbitrarily which resulted in sub-optimal utilisation. The 
ULBs, through augmented levels of service delivery, were unable to adopt service level 
benchmarks (SLB) in appraising the outcome of the projects (Kundu, 2014). This literature 
along with the assessment of Circles workshops in India, qualifies two important aspects – 
Indian cities need to develop a parallel learning exchange with other national or international 
cities for immediate capacity requirements and a greater level of institutional and community 
engagement at local levels where they are seen as important stakeholders in the future of 
government assets in order to achieve long term social good.   
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6.6 Clouds of Trust – developing city to city learning platforms 
After World War Two, the role of cities began to evolve much faster as centres of economic 
engines and wealth creation. Financial and economic activities brought new dreams of 
prosperity and wealth to local citizens and future migrants. Urban migration became one of 
the largest movements of people in human history for which very few nations or cities were 
prepared. Although urban migration was relatively consistent in developed nations like the 
UK, USA and Australia, the Asian, African and Latin American cities experienced a very 
different form of urban migration. In the Asian and African context, people migrated to cities 
from rural settings and in most cases, had no financial resources, professional knowledge and 
limited skillsets for new and evolving cities. This enormous flow of people bought the asset of 
human resources to these cities, however, it created an enormous problem for urban 
infrastructure which was not able to keep up with the provision of basic urban services like 
water, electricity and housing for these urban migrants. In perspective, only 29 per cent of the 
global population was urban in 1950, and by 2030 the UN World Urbanisation Prospects 
predicts about 60 per cent or about 5 billion people will live in our cities (Jacobs, 1961; 
Sassen, 1996, 2016a; Szebeko & Tan, 2010). The massive rise in urban population and with 
over 80 per cent of GDP contributed from cities alone, two fundamental challenges are being 
faced around the world: 
i) Governance – nations or to be more precise national or state politics, don’t want to lose 
control of the economic and financial strength of the cities. So the issues of governance for 
major cities or metropolitan areas is ever evolving and the challenge of governance of 
government property assets will only continue to rise, especially in the cities of Asia and 
Africa. Local government property assets and governance around these assets will play an 
important role;  
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ii) Wider disputes will appear about government owned properties, real estate and land in 
cities. As Sassen points out, there is a disturbing sign that worldwide real estate assets amount 
to about US$217 trillion, representing 60 per cent of the value of all global assets, including 
equities, bonds and gold (Sassen, 2016b). Sassen further discusses ‘ownership of the city’ in 
an article that was first published in The Conversation. “We are witnessing a deep history in 
the making: a systematic transformation in the pattern of land ownership in some of our 
major cities. Whether it’s national or foreign, large-scale corporate investment absorbs much 
of the public tissue of streets and squares, and street-level commerce. It shrinks the texture 
and scale of spaces that are accessible to the public, and ultimately changes the very 
character of the city. If we’re to safeguard equity, democracy and rights in urban areas, we 
must first ask ourselves: who owns the city?” (Sassen, 2016b).   
Saskia Sassen in fact touches the very core of the global debate about government property 
assets in cities and the retention of them for public use to provide long term social good. This 
research analysed some elementary data on the relationship between government ownership 
and the cost of basic urban services like water and electricity in developing countries. It found 
in some instances, that the ordinary citizen would pay extreme prices for drinking water and 
electricity as most of these services are either provided or controlled by private companies. 
Sassen comments that safeguarding equity, democracy and the rights of people in our cities 
may have a direct relationship with ownership of local government property assets and long 
term social good. This research asserts that currently, in developing or low income countries 
like India, the notion of government ownership of property assets and social good is simply 
asserted rather than empirically verified.  This is because a ‘single version of truth’ about 
government property assets is difficult to establish.    
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The role of governance and management is becoming highly contentious at local, state and 
national government levels and the need for lateral and innovative knowledge and learning 
exchange is therefore very important in developing countries. The lack of governance in 
developing countries is becoming more evident with the advent of technology and social 
media (Kaufmann, Kraay, & Zoido, 2002; Knoll & Zloczysti, 2012). Public asset 
management, which has the advantage of accessing international experience to update its 
management platforms and resources, is often looking towards sell-offs and divestments 
rather than long term retention and investing in efficient and innovative asset management 
platforms (Patrick & Hang Fung, 2009; Weber, 2010).  The sale of public wealth in the 
absence of sound asset management practices will be the biggest challenge for governments at 
all levels in managing their property assets and continue to address the rising needs of urban 
services (Australia. Parliament. House of Representatives. Standing Committee on, Public, & 
Australian Audit, 1988; Detter & Folster, 2015).      
In the absence of participative and effective governance where community can have a say 
about the future of local government property assets, the role of knowledge and learning 
exchanges between cities can become an important clarifying tool. The importance of global 
learning exchange at city to city level was confirmed after conducting the Circles workshops 
in India and assessing the feedback along with the literature and peer review process. See 
Appendix 13 for details on Circles workshops in India. Over 90 per cent of the participants 
and users of local government property assets in India confirmed that knowledge and learning 
exchanges at national and international levels with other cities is good for their local 
government’s property assets, and over 95 per cent confirmed their willingness to contribute 
their time for such exchanges to improve the management of property assets. The assessment 
from the domain of exchange and the review of governance challenges, detailed above in this 
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section, afforded this research to review existing city to city learning platforms relevant to 
Indian cities and local government property assets. With the feedback received from experts 
and peers in India, it became evident that time and impact are two very important components 
of this learning platform.  
 Campbell claims that self-declared reformer cities take steps to institutionalise the learning 
process. They commodify knowledge, conduct follow-ups, monitor new ideas, organise 
internal learning events, and store knowledge in document form. Campbell further 
emphasised that reformer cities act as building blocks in the innovative milieu and that soft 
infrastructure is connected with creative and knowledge economies, pg 94 (Campbell, 2012). 
Campbell provides typology of city learning as shown in figure 6.4, which is essential for 
each city to review in detail before deciding on the path for learning or exchange.  
Campbell validates through recent examples that cities and urban actors take part in collective 
learning in the absence of formal arrangements, mainly due to the rising need of applied 
knowledge and the constraints of time and resources at local government levels. In such 
circumstances, ‘trust’ and ‘value sharing’ become the medium between cities which help in 
forming the intangible learning infrastructure, which Campbell calls ‘Clouds of Trust’ 
(Campbell, 2012).   
During his research to validate the principles of ‘Clouds of Trust’ Campbell studied 53 global 
cities and collected learning, exchange and city to city program data from 48 cities, validating 
the hypothesis of city to city learning as an essential part of addressing the challenges of rapid 
urbanisation and limited resources at local government level. The findings from Campbell’s 
research make a compelling case for developing learning exchange platforms for Indian cities 
and strengthening the governance and management capacities at local government levels. This 
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is primarily for three fundamental reasons: 
1) The principles for city to city learning platforms, as suggested by Campbell, has the huge 
advantage of shorter time implementation compared to traditional exchange programmes, 
often driven by national or state levels based on economic rather than need requirements of 
the local cities. Indian cities urgently need applied knowledge and resources to address rapid 
urbanisation; 
2) When applied with key stakeholders, the ‘clouds of trust’ bring substantial benefit for 
saving financial and technical resources at local government levels; 
3) The impact from ‘clouds of trust’ can be determined in relatively less time compared to 
traditional and aid related exchange programmes. This allows the partners to review the 
learning exchange frameworks and change it as required.  
Figure 6.5 shows a hypothetical sequence of events for city learning and exchanges as 
suggested by Campbell. This sequence forms the basis for developing a conceptual learning 
framework for this research. In forming the concept, this research takes a note of the 
following three factors: 
1) Modalities of learning exchange(s) between city to city. It is important to build a defined 
framework of learning objectives, the areas of learning and time period of learning exchanges; 
2) Define a network of key stakeholders and a nodal agency, which could be a local NGO 
or research institution, to be a responsible entity forming strong ties between two cities. The 
underpinning research and evidence based data will form a strong basis of this network; 
3) As suggested by Campbell, ‘trust and openness’ is key for successful learning exchanges 
between cities. This trust and openness is required at all levels of stakeholders but this would 
make the most impact if city leaders create a culture of trust in city to city exchanges.    
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Figure 6.4 – Typology of city learning    
Framework for developing city to city learning exchanges between Australia and India   
 
Impact of learning events (average impact rating in range of none(1) to very high(5) 
Source: Tim Campbell. Beyond Smart Cities – How Cities network, learn and innovate. pg56  (Campbell, 2012).  
 
Figure 6.5 – Hypothetical Sequence of events for city learning and exchanges 
Framework for developing city to city learning exchanges between Australia and India   
 
Source: Tim Campbell. Beyond Smart Cities – How Cities network, learn and innovate. Pg215  (Campbell, 2012). 
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6.7 Conceptual learning exchange platform between Australian and 
Indian cities  
Following the principles of city to city learning through ‘Clouds of Trust’, Campbell 
recommends a structured process to develop a learning exchange platform which could assist 
cities in the developing world to address the challenges of capacity building at local 
government levels, particularly in managing physical resources (Campbell, 2009, 2012). 
Downes, from the National Research Council in Canada emphasises connected learning using 
technology and innovation as the basis of new learning exchange platforms (Downes, 2006) 
where connectivity and exchange can happen in real time and with minimum resources. In 
explaining his ‘network semantics and connective learning’, Downes defines four important 
factors essential for impact from learning exchanges as explained below in the context of city 
to city learning: 
1) Context – Localisation of cities in learning networks and defining uniqueness of each city. 
Each context is unique – cities see the learning network differently and their expectations and 
experience from these networks are different; 
2) Salience – After defining the context, it is important for cities to define the importance of 
their learning platforms and the key message for stakeholders, most importantly the citizens. 
The message of governance of local government property assets could be seen as a ‘unique 
proposition’ from a learning exchange perspective; 
3) Emergence – Downes argues that semantics and connective learning will develop patterns 
of learning in the network, and that emergence should be treated as a process of resonance or 
synchronicity, not creation. In city to city learning platforms, the emergence of new ideas 
about governance and management of government property assets, particularly in India, will 
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test the process of merging with existing processes and systems at local government levels. It 
may not create new governance but learning from international cities will assist in refining the 
existing processes and perceived outcomes from governance;  
4) Memory – Downes defines this as the persistence of patterns of connectivity. In city to city 
learning platforms these patterns will emerge after a number of exchange programmes. Once 
mapped through the objectives and expectations of the collaboration between cities, these 
patterns will have the ability to restructure and redefine the objectives of learning in a larger 
context.   
In order to test the principles and objectives of city to city learning, this research conducted an 
extended review of two Asian cities – Seoul and Singapore. Both cities showed clear evidence 
of extended urban development learning through city to city platforms. They developed a 
clear strategy about the emergence of learning in their own cities through knowledge 
exchanges. Furthermore, both cities developed an extended knowledge pattern, as Downes 
refers to as memory, which is placing them as a global reference point in connected cities. 
Today both Seoul and Singapore offer extended learning opportunities for other developed 
and developing cities to witness their urban success (J. H. Lee, Hancock, & Hu, 2013; K. Y. 
Lee & Urban Redevelopment, 2012).   
Following the principles of city to city learning - ‘Clouds of Trust’, networks semantics and 
connected learning (Downes), government asset management lessons from cities like Seoul 
and Singapore, can provide an example of a conceptual learning exchange platform between 
Australian and Indian cities as presented in Figure 6.6. This conceptual model has taken the 
assessments and feedback from Circles methodology as detailed in chapter five of this thesis.     
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Figure 6.6 – Conceptual learning platform between Australian and Indian cities  
principles adopted from ‘clouds of trust’ (Campbell, 2013b). Modified and research: Author (2016).  
Process and learning exchange methods: Dubey (2016)  
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6.8 City to city learning framework -  Sydney and Hyderabad  
During the Circles feedback workshop in Hyderabad, India, a suggestion was presented by an 
administrative officer to define parameters of good governance from Sydney local 
government property assets. The workshop and expert feedback was to develop a pilot 
exchange programme to test these good governance parameters in Hyderabad and measure the 
impact of these in an Indian cities context. On evaluation and further assessment, these 
learning exchange platforms can be further refined and developed to be implemented in 
Hyderabad and other Indian cities. The success factors of such exchanges between cities are 
not limited to urban learning anymore, but goes deeper in the economic, cultural and social 
relationship between cities. de Villiers refers to this relationship as ‘multiple linkages and 
networks of relationships’ (de Villiers, 2009).  
Figure 6.7 shows a conceptual framework of city to city partnership formation and 
management as suggested by de Villiers, where his paper refers to various studies conducted 
in the field of international city to city (C2C) cooperation in South Africa and the United 
States of America. The success of these partnerships was measured at municipality-to-
municipality levels where the focus was on municipal capacity building and learning and 
community-to-community relationships among other local factors. De Villiers’ study suggests 
that C2C cooperation can make a major contribution to local government levels but its 
success can only be assured by the manner in which it is managed in the future (de Villiers, 
2009; de Vlliers, de Coning, & Smit, 2007).    
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Figure 6.7 – Conceptual framework of C2C partnership formation and management 
 (de Villiers, 2009) 
 
 
 
Source: Habitat International - (de Villiers, 2009) 
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In order to develop the conceptual learning framework between Sydney and Hyderabad, the 
author studied the Circles assessment from both cities to develop an appreciation of ‘strengths 
and weaknesses’ under the domain of governance. Figure 6.8 shows the assessment of the two 
cities and lists the key areas where Sydney’s experiences of governance could form a basis of 
learning for Hyderabad and other Indian cities.  Figure 6.9 shows the overall framework for 
execution and implementation of this learning exchange between Sydney and Hyderabad. 
After a two stage process of evaluation, the following areas of learning exchange are 
identified between Sydney and Hyderabad:  
i) Community engagement programmes as adopted by Sydney City Council; 
ii) Sydney precedent of annual surveys to understand levels of urban services required by the 
local community; 
iii) Use an ‘Open Data’ platform to map out and put all government properties online or 
develop a mobile app for citizens in Hyderabad; 
iv) Conduct valuations of government property assets and put it on an open data platform; 
v) Workshop with local community to identify ‘fit-for-purpose’ of the government property 
asset portfolio; 
vi) Develop a community based economic programme to rationalise the property asset 
portfolio to gain long term efficiencies and social good;  
vii) Learning exchange group from Hyderabad including local citizens to visit Sydney; 
viii) Engage a nodal agency in Hyderabad to monitor the implementation and its impact.  
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Figure 6.8 – Assessments of governance of two cities using Circles method  
Two stage process to identify key areas of governance for learning exchanges 
Process and learning exchange methods: Armstrong and Dubey (2017)  
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Figure 6.9 – Framework for learning exchange between Sydney and Hyderabad. 
Framework to develop key areas of governance for learning exchanges in governance 
Process and learning exchange methods: Armstrong and Dubey (2017)  
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6.9 Chapter conclusion   
Tjandradewi & Marcotullio define the limitations to the success of implementing ‘need based’ 
learning in Asian cities due to active engagement of city administrations (Tjandradewi & 
Marcotullio, 2009) whereas Campbell argues that cities, irrespective of their physical 
location, social backgrounds and political affiliations will form cooperation bonds with other 
cities to innovate and improve their local services (Campbell, 2009, 2013). The proposed 
concept framework to develop a learning exchange platform between Sydney and Hyderabad 
takes both considerations into account and places the local and global community at the centre 
of this exchange model.  
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Chapter Seven 
Summary, conclusion and future recommendations 
7.1 Summary  
The research refers to four commentators and their views in the domains of governance, 
management, social good and exchange. The views provided by these commentators, reflect 
the historical, current and possibly the future of these domains in the context of local 
governments and their rising powers globally, albeit restricted political and governance 
autonomy at this point of time. As more people move to cities, particularly in developing 
countries, Asia in particular, the complexities of government property assets will rise and test 
the very basis of this research’s principle hypothesis of governance of government owned 
assets affecting social good.  
Connected literature through four key commentators on social good  
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A principle base of this research is the in-depth look at Commonwealth Countries where 
freedom and local democracy are seen as a priority. Although aspirational, the fundamentals 
of democracy are declining around the world. Freedom House, a reputed global watchdog 
organisation stated that populist and nationalist forces are making significant gains in 
democratic states, while 2016 marked the 11th consecutive year of decline in global freedom. 
(House, 2017). Three of the four domains of this research - governance, social good and 
exchange, do not function very well when there is democratic deficit {Armstrong, 2012 
#385}.  
Francis Fukuyama from Stanford University has written extensively on governance and 
simplified the conundrum and complexities of governance in simple vocabulary. His 
commentary and paper titled, ‘What is Governance’ from 2013 is referred to in this 
conclusion. A persuasive essay by Woodrow Wilson, ‘The Study of Administration’ is as 
compelling and relevant in defining the business and administration of government today as it 
was 150 year ago. Written in June 1887 in Political Science Quarterly, Wilson’s article 
resonates with many of the findings in this research. Among the contemporary thought leaders 
on globalisation, local governments and cities, Saskia Sassen from Columbia University has 
contributed extensively on social good, public and political discourses. Her literature 
contribution is persuasive on the importance of social good in cities and the reasons why 
governments at all levels should consider carefully the delicate balance of social good and 
public assets in global cities. International exchange among cities, such as city to city 
cooperation and knowledge exchanges have been largely dominated by international 
development agencies due to their economic and political context. During the last century, a 
number of cities from Africa, Asia and South America began a trend of reaching out to other 
international cities based on their needs and limited resources. Tim Campbell, former World 
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Bank urban leader and current research academic has spent a number of years studying 
success and failure factors in city to city exchanges. Comments from his most recent 
publication, ‘Beyond Smart Cities – How Cities Network, Learn and Innovate’ are referred to 
in this conclusion.      
Governance 
Fukuyama refers to the poor state of empirical measures of the quality of States, that is, 
executive branches and their bureaucracies. He emphasises the lack of agreement of what 
constitutes high-quality government, hence, a better measure of governance is one of the most 
challenging areas of this research. He suggests four approaches to governance: 1) Procedural; 
2) Capacity measures; 3) Output measures and 4) Measures of bureaucratic autonomy. He 
weighs the framework of capacity and bureaucratic autonomy as a suggested path for 
measuring better governance.  He places a caveat that governance remains highly subjective 
and any commentary will be an elaboration of the issue’s complexity and the confused state 
of current discussions. On qualifications, Fukuyama suggests quality of governance is 
ultimately a function of the interaction of capacity and autonomy, and that either one 
independently will be inadequate as a measure of government quality (Fukuyama, 2013).   
Research findings – Governance  
Governance remains highly contextual and ever evolving, even within similar political, 
administrative and economic systems. In modern day literature as well as international 
policies and practice notes from international development agencies, governance is often 
referred to in the context of democracy. Despite investigations at local government levels, 
especially in developing countries, little evidence was found to support the direct relationship 
between governance and local democracy. Through the assessments and feedback, it found 
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that governance in relation to local government property assets is highly disintegrated, often 
influenced by state or national level politics due to the economic value of the real estate 
property assets. It found no evidence of local community engagement in the decision-making 
process of government property assets and their future use. In fact, the feedback from citizens 
suggested that the local community was not engaged whereas the decisions were totally 
driven by experts or politicians with political motivation. The notion of “minimum 
government - maximum governance” and its application to local government property assets 
was inconclusive as there was no public data or policies to empirically qualify the notion of 
good governance in local government property assets in Indian cities.  
Management and public administration   
In one of the most important pieces of literature on public administration, Woodrow Wilson 
famously quoted, ‘the bulk of mankind is rigidly unphilosophical, and nowadays the bulk of 
mankind votes’. Wilson further comments that in government, the hardest thing is to make 
progress. Formerly, the reason for this was that the single person who was sovereign was 
generally selfish, ignorant, timid, or a fool, - albeit there was now and again one who was 
wise. Nowadays the reason is that the many people, who are sovereign have no single person 
which we can approach, and are selfish, ignorant, timid, stubborn, or foolish with the 
selfishness, the ignorance, the stubbornness, the timidities, or the follies or several thousand 
persons – albeit there are hundreds who are wise (Wilson, 1887). Woodrow Wilson wrote his 
essay in June 1887, in ‘The Study of Administration’. Primarily focused on the American 
politics of that time, Wilson weighs the ideas of democracy and ‘officialism’. He further 
contextualises that the practice of self-government through elected officials will be lost as 
‘considerate, paternal government’ fulfils all needs. The ‘master of the house’ will become 
utterly dependent on his professional retinue (Wilson, 1887).   
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Research findings – Public management  
Public reforms and constitutional autonomy in local governments has been in the echelons of 
national and state powers for many decades. During this research the literature provided 
sufficient evidence that the notion of autonomy and delegated powers to local governments is 
far from reality. In the Australian context, the public rejected the referendum giving greater 
powers to local governments, whereas in India’s case, the constitutional amendments numbers 
73 and 74 allowed this to happen, but the implementation at state and local levels have not 
been realised. Under the NSW Local Government Act, Sydney City Council managed a 
robust and community based system of governance which allowed the efficient management 
of its local government property assets, noting the financial and human resources available. In 
other smaller local governments in Australia, efficient management assessments of 
government properties were not very conclusive. From literature and feedback from the 
Circles workshops in India the management assessment of local government property assets 
was just above ‘critical’ status. With the exception of Hyderabad, the majority of feedback 
and expert commentaries classified management in the ‘critical’ category, noting immediate 
reforms and the requirement of resources for local governments. The applied knowledge to 
manage local assets and capacity building among the administration were noted as the most 
critical items in Indian cities.  
Social good and local community  
This research refers to the interrelationship between public and politics and their capacity to 
promote social good. In the overall context of social good achieved through local government 
property assets, the research qualifies that public and political interrelationship is critical. In 
local communities and cities, especially in developing countries like India, this 
public/political link is rising. Sassen has a persuasive view of neo-liberalism as the well-
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known idea in developed cities – ‘the market knows best’ (Sassen, Kern, & Smith, 2008).  
Sassen makes two very important comments in the context of cities: 1) when unsettlements 
happen, i.e. financial or political crisis, the flaws of existing arrangements become legible, 
and 2) cities provide a live platform where (even) the powerless become mainstream in 
politics. The most pressing times to test social good propositions in local communities is not 
around the growth period, which most of the governments around the world like to do, but 
during crisis or recession periods. This is the time when the local community most desires the 
efficiencies and outcomes from their local government property assets. As Sassen points out, 
the times of unsettlement test the propositions of public policies, their faults become legible, 
their shortcomings become legible and a void is often created where even the powerless can 
enter the picture and begin to reshuffle those meanings. Equally, in the realm of cities, 
especially global cities, it enables the making of informal politics at local government levels 
(Sassen, 2016; Sassen et al., 2008).  
Research findings – Social good  
The notion of social good or community good is beginning to appear more persuasively in the 
governance of local government property assets in the developed world. This research noted 
sufficient evidence from Sydney, Melbourne, Berlin and other advanced cities where local 
community and urban services are seen as a focus of governance and linked with new ways of 
public asset management being more focused on local resources. Equally, there was sufficient 
evidence from developed world cities that state and national level governments have triggered 
a big policy push since the financial crisis of 2007-08 to sell off or divest large portfolios of 
real estate properties. It most cases, these policies were not welcomed by local governments, 
irrespective of political persuasions and affiliations. The interconnection of public and 
political in cities is tested through tangible means of government property assets. The 
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evidence was presented in Barcelona during the local government elections in 2014, where 
local government property assets became one of the centrepieces of the public and political 
debate during the leadup to the election.  
The case of social good in developing countries was reflected as ‘fairly strong’ at local 
community levels and there was strong evidence of informal links with government property 
assets. In Indian cities, the assessment shows local community, especially GCP #2/02 and 
#2/03, considered the social good proposition as ‘above basic’ levels, however, this was 
qualified at intercommunity levels and not necessarily at the local government level. The 
notion of local government property assets leading to social good was not sufficiently 
validated by the local community, peers and experts in urban India.  
Exchange   
City to city cooperation is a historical phenomenon. In ancient times, it was primarily driven 
by cultural exchange and afterwards political, military, commercial and economic exchanges 
became an integral part of this cooperation. While referring to literature on governance in 
ancient Indian cities, this research saw evidence of the exchange between the ancient Indian 
city of ‘Paltiputra’ (currently Patna, Bihar) and the city of Rome. Megasthenes, 350 – 290 
BC, was a Greek philosopher who was deputed in Patliputra and responsible for cultural 
exchanges between the two cities. After World War Two, city exchanges primarily took place 
among European cities. City solidarity was seen as a peace leveller in Europe, where councils 
saw that citizen interactions between different cities allowed greater understanding of each 
other and limited the possibility of war. A very profound objective, but evidence suggests this 
has worked so far (Buis, 2009). In recent times, South African cities were the most active in 
leading city exchanges in the post Mandela period and Asian cities are following the trend of 
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city to city exchange in this decade. With rapid urban growth and fast declining quality of 
urban life in Indian cities, city to city exchange is seen as a strategic urban policy from the 
national and state governments in India. Local governments in India, with their limited 
financial resources and autonomy to conduct international exchanges, are only beginning to 
look at city exchanges as an important way forward to address basic urban services 
management.   
Campbell provides two important dimensions of city to city learnings; 1) Learning modality 
concerning the scope, initiatives, intensity, continuity and means of storing the intellectual 
and practical knowledge through  such learnings and 2) an intangible or soft infrastructure 
which is evident through the process of learning and emerges as a collective endeavour 
through learning which leads to a more cooperative spirit and may increase a cities 
competitiveness (Campbell, 2009, 2013). Campbell’s second dimension is supported by the 
city of Barcelona, which has established itself as a reference for Smart City and now presents 
as an economic model for other cities to learn, collaborate and exchange knowledge.  
Research findings – Exchange  
The research found sufficient evidence that Sydney has established itself as a good reference 
point in governance and city management among Asian cities, primarily from China, 
validating its strong position of in-bound exchanges. The occurrence of out-bound exchanges, 
where Sydney is actively involved in international city learning exchanges, was not 
substantially qualified. Compared to other Asian cities like Singapore and Seoul or European 
cities like Barcelona and Amsterdam, the evidence does not suggest its position as a reference 
point in global city exchanges for learning. The Circles workshop in the three Indian cities of 
Delhi, Bhopal and Hyderabad suggested overwhelming support for national and international 
learning exchanges at local government levels. But there was sufficient feedback to suggest 
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that these exchanges are limited to certain levels of the administration and the public or local 
community is seldom consulted. The literature supports the absence of a robust knowledge 
exchange platform at local government levels in India where citizens and governments can 
collectively contribute towards government property assets. During 2016, there was a national 
level, urban knowledge platform launched by the National Institute of Urban Affairs (NIUA) 
which provides policy level knowledge and technical tools. The Smartnet initiative by NIUA 
reflected the beginning of innovative learning exchanges and an integrated platform for local 
knowledge relating to 100 smart cities programmes. The research did not find sufficient 
evidence in the literature and feedback workshops that exchange in Indian cities, both national 
and international or city to city programmes, have shown sufficient evidence of success. The 
local community sees exchange as a critical tool for learning and implementing applied 
successful experiences from other cities.  The peers and experts in India suggest that 
knowledge exchanges in fields of government property assets from other Asian cities is more 
relevant to India in addressing immediate and critical urban services in Indian cities. 
Campbell suggests a new wave of city learning through an accretion process may be leading 
to a new urban age in which cities begin to exercise their common knowledge and muscle in 
urban and global development – beyond smart cities (Campbell, 2012).  
Local government property assets and GEM model  
Considering social good as an outcome of good governance and efficient public management, 
the introduction of this thesis, in chapter one, presented an introductory framework of 
Governance, Exchange and Management – the GEM model. This research places ‘exchange’ 
as a medium between internal and external stakeholders and argues the case that good 
governance and efficient management are not the only prerequisites to provide long term 
social good to local communities. Community engagement in Sydney demonstrated that 
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exchange brings long-term sustainability to local government assets, including properties and 
real estate. This has been evident in the Sustainable Sydney 2030 strategy, where the 
community has become a focal point in the planning and development of the city. Many local 
governments in Europe, for instance, demonstrated good governance, but their government 
property assets were devalued and failed to fulfil the basic social needs following the financial 
crisis of 2007-08. 
The local government property assets in a number of Asian cities like Seoul, Singapore and 
Hong Kong have efficient management but the local community in these cities are constantly 
losing out on government property assets, most notably assets serving low socioeconomic 
communities. So, the proposition of efficient management is beginning to be reflected in 
socioeconomic hierarchies of cities. Exchange on the other hand, especially international city 
exchanges, provide local governments with applied knowledge and policy frameworks to 
future proof their public assets and develop a ‘fit-for-purpose’ strategy allowing strategic 
public divestments. Berlin has successfully demonstrated this local community focused 
strategy with their public housing and local government infrastructure. 
Measuring success or failures of governance, exchange and management is considered as an 
essential criterion of the GEM model. This research analysed various methods and tools from 
the open domain which analyses the effect of social good through government property assets. 
Circles methodology, as used in this research to analyse local government property assets in 
Indian cities and benchmarked with local government assets in Sydney, provides the essential 
methods and tools which local communities, public administrations and local governments 
can effectively use.  
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This research proposes to integrate the measurable social community findings from 
assessment methods like Circles method, to populate the three domains of GEM model. The 
GEM model acts a ‘Community Dashboard’ for local government property assets where live 
integrations can be implemented for communities to access the most up-to-date information 
about their local government property assets. This research proposes the GEM model to be 
developed on the principles of ‘open protocol’ and ‘open domain’ so that the local community 
in any city can effectively integrate with global urban communities.  
Figure 7.1 – Local government property assets and GEM Model  
Sustaining balance of Governance Exchange and Management. Dubey (2017)  
 
   
  Government property Asset - GEM Model - Armstrong, Leifer and Dubey (2017) 
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7.2 Conclusion  
While governments are the largest owners of real estate and property in Commonwealth 
Countries, this research found that the distribution of these assets are very disproportionate at 
various levels of governments considering that the majority of the population lives in cities 
and urban areas. The local governments in most cases have limited real estate and property 
assets and yet they are responsible for the provision of day to day urban and community 
services to people. The state or national governments have large real estate and property asset 
portfolios, but their distribution and direct impact on long term social good at local 
government levels was not substantially concluded in this research due to lack of empirical 
data, particularly in India. The research conclusions are provided as following:  
Primary hypothesis of the relationship between governance and management of government 
property assets and the delivery of long term social good was assessed through Circles 
method in three Indian cities. The assessment and feedback was evaluated and compared with 
Sydney to develop an appreciation of capacity gaps and perceptions of social good. The 
method supports the quantitative basis for use of government property for public facilities to 
deliver the basic urban services.  The research concludes that local government property 
assets are meeting the basic expectations of urban services in the majority of cities assessed in 
India. While discernible, this establishes only a weak link between government property 
assets and long term social good in India. Sufficient data, literature and validation from local 
government in Australia, specifically Sydney City Council, provides a strong link between 
local government property assets and long term social good, proving the strong link of the 
hypothesis.  
The secondary hypothesis of global factors and policies influencing government property 
assets was primarily tested through international literature, most notably from the 
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International Monetary Fund, OECD documents and World Bank policy papers. The research 
found strong evidence from Australia that global factors were influencing the major policies 
of asset sell-offs and divestments in the government property sectors including local 
government property assets. In the case of India, the research was unable to find reliable data 
from the government or public sectors to validate this proposition. There were government 
reports and parliamentary papers on divestments of property assets from public sector 
enterprises such as Air India, but this research could not validate the actual global effect or 
bad asset management practices for such outcomes, hence the outcome was inconclusive.  
Although seen as a relatively new area of management in India, the secondary hypothesis of 
public asset management supporting governance of local government property assets was 
tested as an encouraging factor for public administrations. The assessments from Circles 
method confirmed that there exist greater capacity gaps in management knowledge, skillsets 
and application of innovative tools in managing local government property assets in Indian 
cities.  In the Australian cities context, the research confirms the advanced level of public 
asset management and its applications are used for Sydney City Council owned assets, 
validating the notion that efficient public asset management supports good governance.    
The secondary hypothesis of city to city learning exchange between Australian and Indian 
cities was put to the test through community workshops and feedback from subject experts. 
The research found the need for learning exchange was most desirous to make immediate 
impact in cities and improve basic urban services. The local community and peers perceived 
the requirement of exchange as ‘critical’. After analysing and validating the effective learning 
exchanges, the research used the principle of ‘clouds of trust’ and developed an impact based 
learning exchange model between Sydney and Hyderabad.  
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This research commenced with the investigation of a proposition between social good and 
government property assets. The literature and various international reports from development 
agencies like the UN and World Bank guided the research towards the urgent need of 
governance and management of local government property assets. The author’s personal and 
professional reasons led to the choice of Commonwealth countries, particularly Australia and 
India which added a complex yet interesting layer of research exploration in this field. 
Although seen as a simple proposition of local government property assets fulfilling an 
important requirement of urban services, the research led to the layers of unexplored theories, 
policies and presumptions about local government property assets and social good in 
Australia and India. With the support of the existing literature, the research found that 
extensive work is required at local government levels in India to move towards open 
governance and accountable management practices of their property assets. The provision of 
basic urban services to over 800 million people in Indian cities by 2030 is a mammoth task. 
Without international community assistance, exchange and major urban reform at local levels 
in Indian cities will be struggling to cater for basic urban services under current political and 
social environments.  In the Australian context, the research validates efficient management 
of local government property assets in major cities. The literature also suggests the politics 
and overburdening of divestment policies from federal and state governments are influencing 
local government property assets in major cities in Australia. This is becoming evident 
through the displacement of lower socioeconomic sections of communities in major cities. As 
evident from the recent sale of public housing assets in the Rocks area of Sydney. Although 
insufficient data is available, this research presupposes that government property assets are 
playing a key role in urban socioeconomic shifts and long term effect on social good in cities.  
In summarising the key findings of this research the followings are highlighted: 
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1) Is the public still the owner of vast holdings of government property assets?   
2) If yes, why are local governments continuously depriving local citizens from the provisions 
of basic urban services in developing countries?  
3) Why is the politics around government property assets in the developed world dividing 
urban society between the haves and have-nots?  
The major contribution from the research is about putting these questions in the public 
domain, (re)asserting the importance of government property assets in cities. This research 
doesn’t profess to provide a quantitative validation from government treasuries and financial 
think tanks to support the most efficient use of its government property assets. Neither does it 
support the qualitative arguments that basic urban services in Indian cities are getting better 
when billions of dollars are funnelled in physical and transport oriented projects depriving 
city people of potable drinking water and basic health services. Yet government asset sell-offs 
and divestments are seen as a long-term policy solution for building the future of cities. In 
addition to the fundamental question of social validity through government property assets, 
this research contributed to developing five major models towards the long term retention of 
local government property assets and their proposition towards social good:  
1)   Using four domains of governance, management, social good and exchange in Circles 
method, the research sets this methodology as a ‘Local Community Assessment Tool’ for 
government property assets; 
2)   An integrated asset delivery model based on Sydney City Council as a reference for 
Indian cities; 
3) Government property usage matrix for local governments;  
4) Framework for city to city learning exchange between Sydney and Hyderabad;  
5) Local Government property assets and the GEM model.  
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7.3 Recommendations  
The research concludes with variable and limited evidence of government property assets 
contributing directly towards social good and basic urban services in developing countries 
like India. The developed world, however, is changing its government property policy focus 
from community services to economic and financial needs of cities, states and nations. This 
research suggests the following areas for further research in substantiating the important role 
of local government property assets for the future of cities, worldwide: 
1) The role of the local community in influencing the national, state and local government 
policies of government property sell-offs and divestments; 
2) The development of international economic cooperation models where city governments 
can outsource their property asset management services to other national or international 
cities;  
3) Investigate the effect of sell-offs or divestment of local government property assets on the 
long term environment of the city or the region, and; 
4) If good governance is fundamental to long term social good, and in an environment of 
declining freedom and democracy around the world, what role will local government 
properties play in the future of global cities. 
The UN population division estimates that the top 200 most populated cities in the world 
today occupy less than 1 per cent of land mass. With governments at all levels owning the 
largest proportion of property assets in cities, these areas of future research are pressing as we 
work towards the sustainability of this planet.  
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Last mile 
 
O Me! O Life! 
Walt Whitman (1819 – 1892)  
 
O Me! O life!... of the questions of these recurring; 
Of the endless trains of the faithless—of cities fill’d with the foolish; 
Of myself forever reproaching myself, (for who more foolish than I, and who more faithless?) 
Of eyes that vainly crave the light—of the objects mean—of the struggle ever renew’d; 
Of the poor results of all—of the plodding and sordid crowds I see around me; 
Of the empty and useless years of the rest—with the rest me intertwined; 
The question, O me! so sad, recurring—What good amid these, O me, O life? 
Answer. 
That you are here—that life exists, and identity; 
That the powerful play goes on, and you will contribute a verse. 
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List of profiling assessments provided for local government property assets in India & 
selected case study city from Australia Government property asset Circle Profiles are 
noted as GCP #(no)    
 
Part 1 
General assessment about local government property assets through 10 prompts, primarily 
about governance and management. Five points assessment scale is used in part 1.  
GCP # 1/01  Workshop 1 – Collective group feedback  26 feedbacks 
GCP # 1/02  Workshop 2 – Collective group feedback  16 feedbacks 
GCP # 1/03  Weighted feedback from workshops 1 &2  42 samples   
GCP # 1/04  GCP #03 + expert peer review group    
GCP # 1/05  GCP #04 + Literature review + Author’s commentary   
 
Part 2  
Domain assessment about local government property assets through 40 prompts in four 
domains: 1) Governance, 2) Management, 3) Social Good and 4) Exchange.  
Seven points assessment scale is used in part 2.   
GCP #  2/01  Workshop 1 – Feedback from New Delhi   14 feedbacks 
GCP #  2/02  Workshop 2 – Feedback from New Delhi / Hyderabad  8 feedbacks 
GCP #  2/03  Workshop 3 – Feedback from Bhopal  14 feedbacks 
GCP #  2/04  Weighted feedback from workshops 1,2 & 3 on domain 
of Governance  
36 samples  
GCP #  2/05  Weighted feedback from workshops 1,2 & 3 on domain 
of Management  
36 samples 
GCP #  2/06  Weighted feedback from workshops 1,2 & 3 on domain 
of Social Good 
36 samples 
GCP #  2/07  Weighted feedback from workshops 1,2 & 3 on domain 
of Exchange 
36 samples 
Part 2 (Continue)  
GCP #  2/08  Weighted results from #2/01 to #2/03 +  
expert peer review group from India    
8 feedbacks  
GCP #  2/09  Weighted feedback from bilateral discussions with 
subject experts and user groups     
4 feedbacks 
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GCP #  2/10  Weighted feedback from #2/08 and #2/09 on domain of 
Governance  
 
GCP #  2/11  Weighted feedback from #2/08 and #2/09 on domain of 
Management  
 
GCP #  2/12  Weighted feedback from #2/08 and #2/09 on domain of 
Social good  
 
GCP #  2/13  Weighted feedback from #2/08 and #2/09 on domain of 
Exchange  
 
 
GCP #  2/14  Weighted review of workshops and expert commentaries 
+ Literature review = Author’s commentary and notes  
 
 
GCP #  2/15 Expert feedback + General user feedback from Sydney 8 feedbacks  
 
GCP #  2/16 Weighted review of # 2/15 + Literature review =  
Author’s commentary and notes on Sydney local 
government property assets.  
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Assessment prompts for general and peer workshops in India  
Part – 1  
 
 
 
 
 
Part – 1 - Five points assessment scale is used in part 1.   
1/P 1 - Does your city own Government Property Asset(s)? 
1/P 2 - Does your city provide public access to the on-site (in Local Government office) 
register of LG Property Assets? 
1/P 3 - Does your city provide on-line or web access of the list of LG Property Assets? 
1/P 4 – Does your city provide current financial value of LG Property Assets on the web? 
1/P 5 - Does you city provide a list of new LG Property Assets on the web - bought or 
acquired in the last five years? 
1/P 6 - Does your city provide a list of Local Government Property Assets on the web which 
were sold in the last five years? 
1/P 7 - Does your city provide Governance Policy on the web in managing Local Government 
Property Assets? 
1/P 8 - Does your city provide Property Management Policy on the web in managing Local 
Government Property Assets? 
1/P 9 - Does your city provide property decision making process/results on the web in 
managing LG Property Assets? 
1/P 10 - Does your city provide the best value for its citizens through LG Property Assets? 
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Part – 2 – Four domains, Seven points assessment scale is used in part 2. 
Governance  
2-1/P 1 - Do you know who the Mayor of your city is? 
2-1/P 2 - Do you know who the Commissioner of your city is? 
2-1/P 3 - Does your Local Government or city have an official website? 
2-1/P 4 - Does your Local Government have an easily accessible and user friendly official 
website for public use? 
2-1/P 5 - Does your Local Government have robust governance and policy for LG services? 
2-1/P 6 - Does your Local Government provides on-line or web access for all LG property 
assets? 
2-1/P 7 - Does your Local Government provide current financial values of LG property 
assets? 
2-1/P 8 - Does your Local Government provide best value for citizens through LG property 
assets? 
2-1/P 9 - Should your city services be given to private companies to operate and be allowed to 
charge directly? 
2-1/P 10 - If you are given a choice, would you participate in workshops about the future of 
LG assets? 
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Management  
2-2/P 1 - Do you know your local councillor? 
2-2/P 2 - Do you believe your Local Government has efficient urban services? 
2-2/P 3 - Do you believe your Local Government has sufficient human resources to provide 
basic urban services? 
2-2/P 4 - Does your Local Government have effective cleaning management for streets? 
2-2/P 5 - Does your Local Government have community facilities such as schools and parks? 
2-2/P 6 - Does your Local Government provide good roads and maintain those roads? 
2-2/P 7 - Does your Local Government provide good administrative processes for planning 
and development? 
2-2/P 8 - Does your Local Government have sufficient government owned properties to 
provide basic services? 
2-2/P 9 - Should your city services be directly provided by State Government? 
2-2/P 10 - Should your city services be outsourced to private companies? 
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Social Good  
2-3/P 1 - Does your Local Government own properties in order to provide urban services to 
people? 
2-3/P 2 - Are you happy with the level of urban services provided by your Local 
Government? 
2-3/P 3 - Does your Local Government provide venues for social services in your city? 
2-3/P 4 - Does your city provide venues for community and sports activities in your city? 
2-3/P 5 - Does your city provide venues for religious activities in your city? 
2-3/P 6 - Does your Local Government provide a place for community meetings and 
gatherings? 
2-3/P 7 - Do you agree with Local Government ownership of properties to provide local 
services? 
2-3/P 8 - Does your Local Government have sufficient government owned properties to 
provide social services? 
2-3/P 9 - Does your Local Government require more properties to better serve social services 
at local levels? 
2-3/P 10 - Should your city services be provided by NGOs and religious organisations? 
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Exchange  
2-4/P 1 - Do you think your politicians visit other Indian cities for learning? 
2-4/P 2 - Do you think your politicians visit other international cities for learning? 
2-4/P 3 - Do you think your Local Government officers should visit other Indian cities for 
learning? 
2-4/P 4 - Do you think your Local Government officers should visit international cities for 
learning? 
2-4/P 5 - Do you think your Local Government should have international people working in 
the departments? 
2-4/P 6 - Do you think schools/colleges should have a weekly learning programme on urban 
services? 
2-4/P 7 - Do you think TV/Media should have more programmes on urban services? 
2-4/P 8 - Do you think international experts should come and plan our cities? 
2-4/P 9 - If the Government sends you to another Indian city to learn and then advise the 
mayor or commissioner afterwards, would you allow two weeks of your time? 
2-4/P 10 - If the Government sends you to another international city to learn and advise the 
mayor or commissioner afterwards, would you allow two weeks of your time? 
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GCP # 1/01  Date:  Workshop 1 – Collective group feedback  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
User / participant profiles  
 
 
 
Research comment -  
 
 
Feedback workshop - no1 Delhi (2010)
Morning hours  
 
Total attendees in CoS Workshop 32 
Participants in GPA session 26 
Participant / user group profile  
Political background 2 
Administration or Local government  8 
Academia or Urban NGOs  5 
Urban Practitioner  4 
International development or scholar  1 
Citizen  6 
 
Political
8%
Local Govt
23%
Academia
19%
Practitioner
15%
Int Development
4%
Citizen
31%
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GCP # 1/02 Workshop 2 – Collective group feedback  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
Research Comments 
 
Feedback workshop – no2 Delhi (2011)
Afternoon hours 
 
Total attendees in CoS Workshop 36 
Participants in GPA session 16 
Participant / user group profile  
Political background 1 
Administration or Local government  2 
Academia or Urban NGOs  2 
Urban Practitioner  3 
International development or scholar  2 
Citizen  6 
 
Political
6%
Local Govt
12%
Academia
12%
Practitioner
19%Int Development
13%
Citizen
38%
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GCP # 1/03 Weighted feedback from workshops  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 2 - Commentaries  
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GCP # 1/04 Weighted + peer review   
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 2 - Commentaries  
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GCP # 1/05 Review +Lit review + Author’s assessment 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 - Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/01  Date Workshop 1 – Collective group feedback  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Section 2 Commentaries 
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GCP # 2/02  Date Workshop 2 – Collective group feedback  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
 
 
GCP # 2/03  Date Workshop 3 – Collective group feedback  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Feedback workshop – no 2 Delhi 
/Hyderabad  (2012) Afternoon hours  
 
Total attendees in MIW Workshop 18 
Participants in GPA session 08 
Participant / user group profile  
Political background 0 
Administration or Local government  1 
Academia or Urban NGOs  2 
Urban Practitioner  2 
International development or scholar  1 
Citizen  2 
Political
0%
Local Govt
12%
Academia
25%
Practitioner
25%
Int Development
13%
Citizen
25%
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Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
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GCP # 2/04 Weighted feedback – Governance   
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/05 Weighted feedback – Management  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/06 Weighted feedback – Social Good 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/07 Weighted feedback – Engage 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/08 Weighted results + Peer review 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/09 Weighted feedback + expert review 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/10 Weighted expert feedback -Governance 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/11 Weighted expert feedback -Management 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/12 Weighted expert feedback –Social Good 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/13 Weighted expert feedback –Exchange 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/14 Lit review + Author’s assessment 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/15 Sydney – User/Expert feedback  
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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GCP # 2/16 Sydney – Lit review + Author’s assessment 
Section 1 – Assessments  
Adopted from Circles of Sustainability (Paul James, 2014; Magee et al., 2013). Modified and research: Author 
(2016). Critique and graphics: Armstrong, Dubey, Chougaonkar and Hussein (2017) 
 
Section 2 Commentaries  
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